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PUBLIC NOTICE
LOS ANGELES DISTRlCT

NOTICE OF IN'TEN'l'
TO PRE:£, ARE.A DRAFI' ENVmONMENTALIM:PAC1' ST.,A.TEMEN"T FOn. P)101"OSEO FUTURE 404
PEluv.xn ACTIONS FOR THE NE'WHA.LL RANCH SPECn?!C PLAN AND ASSOClATED l"ACILI'.l1ES
ALONG PORTIONS Of THE SANTA C'LA1'V\ lUVEn AND ITS SID};. DRAINAGES! LOS ANGELES

COUNTY, CALIJ:10nNIA
PUBLIC SCO)?J:NG: Federal, state, and local agencie$ a:; well as tht: ~neral public arll invited to pa::rtidpate.itt
the local.scoping process by S llbUtitling written comments to ihe following addrasSl

U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers
CESPL-CO~Rr VentuIa fl~d Offir;;~
Atl:n~ File no. 97-50042.1iAH
Z,15l Alessandro DrIve, SUi~Cl25S
Vent1.mJ., California 93001

(I3maili bheuderson@09pl,W3il.Ce.army.mll)
Pub)k Notice No. 97-50042MBAH
Con-tme.ttt Period: Jill'Iuary 10,2000 through February 11,2000
SUPPLEMENTARY lNFORMA.'l'lON

:to

BackgroliIld

The Newhall RaIlc.'l-t Project is 10CII ted in northern Los Angeles County and encompa.sses approxlma ~ly 12,000
acre~. The Santa Clara .Rive:r lll10 Sl;ate Route 126 traverse the nQrthem portion oE the Specific J?lilrL il.Iea. The
~lver e:l:tends approximately 0.5 miles east to west aaoS$ r.he sire. In March 1.999, the Los Angeles County
J3oll.Id of S1,lperv"isoIs app.roved the Specific Pll'ln whicl1. establishes the gener21l:plan and zoning designa.tions
necessaty to develop' the sit~ with residential. commercial, lilld mixed 'U:::(?$ over the nexl:.20 to 30 years. The
N~wl1i\ll Ra.nch Speci£i.c Plan ~lso includes f\ Water Reclamation J?):m~ at the western ~d.$e of the p.rojec~ <U'e<l.

Indiv~d1Jal proJects, such as residq.nti::ll, c:ommDrci~t ;;md indllstriaJ. developntents, roadways, tlno. oilier public
£aciliti~s would b~ ~evelo'pcd. over time in accol:d~l:ewith !:he development oCJ1.mdaries <lnd guidelines itI the
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appfoved Specific Plan. Many of these developJnen~s wDuld reql1i.re work in and near the Santa, Clar1l, RiY~r
and its side drainages ("waters of the United StHQS").
t.:
The Newhull Ranch Comp<my 'Would develop most of ~he above fac;ilHles. HowevCY', other entitil3s could
COl1~truct some of thesE! facilities using the approV>lls or se~ of appl:ovaIs issued to The Newho.l1 Ranch
COlllp,my. The proposed 404 p=nit woulclulso include ro-utl.ne maintemmce activities to be carried. out by Los
Ang-eles County Dcp,u:f.menl: of Public Works u.,ing the 404 permi~ issued to ThG Newhall Rl:mCh CompBJl.Y.
Any party utU;:zing a 4,04- pe.r.otitfs$ued to The NewhallRa:nch Company 'Would be bound by the same
conditions in the 404 pen:ni~.
2. PropDsed Action
The pmject proponent and la.ndowner, The N~'Wh<\11 Ranch CompMY, has requcsled a long-ternt 404 permit
from !:he Corps of Engineers. The project to be addxcssed in the illS consiSt:; of those fadlit:ies associated with
the Newhall Ranch Specific :rIm that 'Would require a '104 perr.nit including the fol1o'IAr.ing;
BQ.1;jk protection COMprised of buried 5011 eemen1: or buried riprap wi!:h native vegetation planted in the
overlying Bollm areas proposed for land developmen.t, Olnd grouted riprap and guni1:e placed near
bridge abutments;
Two new bridges constructed across the Santa Clar•• River at Potrero Valley Road and Long Ctmyon
Road;

• Modifications of l:1ev$J:'.:l.l ~idc drainages (l.e., Sa.n Martmoz G.rande, Chiquito, Potrero, Long, and Middle
canyons) for dl"ai.nage and fl.ooo. cont.\'ol :?l,J1:p0ses (large.!;' drainages noted et!;love are proposed to be
Ulodified <l,Ild reconstructed. as open $ort·bottom channels "With grade control Stnlt;:tures; burled sto:rm
drains aTC proposed fD~ smaller drainages "With pe?lk flows (')f less than 2,000 cfs);
" 'IW0 w<lstewatar U.nes plamd ac.ross tnQ rivet at Potrero Canyon 'Ind upstrelJ..m of Long Canyon :Road;
• Potentially 0 ther. utili;o/ line a'ossings for water, all, and gas lines;
• Nl1.D:lerous stOrm 1;1J;1\in outlets, most of w:hkh arc nnticlptltad to emp ty into water quality control
facilities 'p~lor to disclmrging to th~ .r1ver;
• SevQr"ll bridges or drcrinage fa.dlitll:::i associated with the Miilgk Mountain Parkway EU\Q. Valencia
Boulevard extensions;
- Bank protection associated with the Watet Rec~K~i.QnPll:lnt;
, Various trails and observation platfol'tns £0. recreation'll, educl\~lona1, and wlldlifeviewing 'pmposes;
and.
Routine maintenance of the a.boye flood control faciJ~ties by.removal of sedlmen t ot veg<llal:ion to
prlilserve hydraulic de<llgr1 capacity and protect property.

Pursuant to Sectio", 102(2)(c) of the N'atiornl! Env.i:t'onn.terl(.u Pollcy Act of 1969 (NEP A) as implemented by the
regulations of the Cou.ncil on Environmental Ql1aHty (CEQ), 40 CF1-t ~500-1508, the Coxp:> of Engineers intends
to prepare a DraH Et1vironmental Impa~ Statement (0BIS) to eval"l.:late the potentilll effects of the p.Qposed
action 011 the env.irOl1men~.To eIi7Ht=te d-up!ica/;ion o!przptmlJDrk, me Carps ojE1zgin.e.ers mtends to CJ:Iordinare th~

PBIS with the Draft Envirottmmtcd Impact Report (O'Em) being preprzrerJ. by an: Cr<!iforni.cz Dtrparrment ofFish al1d
C-mne. The doclmt/?nf will meet the requiren-utnts ofNEPA ali well ~5 r.mable the; Corps to a:MLyze the project prmwlTIt to
the 40~(b)(X) Guidelines ami as'Se:iS p"trnfial impacts on V(lriOI~5 public i:n.teres! jado.,./;.
3. Sc0Pf! nf Analy,~
The DEIS will be a projcctJlevel do~ment which acl.dresse;;? number ofintenelated acHons over a specific
geographic a:rea that (1) would occur as logical parts In the chain of contemplated a~tions, and. (2) would be
implemented under the same autholizi.ng statutory or reguIElt?!Y authorities. 'rhe info:cnat1Qn mthe EIS wID.
be suffitiGnt £OJ: the Corps to make a, decision on the i$.sulll'lce of a long-teun 404- pennit for the Newhill Randt
Speciiic l?la;n.
'The docw:rient will be a joint Pedercl. and stilte dOCJ.<rnent, The California Departrn~n~ of Fish and Gi'In\e
(cPFG) will p.repare /In Envjrol.1trll;~ntal ImP;:H~t Report (ErR) in ac:cord'ilIlce: with the CaJi£onu3 Environroenrnl
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Qu&llty Act for the sam~ project. The Corps and CDFG wID work cooperatively to prepare. <lloin~ DEIS/DEIR
d~ml;'nt, Clnd to coordiJl<ltoa the p~'bllcnotjdngand heann,s processes "Under Federal :lind slo,telaw 5,
The in:l.pacr analysis will follow th~ directives in 33 CFR325 whlch requires tnat it be .1in:ci~ed to the impacts of
the specific aclivlti~ requiring a 404 permit and only those portions of the project ou tsid~ QI "waters of the

Unlt~cl States" over which the Corps has sufficient control and responsihility to warrant Fed~rill review. 'The
Corps wi!! extend the seograpl)jc scope of the envlronmental analysi5 beyond the bOT.Jndaries 0.£ "waters of the
United States" il:1 certain areas to Zld:d.reS$ indIrect &nd Cl.mrulative impat;\:.s o£ the regulated acti,Vities, and to
iJddress connected Elcl:iOT\~ pursuant to NEPA gUidelines (40 CPR 1508(a)[~)). In. the.se upland areas, the Corps
will eY"ltmtc:: u:n,{'acts to the environment and identify feasible a.nd reo!lsonable mitigation mea51.ltes and th~
appmpJ:late. state or lOCi'll ~ge.ncjes with authoril:y to implement theslOl measureS i.f they ate o\3\sidc. the 21Ll!:hOrity
of the Corps. In eVillui1It!n$ impacU> to azeas and resources outside the Co~ps' jurisdktion, the COIpS wilt
consider the i,nfoITI\ation and concl~ionsfrom th~ Fmal.l?rogram Em for: the Sp edfic Plan prepared by LO$
Angeles County Department of Regional Pla.nrun5. Ho'Wev~r, the Corps willlilxercise i.l:<I independent expertise
and Ju.dgme:nt In. addr~ssing indirect and <:UUlulative lmpll.c-ls ~o 1,l.pland arCt:lS due to :issuance of the proposed

404pennit.
4. ~p-jn~MeetW~
'
A public 5cOping 1T\eeting to receive .input on the scope of tl'te'EIS will be conducted on February 9, 2000 at 7:00
p.m. at the Valencia High School Auditorh.ml, located. ;"l27810 North Dlckason Drive, Valenc1:i., C~1lfomia.
Partldp;;\\ion in the scop.in.g meeting by Fedet'/ll. state, arid Ioea! agenciesr and other interested prIvate dtiZetlS
and orgar\ialtions is encouraged..

5. Alternativ1?.s
Various alternatives will be addressed in the EIS that WOlJ1d avoid or lessen <lIly 61gl'liflcani; impllcts associilted
'Willi the proposed facilitiE:s r and/ or that would -reduce impacts to the aqUZltic environment, while sllil tne~ting
tl1.e overall projeC1:pUipose and:need. The applicant h<ls id.entified the project pw:pose and J:\eed as providing
fl\cilities for drainGlge, fl.ood contl.'ol, t.;msportation, Wat~.J: Md wastewat~r treatment, ElJ;\d utili!:ies, i!lS well <IS
l1"leintel\,lnCe activities necessary ~o i.mplemcn~ the approved $pecl.Eic Plan, Alternatives to be c:onsidered
includ,e: modifications (e.g., size, location, etc.) to the proposed fecilHies, or altematj:v~ designs fo,ohese
.filc.ilities. Alternc"1tive(; will foCQs on alternative methods to achieve the require.d flood r;:onrrol, river crossings,
and drainage wi~hin the context of the 5pec::ific Plan. Sp~cific aIteI'I1~tLvEl(7 will be de.:vdoped aftet :public seoping
is completed, but will include the follC1wing types of aHemativ~s;
• AHern.<ltive. bridge locatioI1$ or de:,ign.$ including c:hnng~ jn the fll:ectoe alignments of the p:roposed
bridges vvithin s;peMed corl:'ldom qC!OSS the rlv~1 and th-e usc of alternative bridge pier and
embaxlkment designs to .reduce imp acts to rIparian .teso1.lrces.
• Altern<ltive bank protection d<lsigns mcluding we of environmental (biomchnical) or J:\Qn-tr<ldltlonal
"&ank pJ:otection methodsJ $\,:lcl\ "'6 geote".;tiles.
• Complete ;;l.yoldanc~ of encrDachment whert: l:!<U\k.proteci:lciJ:\ wo"ld not be placet;( within lila banks and.
channd of the mainstem of the Sani:a Cli':llU River and flood control improvements Wo1.tld not b~

implemented along side l i r a m a g e s . ·
,
Red, \lced enc:ro<lctu:nent alOI1$ the mai..'1stem where the proposed ~croachm.entalong tne milinstem of
the Smta Clara mvel' tor bank pt'Oiection would be r~duced by relocating certain reOl.r:hes of bw
protection to uplatld an;li'\sl outside the batiks of tne Sant21 Cl<lre River.
.
• Reduced encroachment along sida o.rainagcs whill'e the proposed number of side drainages converted to
Stenn d.rai.ns or unifor.r:n flood control chan.n~1s would be rcd~ced..

3
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6. Schedule
Comm~ts pertu.irUn~ to the scopil'l.g p:r;oe;e5S should ba .~eived in this office no later li1an Februi!\l:y 11, 2000.
The .;urrent sI;hedule eslimat.;!S th~t the DErS/EIR %U be available for public review and comment in st.tm.I:t\s:r

o£2000.
7. hdditioTI<l1 Tnform~ti!m
The Notice of Int.::nt to ;P.epare ElIl EJ$ is expected tD be published iII the.:Federat Register in IIL\d-Jan[j~lY2000.
Questions ~ be directed to Mr. Bruce HGnders~ Corps of Enginee:rs, Regulatory Bra:ncb., at (805) 641-1128.
Thi~ Public Notice i'i issued by fue Chief, Regulatory' Bt'mch.
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California Dt?partTnenr of Fish and Game
Region S-,South Coast Region.

4949 Vie'Wridge Avenue, San Diego. CA 92123

NOTICE OF PREPARATION
of a DRAFT ENVIRO:Nl\1ENTAL nv.r:PACT REPORT
TO;

Distribution LIsr

FROM:

CatiforlJ.ia D~artmem of Fish and Game, Region,S

tJATE:

January 3,2000

RE:

Notice of Preparation of a. Draft Environmental Impact RI::'pD:rt

PROJECT:

N~whall

Ranch Specific Plan. - River Management Plm
Agreemem aJ:ld 2081 Endangered Spede$

1601/1603 Streambed Alteration

Pennie
Portions of the San,ta Clara Riv~ and Selecteo. Side DraiDa,g-es
Nonhern Los AnSeles Couaty

APPLICAN'f:

NeWhl'lI1 :Rauch Company

The California Depanment ofFish and Game (CDFG). acting as Lead Agency, :has oeternrinect
that the above roferepced project may have a significant impact on the environment, and mat an
EnviroIUnenra11mpacc Report (EIR) should be prepared, A summary of m~ proposod projec~ is
anached. A joint Environmenral lropact St3.te:m~nt!Enviro:omental Impact Report (EISIEIR) wUl be
prepan:d with the Corps of Engineers. The proposeq State aCrlOn is the issuance of il. long-term
1603 Streambed Alteration Agreemenr aod 2.081 Endangered Species Incidental Take Permir for
the construction of various facilities associated with the Newhall Ran.ch Specific Plan.

We requeSt the views of your ageTlcy as t{) !.he scope and coment of the environmental information
which is germane to your agency's statUto:(y responsibi1ities in connection with roe proposed
project. Your agency may need I:O u.~e th~ EIR prepared by CDFG when considering your 'p~rmit
or other approval for the projec1:. An Initial Srudy is nOt ar...ached to the NOP because CDFG has
derermined that an ErR is required b8sed on applicable pOfciofJS of Los: Angeles County· s Final
E1R for the Specific Plan, as allowed by the CEQA GUidelines (Sectlon 1S063).
Pursuant to iime limits under Public R.esource Code 21080.4(3.), your written response muse be
sent at the earliest possible date, b\.li no later than 30 days aftet receipE of This notic~, Pkase send
yom' res~onse to Ms. Morgan Weh'0e al:
addrc:ss Shown above. We will need the name of a
comact person at YD\~t a¥ency.

me
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A public; scoping meeting to receive input on the scope of the Em. will be conducted on
Wednesday, February 9th) at 7 PM at the Valencia H.igh School Audito:tiUIn) located at ~7S10
Norlh Dickason :Drive) Valencia, C~]jforni.a.

(nformation on the proposed project being addre:ss~d in the ElR is available a, the Corps of
Engineers' office in Ventura. California., m 2151 AI~ssandro Drive. Suite 255, Venmra.
Califomia, and at the Valellcia Public Library, 23743 Valencia Boulevard, Sanra CJa't~ta.
California. This information includes the Specific Plan and the final EIR for the Specific Plan.
If you have ::my ques(ions, please contact Ms. Wehtje at 805·491-3571, or the EIR prep<crer, Mr.
John Gray of Woodward Clyde at 805-964-6010.

Sincerely,

/SI Morgan Wehrje

A ttac:htn§1)\';'

Overview of the: Projec:'C e.ud EI1viroD..II1~ntal Issues
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OVERVIEW OF PROJECT AND ErR SCOPE
NEWHALL RANCH SPECIFIC PLAN
RIVER MANAGEMENT PLAN
November 1999

1.0 PROfOSED PROJECT
The Newhall Ranch Specific Plan is located nonhero Los Angeles Coumy aud encompasses anout
12,000 acres (Figv,e 1). The S~"TJ.ta Clara River and State Route 126 traverse the northern third of
the si(e, The river ext~nds about 5..5 miles acr¢ss th.e site (Figure 2). In March 1999, "the Lo~
Angeles County Board of Supervisors approved the Specific Plan, which establisb.~$ the general
plan and zoning designations necessary to develOp the site: with residential. commercial, and mixed
useS over me next 20 to 30 years, The NcwhallR,a:nch Specific Plan also includes a Warer
Reclamation Plam.
Individual Pl'oj~cts. sucb as residential, comroerci:al, and industrial developments. roadways. and
oilier public fOl.cilities wiU be developed over tim~ in accord<lnce with the development boundaries
s.nd guidelines in !he approved Specific Plan. Many of thesl'J developm~nts will requi:re work in and
ne3.r the Santa Clara River and its side drainag.e::,s. The project propOl1em and landowner, Newlla11
Ranch COlllp any• has requesred a long-term 16'03 Streambed Alteration Agreemenc a:.na 2081
.Endangered Species rndd~ntal Take Pem~jt from the California Depanm<:nt of Fish e,nd Game
(CDFG) for this work.
Prior to issuing these approvals, CDFG must oomplete an Enviroruuenral Impact Report (ErR)
pursuam to C.E:QA. CDFG 113.5 decided to prep3t'e 11 joim: Environmental Impact
SraIememlEnvitonmemaI Impact R:port (E1SIETR) with the Corps of £lJ&ineers for the proposed
project, The projecr to be addressed in the EXSIEIR consists of rhos~faci1ities associated with me
Newhall Ranch Specific Plan TIm will require 1:\ 1603 Agrc:cmenr anli 2081 Permit including the
following:

•

Bank prorec1;ion - Bank pl'orection is pllllUled for less Than half of the riverbankS in the:
S'(Jl:ldfic Plan area. Most of the bank protectIon will consist of Quried soil cement or buried
rip-rap with. native Yegetationpl:mted in the overlying soil. Grouted rip-rap and gucite will be
placed near bddge. aburrnems. Bank protection will only be placed nCi'lt areas proposed for
land developmenrnear me river, or at bridg~s. Banks witham protectiongenera]ly occur
adjacent co open space corridors in tl1e Specific Plan.
Bridg-es - Two new bridges across the Sanra Clar<\ River will consrructed: Potrero Valley
Road and Long Canyon Road.

Dq>amm l l1 of Fish llnd Game
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• Side drainage;; -

Sid~ drainages to the river, including San Martinez Grande:, Chiquiro
Creek, Potrero, and Long and Middle canyons will be modifil::d for draiooge 3J1d flood
control purposes. TIle larger drainages (noted above) will bs moditled and' recoTlStntctl;d as
open soft bottom channels while smaller drainages
be placed in buried storm drains,
Grade control srrucrures wi1l be required on many of the open soft-bottom channels.

wm

"

.

Uti !iN lines - Two wastewater lines will be placed aCross the river - One near Potrc:ro
Ci'luyon and tile orner upstren.m of Long Canyon Road. Other utilil:)' llne Cl'ossing;;; for water.
oiJ~ ano. gas lines may also be required.
,s.tQJ;!!J drain oU!le~ - There will be num~rou.s storm drain outlets; however, it is anticipated
mar mOSt ou~k;!S will em!'t"/ inro W:Uer quality control facili.ties prior to discharging 'Co !.he

river.
Recreational facilities - Various trails snd observation platforms for recreation.al,
educational, and wildlife vlcwiXlg purposes.
Other facUities - Bridges Or drainage facilities assot;:ia~ed wi'th the MagJc MQunmin
Parkway and Vakncia Boulevard extensions (part of the NeWhall Ranch Sp~cific Plan), and
bank protection assoc1ated with the Water Reclamation Plant to be located at the western

end of the projecl: sIre.
Maintenance - Routine m~intenance of mt!: above flood control facilities by removal of
sedlroent Or vegeLation to pte$erve hyc;!raulic design capacity and protect properry.

The objeCtiY~s and pl,JJ;pose of the project is to provide drainage, flood control, wlIJsponation, and
water anel wastewater facilities.; ucHities; and maimenance activities necesspry to implement the
approved Specific Plan.
Mq"t of me abovo faci1irje~ will be developed by The Newhall Ranch Company. However, SOme of
these facilities may be constrUcted by others, using me approvals or S~l of approvaIs iSSl.led to The
Newhall Ranch Company. The proposed 1603 Agreement would 3.150 include rOUtine maintenance
acdviti~s to be carried Out by Los Angele$ COllnty Deparrment of PubHc Works using me 1603
Agreement issued ro The Newhall Ranch Company. Any party utili;dng a 1603 Agret:mem issued to
The Newhall Ranch Company would be bound by the same condirio.u.s in the 1603 Agre::ment.
2.0

KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

The: EIS/EIR will be a "project level" CEQA dOCUffie.r).( which addreSses a number of in~er-re!a(ed
actions over a specific geographic area. [nat: (1) will occur as logical pans in rhe chain of
contempla,ed aCIAon.s; al~d. (2) win be ~lernented under tIle S:illltil authorizing statUtory or
regulatory aUthorities. The infonnaIion in the EIS/EIR will be sUfficienr for the CDFG to make :l.
decision On the issuance of a long-cerOl1603 Agre:::ment and 2081 Pennit for me pTojecL

Dt:partmwr oj fish aJ!rl G~l1Ie
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The project area for the EtS/EIR consisl:S of che mainsti:m of tll~ Santa Clara Riyer from irs
contluence with Cas"Caic Creek to me Los Ange1es County line, "nd all side drainages \TI the
Specil1c Plan area.
The key enviroruncnral impacts to be ado)."<;!ssed in the ErS/Em. are

..

1ts~ed

below:

Rvdrolorry. flOOdl'llZ, qnd sedimentation - a description of the pOtenrial impacts of bank
prorecdon and bridges; analysis of me change in river hydrology and hydraulics, particularly
related to flow frequency and location, peak dischargo, bank and channel bed erOliion, wacer
velocity, scouring potential at bridges, and alreration of sedimem deposition patterns.
Warer aualitv - potential effttts on quality of surface and ground water due to consU11crior:\
in the riverbed, and due to urban srorrnwateT runoff associated with adjacem upland
development. The effect of any discharges of [Teared was,ewate, from me proposed Water
Reclamation Plam on surf:1.ce and groundwater w.ill be addressed.
activiri~s

lVetIands and rilJartan vegetation - potential effect on the nature and .amount of wetland and
riparian vegetation witltin the river channel; potemial chllnges ill successional pattercs in the
riverbed due to altered ny~r hy-drology and sed.imemaIion patterns.

•

Threatened and endaaf[rtred s.pedts potential adverse impacts on listed and other sensitive
species including, 'but not limited 'to, the unarmored three-spine stickleback. arroyo chub, Sa.ma
Ana sucker, leasl Bells' vireo. arroyo toad due to habim"t loss, changes in hydrology, and/or
human encroachmem:.
M

• Fish and wilt/pte, in general- pot~ntial changes inpl,)pu!atioTIs of the native fauna due to
reduction or alteration of tlle wetland and adjacent upland habi~ts along the Sama Clara RiYer

and its side draiMges.

.

Air quality -

por~ntial

imp<lct of ccn$truc~ion emissions associated with the facHides to be

permitted On le<;:al and regional air qualiry. Conformity with South

C(~<J.st

Air Quality

Managemem Plan,

"

Culrural Resources - potential impacts on an:heo1ogical, ethnographic, paleontologic, and
historic reSOurces located in or adjacent w the river.
Visuql Rrisources - potential changes in the llinutal q,nd m?n·roade visual setrings du.e to new
bridges, bank protection, and urban development.

~

.Cumulative imDlzcts - combined imp'£!C\.S of the proposed project and mher Ongoing and future
affeciing the Saum Clara River wimm both Los Angeles and Ventura counties, in
relation to the Newha!1 Ranch Specific :Plan.

projec~

3.0 AL TERNATIYES
DepuTr/nmr of Firll and Gam!:
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Various al,einati'/cs will be addre!\sed in the EIS/E:rR that would avoid or lessen me identified
sig.t1ificam impacrs associated with the proposed faciJirie". and/or that would reduce impacts to the
aquatic enVirOllIntinL, while sTill meeting most of me project Objectives (14 Cc;;R 15126.6) and
purpose (14 CCR .lS124rb). A1t(!t'narives to be considered include modifications (e.g., size,
location. C:tC) to the proposed facilities. or al~roative designs for these facilities. Altema1:ivi;:S win
focus on. alternntive methods to achieve the required flood, control, river crossings, and draiuage
within th~ context of the Specific Plan. Specific altornatiy~s Will 01:: developed after pUblic scoping
is completed. bm will include the following types of alternatives:
~

Alternative bridge loc!\t:iom; Qr d~signs. This alternative would include changes in tb~
precise alignmems of
proposed bridges within specified corridors across the river, and
the use of a.lternative bridge pier and embankment designs to reduce impacts to riparian
resources,

•

Alternative ]:)J.'lnk protection de1'1igns. This alternative would include the possible use and
environment:lll benefits of nOJFtraditional bank prorection designs, such as rbe \iSe of
geotcxdles and biotecbni~ bank protectIon.

me

Complete aVQigam:e of encroachmem. Under this alIern~tive, no 'bank proWction would be
Dlaced within thr;l bank.s and channel of the mainstem of me Sant~ Clara River nor would
the floot! control improvements be implemented along!h~ side drainages.

"

Reduced encroachment along Ihe rnai:g.litem. Undli:r this alternarive, the proposed
encroachment along the mainStem of rll~ Santa C13ra River du~ to bank protection would "be
reduc~d by relocating cenain teaches ofbartk p;rotection 'I() 1,1pIand areas, outside me banks
of L.'1e Santa Clara River.

"

Reducep encroachment :along side drainages. Under rhis alternative, the proposed nurnl;;ei
of side dTainag~s convened to storm drains or uniform flood control channels would be

reduced.

4.0 RELA1'IONS:BlP TO 'I'm NEWHALL EA:NCH SPECIFIC PLAN Em
A progriUll EIR was prepared and certified by Los Angeles Coumy for th~ Newhall Ranch Specific
Plan. It addressed environmental impacrs of the entire: ~roject. including me W<lter Reclamation
Plan. In me l'revlous ErR. the impac1s of bank protection, bridges, and drainage facilities on the
Sanra Clara Rivr;r and irs side drainages were- addTess~d at a prograuunadc level. The CDfG's ErR
will be a p:roject~leve] ErR wlrn a focus on the impacts offacilities within CDFG's amhorityunder
Fish :and Game Code Section., 1603 and 2081. The ErR will reptesenr a new and separate
environmenral assessment based on CD.FO's Independent analyses. II will provide a detailed
amlysis of the direct, il1direcc. arld cumulative impaccs of the bridges, ba!1.k protection, and
drainage facilities to be pennined, Resource informatiOn and certain analyses from the previously
certified program ErR wi1l be incorporare:d directly Of by refer~nc;e in the new EIR. Analyses and
conclusions relared to ll1direCt and cumularive impactS on re:sources outSide U1e jUrisdicrion of the

·tJ.#(lrlrnCIlI of Fish and Gume
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CDFG (e.g.• upland areas ou~id~ watercourses) will be Incorporated ftorn the Newhall Ranch
Specific 'Plan pTogram EIR. These analyses will be supplemc:med and re'fmed to the ex;tertt m;rl;
there is new information on me proposed regulated activities :mdfor on rh~ affecred resources tha(
was DOl; avnilaole during the preparation of Ehe Countis program ErR.
5,0 PUBLIC SCOPIN"G AND Em. SCBEDULE

A public seoping meering to receive input on the scope of the ErR will be conducred on Febrl,lary
gin, at 7 :PM af the Valencia Higb School AUditorium. loc;;ated at 27810 North Dickason Drive,
Valc:ncia. California.

A Draft EIR is expected to be issued for 'public review in mld..2QOO. A F.ina.J EIR is plarmed (0 be
issued in la[~-2000. Final decisions abou[ we requested 1603 Agreement and 2081 Permjt are
anticipated to bl; made in early 2001,
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1

VALENCIA, CALIFORNIA; WEDNESDAY, FEB. 9, 2000

2

7:20 P.M.

3

-000

4

***
MS. WEHTJE:

5

Good evening.

We are going

6

to get started now so we can get out of here this

7

evening sometime before the dawn breaks because I

8

need my sleep so I can look just as lovely for

9

tomorrow's set of meetings, whatever they might be.

10

There is a speaker box in the back.

If you want to

11

speak, you need to fill out a speaker slip and put

12

i t in the box sometime in the next twenty minutes.

Also there is a mailing list to sign

13
14

up.

15

do that at the end, being that this isn't going to

16

go anywhere.

17

want to be on the mailing list, to sign it.

18

You don't need to do that right now.

You can

Remember, before you leave if you

I would like to thank everybody for

19

coming tonight and attending this public process.

20

It's an informational process.

21

street for you to receive information and for you

22

to give information back.

23

do here tonight is we are going to receive public

24

input and give you information, hopefully find out

25

what are the environmental issues that are of most

It's a two-way

So what we are going to

6

1

concern and what alternatives should be evaluated

2

and then we are going to try to answer questions

3

about what the role is for the Corps of Engineers

4

and Department of Fish and Game.

5

I'm Morgan Wehtje and I'm from the

6

California Department of Fish and Game and I'm the

7

supervisor for the Region 5 and that's Santa

8

Barbara County, Ventura County and L.A. County

9

north of Interstate 10.

To my left is Scott

10

Harris.

11

county area and does much of the CEQA review.

12

his left is Bruce Henderson from the Army Corps of

13

Engineers and he will speak to the Federal issues

14

tonight, and to my right is John Gray from Woodward

15

Clyde and he is the environmental consulting firm

16

that will be compiling the response to comments and

17

actually preparing the environmental documentation

18

for this project.

19

He is the wildlife biologist for the open
To

A little bit about the agenda and

20

format.

First we are going to review the meeting's

21

purpose, which we just did, and then John will give

22

an overall view of the Newhall Ranch and Natural

23

River Management Plan, including the required

24

permits and the scope of the EIS/EIR.

25

of the meeting we will take public comments and

At the end

7

1

everyone who signs up to speak will have about

2

three minutes to speak.
So first a little bit about who are

3
4

the lead agencies.

As I said, one of the lead

5

agencies for the Federal government is the Army

6

Corps of Engineers, the regulatory branch, and

7

that's Bruce over there and they are the Federal

8

lead agency under the Natural Environmental Policy

9

Act otherwise known as its acronym is NEPA.

10

The other lead agency is the

11

California Department of Fish and Game.

12

State lead agency and that's under the California

13

Environmental Quality Act and its acronym is CEQA.

14

Permit requirements for the State to work in the

15

river, Santa Clara River and its tributaries, it

16

will require a streambed alteration agreement.

17

That is Section 1600 of the Fish and Game code.

18

This is a private project.

19

1603.

20

also there will be required an endangered species

21

2081 incidental take permit from the State for any

22

affected listed species that occur in these

23

habitats.

24
25

We are the

It's under Section

Those numbers again just refer to code; and

Bruce?
MR. HENDERSON:

Good evening.

Federal

8

1

responsibilities in this particular situation

2

relate to Section 404 Clean Water Act.

3

is fairly narrowly focused and it specifically

4

regulates the discharge of natural fill material

5

into water in the United States.

6

particular case we have got the Santa Clara River,

7

obviously, plus all the tributaries to it that meet

8

definitions that we have within our jurisdiction.

9

Section 404

In this

Some of those things is in the case

10

of non-wetland situations you simply have to have

11

an ordinary high water mark.

12

(inaudible) force.

13

feature.

14

characteristics that you recognize in the field and

15

establish by jurisdiction.

You know it's a

You know it's an original

You know it has definition and other

16

Wetlands happen to be another

17

criteria, including (inaudible) vegetation.

18

Vegetation is adapted to the growth and type of

19

soil conditions.

20

as hydrology.

21

special sites have elevated higher levels of view

22

under our program.

23

We have got (inaudible) as well

As such, it's a special site and

In this particular case we are

24

looking at the project's potential impacts on water

25

to the United States.

We are not necessarily

9

1

trying to determine land use issues, but we are

2

looking to identify the propriety of the proposed

3

actions on the waters in the United States with the

4

intention of protecting them and to have the steps

5

practical and that's pretty much our primary focus.

6

MS. WEHTJE:

For the specific permits

7

that will be required and practiced by Newhall for

8

the project we want to look at long-term 404,

9

Streambed Alteration Agreement for all the

10

facilities and the construction work in the river

11

and its tributaries and there are some examples

12

listed below of what some of those might be.

13

This is somewhat similar to another

14

project that was known for the Valencia area as the

15

Natural River Management Plan where a similar type

16

long-term 404 1600 was developed.

17

The form the permits will take will

18

be master permits.

19

years or more.

20

work in the river and its tributaries.

21

would include standard mitigation measures, but

22

individual projects must be approved by the agency

23

to ensure compliance with the master permits.

24

before any particular project goes forward there is

25

still a level of review.

They will be issued for twenty

The permits will include limits of
The permits

So

10

1

The environmental review

2

requirements to issue permits is a major action

3

that requires detailed review by NEPA and CEQA.

4

in order to make things flow better and make sure

5

both the State and Federal government are

6

coordinating well together and that we are not

7

issuing conflicting areas or leaving things out, it

8

will be a joint EIS/EIR and the EIS/EIR will

9

include alternatives to avoid and minimize the

10

impacts and mitigation benefits to reduce the

11

impacts and the EIS/EIR will be used by the lead

12

agencies when making the permit decisions.

13

means it needs to be very, very detailed and

14

address everything in full.

15

So that

Now, John will speak to a view of

16

the Newhall Ranch Specific Plan as it pertains to

17

the permits.

18

SO

MR. GRAY:

Thank you, Morgan.

I'm going

19

to give about a ten-minute overview of the Newhall

20

Ranch project and the activities that will be

21

included under the permit and also talk about the

22

scope of the environmental report that we are

23

preparing and then I will end that presentation and

24

I will open it up for public comment, but I do

25

think some background would be useful for all of us

11

1

here to understand what is being proposed and what

2

we intend to study in the EIR.

3

another ten or twelve minutes of presentation.

So we have about

4

As many of you know, the Newhall

5

Ranch Specific Plan is a mixture of industrial,

6

residential and commercial land uses.

7

encompasses about twelve thousand acres, half of

8

which would be open space and the other half

9

developed.

It

It's, of course, in Los Angeles County,

10

unincorporated area, and in March of last year L.A.

11

County Board of Supervisors approved the Specific

12

Plan which basically specifies zoning for that area

13

and, of course, as individual projects are

14

developed there by the landowner and developers

15

they have to go through another environmental

16

review process and, of course, the Specific Plan

17

usually implies a very long build-out period of

18

twenty or thirty years.

19

For those of you not familiar, the

20

project is located on the Santa Clara River and the

21

hills on both sides of it, downstream I-5.

22

is some more detailed view showing the floodplain

23

as well as hills.

24

drainages that flow into the river.

25

is undeveloped land being used either for oil

There

There are a number of side
Most of this

12

1

production or for range land.

2

limited residential in this area.
Pardon me while I adjust the

3
4

There is some

computer here.
Some of you have noticed we have a

5
6

couple posters here.

This is a slide of one of

7

those posters.

8

approved by L.A. County.

9

understand all the symbols, but it basically shows

It's the land use plan that was
I don't expect you to

10

that about half of the project area would be open

11

space and that's represented by green.

12

includes the river and the High Country and the

13

colored areas represent a mixture of residential,

14

commericial and industrial.

15

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

16

MR. GRAY:

That

What's the black?

It's actually green.

It

17

doesn't show up very well.

18

showing where the Open Space areas are.

19

would actually be dedicated in a conservation

20

easement and the High Country in the mountains

21

would also be put into protected status.

22

remaining areas would be developed.

23

This is another map
The river

The

This is a map showing the drainages

24

of the project area and, of course, the Santa Clara

25

River is the main feature because it runs through

13

1

the center of the project area, but there are also

2

side drainages.

I will give you an example of a

3

couple of them.

This is Potrero Valley.

4

Chiquito Canyon, San Martinez Grande and if you

5

have a copy of the notice of preparation that I

6

have on the table, there is a map showing where

7

these are and they were important because that's

8

where the Corps and Fish and Game have to make

9

their permits to.

10

That's

This is showing the proposed bank

11

reduction.

12

banks to keep them from eroding so that the land

13

development can occur nearby.

14

bit hard to read, but I want to show you where the

15

proposed bank protections and bridges are.

16

There is some type of protection of the

I know it's a little

There are two bridges being proposed

17

across the Santa Clara River.

One is right here

18

called Potrero and one is here called Long.

19

bank protection is located on both sides of the

20

river and it's represented by a color band.

21

discontiguous and I can give you a little bit of

22

history about what's being proposed.

23

49 percent of the Santa Clara River would have no

24

bank protection.

25

bank protection, but it would be placed in upland

The

It's

Approximately

About 12 percent of it would have

14

1

areas away from the river, and about 39 percent of

2

the river is being proposed of having bank

3

protection either on the existing banks or into the

4

river itself.

5

magnitude of what is being proposed on the main set

6

of the river.

7

That gives you some kind of order of

The type of bank protection is

8

similar to what is being used upstream in the city

9

of Santa Clarita.

It's called a buried bank

10

stabilization in which instead of having

11

conventional rip-rap or concrete placed on the

12

river banks, instead the bank protection is placed

13

underground and it's buried with soil on top of it

14

so you don't see it and you can plant on top of it.

15

That's what is being proposed for this project and

16

that allows you to have riparian vegetation or

17

landscaping and trails on top of the bank

18

protection and so you don't have an exposed rip-rap

19

or concrete.

20

currently being installed as part of the Valencia

21

Natural River Management Plan.

22

This type of bank protection is

This indicates what will occur on

23

the side drainages.

I mentioned several different

24

tributaries to the Santa Clara River.

25

ones would be basically converted to flood control

The larger

15

1

channels with soft bottom and some type of bank

2

protection on the side and that would include

3

Potrero, San Martinez, Chiquito, Long Canyon and

4

Lyon Canyon.

5

converted to open soft bottom channels.

6

other tributaries are being proposed as being

7

placed in the storm drain systems.

8

summary of what would occur on the side drainages.

9

Half would be put into open channels and the other

10

Five major drainages would be
All the

This gives us a

half would be in storm drains.

11

This is the type of open channels

12

that would typically be approved by L.A. County

13

Department of Public Works and be applied to the

14

tributaries.

15

could grow in the base of the channel, but there

16

would be bank protection on the side.

17

exposed bank protection or it may be buried bank

18

protection depending on the sides of the canyon.

19

It would be soft bottom so vegetation

It may be

The project also includes water

20

quality facilities.

As many of you know, there is

21

a requirement to protect the river and other

22

tributaries from stormwater from urban areas and

23

L.A. County has a permit.

24

and development in unincorporated areas must meet

25

certain requirements to manage stormwater quality.

Cities within the County

16

1

Those are specified by the County and they are

2

called best management practices and they usually

3

include some type of (inaudible) to catch the

4

stormwater or some type of infiltration such as

5

grassy areas so the water can percolate before it

6

gets to the river and remove any pollutants.

7

project, of course, will include a water quality

8

management program because that is required by law.

9

This

The project would involve a loss of

10

riparian habitat and the proposal by Newhall Land

11

is where there is unavoidable loss of riparian

12

habitat or wetland, that that would be replaced by

13

portions of the river or the floodplain and

14

establishing new riparian habitat.

15

has a lot of agricultural areas that could be

16

converted to riparian habitat and I will show you

17

an example of how that proposal would work.

18

The floodplain

The other mitigation we proposed is

19

to remove what is called giant reed.

20

invasive, non-native plant which is becoming more

21

common on the river and displaces native habitat

22

and removing that does have benefits for the native

23

species.

24
25

It's an

At this point we are beginning to
prepare the EIS/EIR and the main reason we are

17

1

having this meeting is to get your input on what

2

should be studied there.

3

believe is necessary to be addressed.

4

I'll tell you what we

At a minimum we are looking at what

5

are the environmental impacts of this proposal?

6

What are the types of impacts to habitat, water

7

quality, the land use?

8

permitted activities.

9

the bridges, what the Corps and Fish and Game would

We have to look at the
That's the bank protection,

10

be permitting.

11

impacts of those permitted activities and the

12

implications are.

13

cumulative impacts.

14

and the bridges and the flood control facilities

15

can lead to other impacts and can provide other

16

development in the area to create what we call

17

cumulative impacts.

18

immediate impact of the bank protection; and

19

lastly, the EIS/EIR has to address compliance with

20

whatever State and Federal laws apply to this type

21

of project.

22

We have to understand what the

We have to look to indirect and
Building the bank protection

So we have to look beyond the

The heart of the EIS/EIR, of course,

23

is the alternatives because the Corps and Fish and

24

Game want to look at a range of alternatives so

25

when they make a decision they can pick one that

18

1

best meets the requirements of the law and balances

2

different needs.

3

The proposed project, of course,

4

will be studied in the document because that is

5

what Newhall is asking to be permitted, but there

6

will be other alternatives.

7

be what would the project look like if you

8

completely avoided the river and tributaries?

9

it something I said?

10

One similar one would

Was

A third basic alternative is some

11

type of a hybrid between complete avoidance of the

12

proposed project and one that would minimize

13

impacts to avoid or somehow compensate for impacts.

14

So the alternatives will be given fairly intense

15

scrutiny and we are anxious to hear if you have any

16

specific ideas about alternatives.

17

I will give you an example of the

18

proposed project and how part of the project does

19

incorporate avoidance.

20

protection that is being proposed north of the

21

river and you can see that the bank protection,

22

which is represented by that band of color, is

23

actually going through an agricultural field.

24

the proposal there is to put the bank protection in

25

the upland area.

This is the example of bank

So

That is outside the Corps and

19

1

Fish and Game jurisdiction.

2

the river itself.

3

impacts to the river; but the project also involves

4

areas of encroachment and obviously we will be

5

looking at that.

6

protection would be encroaching some riparian

7

habitat, again on the north side of the river.

8
9

That's an avoidance of

That's an example of avoiding

This is an example of where bank

There are endangered species issues
associated with this project.

The ones that are of

10

primary consideration are the unarmored three-spine

11

stickleback, which is a resident fish in the river.

12

There is the least Bells' vireo which is a migrant

13

bird that returns to the river, the willow fly

14

catcher which occasionally comes in the area.

15

more common on the coast.

16

fish, Santa Ana Sucker and Arroyo Chub.

17

these are endangered.

18

sensitive species.

19

It's

There are two other
Some of

Some of these are considered

The Corps and Fish and Game will be

20

looking at all the sensitive species.

There are

21

more than I listed here, but that is one of the

22

primary issues that will have to be studied and, of

23

course, the water quality issue.

24

fact that the project will have to have a

25

stormwater quality management plan and the

I alluded to the

20

1

environmental document will address how adequate

2

that is and how we can further protect water

3

quality because there will be runoff.

4

make sure there is no adverse impact because of

5

higher runoff or pollutants in the stormwater and

6

that will be addressed in the EIS/EIR.

7

We want to

Last thing I want to mention are the

8

indirect impacts.

9

recognize that acting on this project and issuing

Fish and Game and the Corps

10

permits for the bank protection and the bridges

11

does have a connection to the larger Specific Plan

12

and that does have to be considered in the

13

environmental document.

14

hope to have a draft environmental document out by

15

the end of the year.

16

would be a public review period.

17

have an opportunity to read the document.

18

will be a public meeting just like this to receive

19

comments on that document.

20

opportunity for input.

21

type of permit decision that will be completed by

22

the end of next year and there will be a final

23

environmental document issued associated with that

24

decision.

25

In terms of schedule, we

It would be issued and there
So you will all
There

So there is further

Then there will be some

In addition, Fish and Game and the

21

1

Corps obviously makes separate independent

2

decisions.

3

requirements, but they are coordinating the timing

4

so this will all come together by the end of next

5

year.

They have different laws and different

I want to end by just focusing on

6

7

the purpose of the meeting here.

We really want to

8

hear your comments on what should be addressed in

9

the environmental documents.

You tell us what you

10

think is important, what you think we should pay

11

special attention to from your perspective and we

12

are going to take note of that and make sure that

13

we can address that in the document.

14

to work in a vacuum.

15

be, that's great for us because it gives us

16

direction.

17

We don't want

So the more specific you can

The other purpose of the meeting is

18

if you have some questions about the process,

19

especially the role of Fish and Game and the Corps,

20

you have got representatives here and they can

21

answer that question.

22

Corps and Fish and Game are conducting these kinds

23

of hearings or preparing these documents.

24

you have something specific you would like to

25

clarify, feel free to ask that, but keep in mind

It's not often that the

So if

22

1

that what we really want to do tonight is hear your

2

opinions and I will give you a little bit of ground

3

rules for the rest of this meeting.
We have speaker slips.

4

Because

5

there are so many people here, we really need to

6

move along in a uniformed fashion here and keep

7

things on track.

8

to limit your comments to three minutes so everyone

9

has a chance and we don't go into the wee hours of

So we are going to ask speakers

10

the morning.

We would like you to come to the

11

podium and state your name and if you are

12

representing a special interest or a group or just

13

yourself, let us know.

14

here.

15

rushed and if she can't understand something, she

16

will stop you and ask you to repeat it, but it's

17

helpful for us to have a transcript of the hearing

18

so we understand exactly what you said.

We have a court reporter

Speak clearly and slowly and don't feel

19

We are going to take the comments

20

just in random order unless there are any elected

21

officials that have come tonight to ask to speak.

22

In deference to them I would take their comments

23

first.

24

done here.

25

So you can be the first up as soon as I get

I think what we'll do is -- Bruce

23

1

and Morgan, do you have anything else to say?

2

not, I will sort of facilitate the speakers here.

3

Please listen to everyone.

4

speak.

5

and appreciate the interest and are ready to

6

listen.

Give them a chance to

We appreciate you coming out here tonight

So, ma'am, if you want to come up

7

8

If

and introduce yourself.
MS. KLAJIC:

9

Thank you very much.

I am

10

very happy to be here.

11

I'm a member of the City of Santa Clarita City

12

Council.

13

an opportunity to voice my concerns regarding the

14

scoping of the environmental document to be

15

prepared as part of the pending 404 permit.

16

My name is Jill Klajic and

I want to thank you again for allowing me

First of all, I have just a few

17

little comments to make.

18

you read the newspaper this morning.

19

not read the local newspaper that had this comment

20

in it, someone called me this morning and quoted it

21

to me that the Newhall Land and Farming was quoted

22

this morning in the paper by saying that they

23

always get their permits.

24
25

I don't know how many of
Although I do

Now, I'm hoping that that is not
always true and if it is true, then I guess my next

24

1

request or my question to you is if this is true

2

and they always get their permits, my question is

3

by what authority, then, do we have any assurances

4

that if we go through this whole process and we

5

come up with all these rules and regulations on how

6

they are going to do this, assuming they get their

7

permit, who is going to enforce mitigations?

8

is going to follow through to make sure that after

9

we finish this whole entire process and we put all

Who

10

the rules down that they are actually going to

11

prevail and they are going to do them the right

12

way?

13
14

That's my question.
could answer it.

15

You said you

That's my first question.

MR. HENDERSON:

I think what that phrase,

16

they always get their permits, refers to is they

17

get their permits as required by law before they

18

conduct work where those permits

19

MS. KLAJIC:

I don't think that's what

20

she meant, but that's kind of you and I hope that

21

that is true.

22

permits?

23

Okay.

So they always get their

Who is going to enforce it?
MR. HENDERSON:

Well, the Corps and Fish

24

and Game do have a responsibility of compliance.

25

We can revisit situations on an as-needed basis.

25

1

In the case of the Natural River

2

Management Plan they are providing to the Corps,

3

Fish and Game, Fish and Wildlife Service annual

4

reports as to projects anticipated, mitigation

5

requirements, input, actually initiated in the

6

ground and the status of those mitigation areas.

7

So there is an ongoing review of their actions.

8
9

MS. KLAJIC:
talking about.

This is twenty years we are

Are you guys going to be around

10

this whole twenty years and make sure they do it

11

correct?

12

MS. WEHTJE:

As far as what happens, as

13

best as we can, we check compliances.

14

Department is divided into several divisions.

15

is Wildlife Protection Division which is wardens.

16

They carry guns and they are licensed peace

17

officers and they are responsible for enforcing the

18

Fish and Game code which Section 1600 is part of

19

it.

20

They go out.

The
One

They drive around and

21

look at things and, believe me, in an area such as

22

this I receive a lot of calls from the general

23

public who ask, "What is going on?"

24

several calls about, "What is going on on the 126?

25

What is going on in San Francisquito Canyon," and

I have had

26

1

if it's not a question I can answer, if it's not

2

something I know that was permitted under an

3

agreement, I will call the warden and send a warden

4

out to investigate.

5

Now, whenever anyone is doing work

6

out there they are supposed to have a copy of the

7

permit on them at all times.

8

out and finds there isn't a copy of the permit and

9

they don't have one, a case is filed with the DA

If the Warden goes

10

and goes through the court system.

We have one now

11

somewhere in L.A. County -- I'm not sure where it

12

is, but I know a warden is investigating.

13

staff is meeting with L.A. County DA, the

14

Environmental Crimes Division, tomorrow to deal

15

with it.
So that's how it goes.

16

Our

The general

17

public does a lot of kind of watchdogging and we

18

try to respond to it as best we can.

19

MS. KLAJIC:

When you are considering

20

these permits do you also consider their history,

21

for instance, the history of they are concreting

22

one of the creeks in the middle of the night, that

23

type of thing?

24

very concerned about a twenty-year permit to a

25

company that really doesn't have a super-good

Those are the reasons why we are

27

1

reputation of following the rules.
MS. WEHTJE:

2

Believe me, the Department

3

of Fish and Game is suspicious of everyone.

4

to protect the public trust and we try.

5

do look at things.

6

but we try very much to look -- we are only human.

7

We do as best we can.

8

MS. KLAJIC:

9
10

We try

So yes, we

We try to be fair to people,

Well, I think everyone here

in Santa Clarita would be more than happy to help
in any way we can.
I would also like to state right up

11
12

front that we are recommending the alternative that

13

would avoid any encroachment into the river.

14

following are issues that must be addressed through

15

these documents in order to ensure adequate

16

information to the public and an opportunity for

17

full disclosure on the issues.

18

recreational uses such as bike and equestrian

19

trails be introduced into the area and how will

20

these uses impact the existing environmental

21

resources?

22

The

How will

Two, how will existing wildlife

23

areas be maintained and protected?

24

wildlife protection of this resource is very

25

important to the future of Santa Clarita Valley.

Significant

28

1

The issue of stormwater runoff and

2

pollution has great potential for significant

3

impacts to the environmental resources of the Santa

4

Clara River.

5

The issue of sufficient watertable

6

recharge is another issue that must be addressed.

7

Additional sewage discharge must thoroughly be

8

investigated in the EIR.
The Newhall Ranch project includes

9
10

several bridges over the river.

11

the greatest potential to impact the riparian

12

habitat.

13

impacts?

14

These bridges have

How can they be designed to eliminate any

How will the rails to trails

15

infrastructure be accommodated to use a pristine

16

rail right-of-way?

17

Upstream mitigation must be

18

included, otherwise any downstream mitigation

19

measures will be undermined by inadequate upstream

20

mitigation protection.

21

What kind of bank stabilization is

22

included?

23

bank stabilization for obvious environmental

24

preservation reasons.

25

the development is eliminated from the floodplain?

The County Supervisors insist on buried

How can we make sure that
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1

We would like to see it out of there.

2

How will future public ownership be

3

addressed?

4

measures and the responsible party for these

5

mitigation measures?

Will this issue impact the mitigation

As you can see by the people who

6
7

have turned out here this evening, they are from

8

allover southern California.

9

River is an extremely important natural resource to

The Santa Clara

10

all of us and it's very important that we maintain

11

it in its absolute natural environment.

12

the last river we have and it's important for all

13

of us to keep it that way.

14

This is

We strongly object to any master

15

permit.

16

have always done it.

17

get a permit.

18

as least impacts as possible.

19

We would prefer that we do it the way we
You go into the river.

We talk about it.

You

We try to make it

Then I have one last question.

20

Could you please tell us how and to whom we need to

21

address these concerns about changing the whole

22

idea of master permit?

23

did it come from, and how do we get it taken care

24

of?

25

Who brought it up, where

It was not discussed.
MR. HENDERSON:

Essentially it's our two
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1

agencies, Morgan and myself.

We are doing this as

2

a matter of addressing everything as it's

3

envisioned to unfold over time which allows

4

everybody to address these things in a

5

non-piecemeal fashion.

6

master plan that you know what the parameters will

7

be, you know what the extent of the process will

8

be, if you look at everything case by case, you

9

could find that you are achieving more impacts over

If you have, let's say, a

10

long periods of time than you anticipated by

11

looking at this as one unit.

12

does not necessarily lead to greater protection of

13

resources.

14

MS. KLAJIC:

Piece by piece review

I could certainly understand

15

that because we have a General Plan and that's what

16

a General Plan is for, but still you can do a

17

master plan, but not a master permit.

18

difference.

19

the impacts are coming from.

20

done on an individual basis.

21

MR. GRAY:

22

MS. KLAJIC:

23

MR. GRAY:

There is a

Let's do a master plan of where all
The permits should be

Thank you.
Thank you.
I'm going to start calling

24

people up random one by one and I do want to remind

25

you that you can send in written comments.

We have
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1

the address here and you can always talk to Morgan

2

or Bruce afterwards.

3

comments until the 19th.

4

today.

5

comments, if you can.

6

you come to the podium.

7

written comments tonight; but given the number of

8

speakers that I got, we need to restrict your

9

comments to three minutes.

10
11
12
13
14

You can submit written

I would like you not to read written
You can summarize them when

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

Wait.

We have one

more elected official who would like to speak.
MR. GRAY:

I'm sorry.

Who is the other

elected official?
MS. PLANBECK:

16

MR. GRAY:

18

You can give us the

The next person

15

17

That's ten days after

I'll just wait my turn.

Following Ms. Planbeck will be

Clarence Freeman.
MS. PLANBECK:

Thank you.

My name is

19

Lynne Planbeck and I'm not here in my official

20

capacity of a water district director, but I do, of

21

course, have water concerns about what we are doing

22

to the tributaries up there.

23

like you to address the impacts of downstream

24

erosion and also scouring.

25

We would particularly

You mentioned endangered species,
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1

but you didn't mention steelhead and if there is

2

scouring that occurs, then that would affect

3

downstream endangered species as well and we would

4

want to be sure that those impacts are addressed.

5

My special concern is also a concern

6

of the Sierra Club and that is the paving of 95

7

percent of the tributaries.

8

course, want to see the total avoidance alternative

9

implemented in this case and the development moved

So we would, of

10

as much out of the floodplain as possible.

11

is no excuse in this day and age for development in

12

a floodplain where we know what happens when FEMA

13

has paid seven million dollars to move the

14

elementary school out of the Castaic dam area and

15

we are building things in the floodplain

16

downstream.

17

There

Not only for the benefit of the

18

river, the benefit of future generations in open

19

space, but the benefit of the taxpayers we should

20

not be building in the floodplain and we need to

21

maintain a natural river system.

22

In addition to that, we believe the

23

loss of recharge should be analyzed and if it's too

24

great, then no concrete should be allowed in the

25

tributaries.

This supplies water for the community
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1

here.

The community here, of course, is upstream

2

from the project.

3

that would be most affected by this.

4

important not to lose that groundwater recharge.

So it's downstream communities

We did write comments.

5

It's really

We are also

6

turning in the comments that were given by NEPA,

7

Fish and Game and the Army Corps of Engineers on

8

the Newhall Ranch EIR and in that set of comments

9

I'm sure Mr. Henderson remembers this, but the

10

Corps said at that time that it was early in the

11

planning stage and the total avoidance alternative

12

was possible and would most likely be something the

13

Corps would expect since there was plenty of time

14

to plan for that and there would be no reason to

15

have it not feasible when it was very early in the

16

planning stages and I just wanted to remind you of

17

those comments and hope as you go through the

18

permitting process you won't forget what you told

19

them three years ago, that it was feasible and they

20

should do it.

21

Thank you very much.

MR. GRAY:

You guys must want to stay

22

here late.

The clapping does delay things.

I

23

appreciate your enthusiasm, but we have a lot of

24

speakers to hear tonight.

25

from that, that would move us through quicker.

So if we could refrain
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1
2

Mr. Freeman and he will be followed
by Stacey Nickels.

3

MR. FREEMAN:

My name is Clarence

4

Freeman.

5

in the study of riverbeds for over sixty years,

6

longer than most people have been alive, and.if you

7

believe that age and wisdom go together -- I'm over

8

eighty and perhaps I have something that you might

9

want to hear.

10

I'm an engineer and I have been involved

The Santa Clara River is the last

11

free-flowing river in southern California.

12

brain stream overloaded with sand and gravel and

13

keeps plugging its own channel so the flow has to

14

shift around in those bars that are formed in the

15

streambed.

16

areas like we have here and they are not compatible

17

with development in the floodplain.

18

(Inaudible)

It's a

streams occur in semi-arid

The planning of the Newhall Ranch

19

project shows an unrecognition of the very geologic

20

process that is going on.

21

south of the Santa Clara River are washing into the

22

sea and they are being uplifted by tetanic action

23

at the same time.

24

tributaries act as conveyor belts to deliver the

25

sediment to the seas.

The mountains north and

The main river and its

At low flows it appears to
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1

meander back and forth, but that's merely the

2

footprint of the last flood and at each side

3

tributary entries sediment bars form.

4

river is very hard to predict the action of it.

So this

Now, I would like to introduce this

5

6

report to you which seems to be something that must

7

have been lost in the archives of the people who

8

planned this, "Factors controlling the size and

9

shape of stream channels in course non-cohesive

10

sands."

This is a figure from that report and

11

these people studied this in 1961 and if you look

12

at the top, you start out and you have a

13

non-cohesive sand channel and you start to allow

14

water to flow through it and as the velocity and

15

slope are increased, there becomes a phenomenon

16

that might be very similar to flowing through a

17

woodwind instrument.

18

between the surface waves as the velocity increases

19

and the sand that is in the bedflow of the river

20

and you eventually get these meanders which the

21

experiment is called pseudo-meanders because they

22

are not meanders like you get down in Louisiana

23

'underneath the moss trees.

24

river that is flowing as a mountain torrent and

25

these meanders cannot be suppressed.

There gets to be a residence

This is a high-velocity
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1

Now, apparently the plan now is to

2

build -- I notice they don't like to use the words

3

levee, but you have a soil cement core levee and

4

about two-thirds of that levee is going to be soil

5

to cover it up, besides the fact that in order to

6

place it, you have to dig deep trenches and

7

backfill them.

8

erodible than the original material that is in the

9

river and you cannot suppress these meanders.

That backfill material is more

10

only way you can suppress these meanders is to

11

concrete the river in.

12

The

So what this amounts to is if you

13

have high floods that start to approach a hundred

14

year flood, say, you are going to erode, you are

15

going to get these waves and meanders,

16

pseudo-meanders to start.

17

velocities.

18

to this soil cement core.

19

suppress it.

20

to concrete the channel in like the Los Angeles

21

River and as you know now, they are trying to

22

restore the Los Angeles River.

23

They have bank-eroding

They will erode all the material back
There is no way you can

The only way you can suppress it is

What you are taking is the first

24

step in the concreting in of the Santa Clara River

25

because as you have development and protecting
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1

property and lives, you start to concrete in the

2

river.
Now, that's not the only problem.

3

4

The problem is you can dig a pilot channel.

In

5

this report you will see why a pilot channel

6

doesn't work.

7

flood revert to these pseudo-meanders and the way

8

the river is studied through computer program,

9

which was originally developed by the Corps of

The pilot channel will eventually in

10

Engineers, the Heck Two (phonetic) program has no

11

time-dependant terms.

12

phenomenon that we are talking about.

13

must be gradually varied in the Heck Two program.

14

The flow is one dimensional -- it doesn't curve

15

and the slope of the channel must be small.

So it cannot model this
The flow

16

So the Santa Clara River meets none

17

of these conditions and as a result, the engineers

18

are reduced to guessing about its flood behavior.

19

So what you have done is you have taken the first

20

step to concrete in the Santa Clara River because

21

once the property is built, you have to protect it.

22

MS. NICKELS:

Okay.

I'm Stacey Nickels

23

and I'm representing the Natural History Club of

24

Acton/Aqua Dulce.

25

We are very upstream from this
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1

project, very upstream from this project.

2

concern is that we know once the cementing of the

3

Santa Clara River starts downstream, it's going to

4

backlash upstream.

5

and mining projects in the works.

6

opposed to the cementing.

7

Our

We know there is development
We are very

My question tonight, though, would

8

be to the lead agencies to ask why is this project

9

even being considered at this time when it is being

10

litigated?

11

MR. HENDERSON:

We do not pair the two

12

up.

13

ultimate proposals.

14

why we shouldn't analyze what they are proposing at

15

this time.

16

We know that litigation may affect their
We don't see that as a reason

MS. NICKELS:

Wouldn't that be a valuable

17

waste of our resources and taxpayer dollars to go

18

forward with something that might not happen

19

because of litigation?

20

MR. HENDERSON:

The litigation is still

21

speculative and the Applicant has a legitimate

22

proposal on the table at this time and I still

23

don't see how we have a legitimate reason not to

24

address their proposal.

25

MS. NICKELS:

Thank you.
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1

MS. WEHTJE:

Also, the State did look at

2

that because the NEPA is involved in the

3

litigation, but there is not anything really in the

4

law that says that we can't address something.

5

if they put it forth to us, we have to go forward

6

and address it and that's the way permits and laws

7

are written.

8
9

So

So we do have to look at all the
things. It is part of the process.

We know that

10

that is going on.

We are aware of it, but this is

11

still a process that we have to address it.

12

MS. NICKELS:

13

MS. CLARK:

Thank you.
Thank you.

I've been sitting

14

here looking at the sign.

It says "Newhall Ranch

15

Natural River Management Plan."

16

nature that manages the river and I don't see why

17

this is being brought up.

18

environmental issues, apart from the very obvious

19

of percolation and being the people who would be

20

proud to say that "We channeled the last river in

21

Los Angeles County," I think a real concern I have

22

is concern of safety.

23

there is a heavy rain somebody has to go look at it

24

and check out the river and the ground around it

25

and I have a vision here in the Santa Clarita

I think it's the

The real concern of

Los Angeles River every time
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1

Valley of a big strip of concrete cutting us in

2

half and then chain link fence all around it

3

purported to keep the children out, which we know

4

won't work.

5

We'll have removed a source of a beautiful

6

meandering riverbed site and to no purpose

7

whatsoever except for Newhall Land and Farming to

8

build in a place where they have no business

9

building.

We'll have this big ugly eyesore.

They have no business building in the

10

floodplain and you have no business saying that

11

they can do it.

12

The alternative to evaluate, how

13

about not building in the floodplain.

14

that's a real good alternative and I think it's the

15

only one that can be considered.

16
17

MR. GRAY:

I think

If you can remember to state

your name and who you are representing.

18

MS. CROUCH:

I'm Dora Crouch.

I come

19

from Santa Paula and I'm a private citizen.

I'm

20

also a water expert and I prepared for you a

21

detailed statement, one for the Fish and Game and

22

one for the Engineers and in the interest of time

23

I'm not going to attempt to say that in three

24

minutes.

25

sometimes, but I would like to make only one point.

Even I couldn't do that and I talk fast
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1

The draft EIR shows a strange lack

2

of awareness of existing and on-going studies of

3

waterflow machines and their problems in the Santa

4

Clara River Valley.

5

there copies of articles that are precisely about

6

that, papers from the U.S. Geological Service and

7

from people working with the Geological Service.

8

Those studies have been ongoing in cooperation with

9

the United Water Conservation District in Ventura

I have provided in the packet

10

County for more than ten years and it was

11

interesting to me to go through the Newhall

12

proposal and see that their water experts had not

13

consulted anything more recent than 1986.

14

didn't seem to know this other work was going on

15

and even after I had spoke about this in public

16

meetings, there was no change in the final EIR.

17

Newhall chose to ignore these other claims.

18

They

I would also like to submit for your

19

consideration a map which has just been done

20

recently in 1997 by the Division of Mines and

21

Geology which shows -- this is the eastern edge of

22

the new project.

23

would show most of the project, is considered not

24

likely to be developed in the near future, so they

25

haven't done that one yet; but what this does show

The Val Verde quadrangle, which
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1

you is all the dotted places are lands sUbject to

2

liquefaction and all the crosshatchings are the

3

lands subject to landslides which is everything in

4

this project.

5
6

I think you are going to have a hard
time pleasing both sides in this issue.

7

MS. BARRIS:

Hi.

My name is Kathy Barris

8

and I'm representing myself here.

9

Californian and I love this state.

10

I'm a native

I also want to mention that I grew

11

up in West Los Angeles.

12

Biota Creek to get to school and just having to do

13

that going over a total concreted riverbed and

14

stream is a horrible way to see how the natural

15

environment has been transformed.

16

I actually had to cross

I know everybody here is talking

17

about the actual impact on the river itself, but I

18

would like you to address the other issues as well

19

and that's traffic and air quality.

20

the 5.

21

will be hitting the 5 freeway, much less impacting

22

the river and the wildlife that is there.

23

to see a whole balance of the environment, not just

24

specifically the river and the river itself because

25

it is all interconnected and affects each other and

I travel down

I cannot imagine the amount of traffic that

I want
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1

that's what I want you to all take into

2

consideration.

3

Also I guess I can get this from

4

other sources, but I would like to know which Board

5

members of the Board of Supervisors approved this.

6

I don't know if you guys -- was it a unanimous

7

vote?

8

that right?

9

Darcy?

I assume one of them is Mike Antonovich; is
Is that represented by his Deputy Jody

She is a City Council member in Valencia.

10

Then I just want to also mention

11

that -- well, I guess that's it.

12

issues that I can follow through on.

13
14
15

MR. GRAY:

There is other

Put them in a letter and

submit them.
MS. VOGELEY:

My name is Marla Vogeley

16

and I'm a student at Saugus High School and this is

17

Sherri and we represent the riding community.

18

are, of course, concerned with all the

19

environmental issues, but probably other people

20

will be talking about that.

21

about riding trails.

22

We

So we are worried

It's a great place to ride.

It's

23

flat, it's open, it's beautiful and, you know,

24

sometimes when they build these proposed bridle

25

paths, they are fenced in on both sides and they
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1

are flat and straight and boring.

2

natural spaces where we can just wander around and

3

there is a lot of horse people around and we need

4

trails.

5

We need open and

Thank you.
MS. STOLARIK:

My name is Sherri Stolarik

6

and I represent Don and Brook Farms and I do agree

7

with everything she was saying and that's all I

8

have to say.

9

in the floodplain.

I just wish that they would not build

10

MR. GRAY:

11

MR. SHUMAN:

Thank you for coming.
My name is Todd Shuman.

I

12

live in Glendale, but I grew up in this area.

13

also a Sierra Club member.

14

for the Central Group of the Angeles Chapter of the

15

Sierra Club.

16

I'm

Some of my comments are

First of all, I would like to echo

17

my comments.

We are concerned about the cementing

18

of all the tributaries and the eliminating of

19

riparian habitat in all those areas and the impact

20

of increased water velocity volume on the

21

downstream habitat of the Santa Clara River.

22

the affirmative duty of both of these agencies to

23

investigate who will be overseeing the geological

24

changes that will be taking place.

25

see a very good job of that in this report.

It is

So we expect to
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1

Second, this project has a number of

2

golf courses and ponds that are being structured

3

into its design.

4

Under certain conditions these ponds tend to

5

overflow and the water can then flow down into the

6

Santa Clara River.

7

very strong likelihood that non-native and nuisance

8

fish species will be introduced into the river and

9

damage native species there.

There is a problem with these.

When that happens there is a

We want to know what

10

are the methods that will be used to ensure that

11

only native species will be maintained in the Santa

12

Clara River and that non-native and nuisance

13

species will be controlled or limited and be

14

prevented from being accessed.

15

well aware, there are State penalties for

16

introduction of nuisance species into a public

17

trust waterway.

18

As you are quite

Third, we believe that both Fish and

19

Game and especially the Army Corps of Engineers

20

need to consult immediately with the U.S. Fish and

21

Wildlife Service and Natural Marine Fishery Service

22

concerning the southern steelhead.

23

been listed as an endangered species.

24

provisions are already in place and there is no

25

option that does not exist and we hope we do not

This fish has
(Inaudible)
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1

even see that coming down the road.

2

Also you should be aware that even

3

though some people will say this whole area has no

4

relevance to the southern steelhead, the agencies

5

have not stated that so far.

6

formal declaration of critical habitat designated

7

for this area.

8

future survival of an endangered species, the

9

southern steelhead.

10

They have not made a

So this area is relevant to the

That is why you need to start

consulting with these agencies immediately.

11

Last, the Santa Ana sucker needs

12

to -- both of these agencies need to start

13

consulting with Fish and Wildlife concerning the

14

Santa Ana sucker.

15

in this area and it is a threatened species under

16

the Environmental Species Act and a final ruling is

17

due momentarily.

18

It has been seen in the vicinity

So we would like to prevent the

19

Corps and the Fish and Game from having to start

20

this process allover again.

21

consultation with Fish and Wildlife concerning this

22

and act as if the sucker was listed already as if

23

because the listing is expected momentarily.

24
25

MS. KILPATRICK:
Kilpatric.

You start immediate

My name is Jennifer

I live in Santa Clarita.

I'm here
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1

representing myself tonight.

2

attorney for twenty-three years.

3

environmental projects involving the Corps and

4

wetlands during the course of my career in

5

Massachusetts, in New York, in Maryland, in Florida

6

and in California and I make the following simple

7

political comment.

8
9

I have been an
I have worked on

I have represented probably fifteen
corporations that have tried their darndest and

10

throughout the United States have been denied

11

permits.

12

and in particular involving this project -- is the

13

foregone conclusion that some permit is going to be

14

issued that will change the natural condition of

15

the upland streams as well as the main channel of

16

the river.

17

developers are not getting the permits they want.

18

I guaranty you that in Massachusetts the developers

19

are not getting permits to fill in wetlands.

20

guaranty you that in New York State the industrial

21

companies are not getting the permits they want to

22

fill in the wetlands around the Great lakes.

23

What is offensive to me in California

I guaranty you that in Florida the

So I ask what are we?

I

Are we

24

chopped chicken liver that the only stream in its

25

natural condition left in southern California is
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1

going to be bargained away?

2

institutional decision-making point of view

3

inappropriate in comparison with what other

4

taxpayers in the United States are obtaining.

5

That is simply from an

Now, I understand that Newhall Land

6

and Farming thinks they have property rights.

7

Well, if you read every single Army Corps of

8

Engineers' permit case that has been decided by the

9

Federal Court of Appeals in the United States,

10

which I have because I have to read them for my

11

job, and if you read the California Supreme Court

12

decisions relating to taking, when you have twelve

13

thousand acres of land you are not entitled to

14

develop twelve thousand acres of land and boohoo if

15

you can only develop three thousand acres of land.

16

It's not a taking.

17

So you as decision makers do not

18

have an obligation to give these people any permit

19

at all other than a permit that creates no negative

20

impacts.

21

Now, let's just look at one negative

22

impact.

23

people living in Santa Clarita get a large

24

proportion of their water out of the Santa Clara

25

River.

I live in Santa Clarita.

Right now the

We do not have a state water allocation
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1

that is big enough to water all of Santa Clarita.

2

Santa Clarita is booming.

3

what's happening is our water supply is finite.

4

we are drinking the river dry.

5

It's not your fault, but
So

On top of that the use of the water,

6

our water supply is contaminated with prechloric.

7

Three major water developments have been shut down

8

because a defense contractor contaminated the water

9

and the Federal and State governments have not

10

gotten their act together to come and clean up and

11

contrary to what this nice lady had to say, they

12

have not had the balls to enforce the Clean Water

13

Act or to enforce the State laws against this

14

particular defense contractor to force them to

15

clean up our water.
So what does that mean?

16

It means

17

that we are sucking the water dry in Santa Clarita.

18

What does that do for the people downstream in

19

Ventura County who are using well water and yes,

20

indeed, there are lots of water wells in Ventura

21

County.

22

is the essential key to recharge the groundwater

23

for the people in Ventura County and I guaranty you

24

if you cement over the tributaries, if you cement

25

over the flat lands or the hilly lands that will

It means that this Newhall Ranch project
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1

soon be flat where there is housing and you narrow

2

the riverbanks, you are going to lose a substantial

3

amount of recharge.

4

people in Ventura County?

5

supply is gone.

6

cumulative impacts and you don't have to issue the

7

permit.

8
9

What does that mean for the
Suddenly their water

You are obligated to look at

So the point that I'm making simply
is do the right thing.

Do what your peers are

10

doing throughout the United States.

11

pushed around.

12

Don't be

Thank you.

MR. LIEBERMAN:

Hi.

My name is Isaac

13

Lieberman.

14

of Santa Clarita, Citizens for Smart Growth.

15

I'm representing myself and a new group

Wow!

I'm really impressed by the

16

preparation of these speakers.

17

have been better prepared, but I have been working

18

nights and days the last week and a half or two,

19

putting together a website for this new group to

20

connect everybody.

21

I would like to

I have been doing polling around the

22

town in the course of the last month and about 85

23

percent of the people I have talked to are fed up

24

with the pace of growth here.

25

L.A.

Now, the fact that

County approved this project last year I think
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1

is a crime.

2

people here don't want it and what John McCain is

3

talking about and what Bartlett & Steel are talking

4

about and Time Magazine about money controlling

5

process is going on here.

6

people don't want it.

7

floodplain.

8

connected by E-mail to help you guys say no.

9

please just say no.

10

If it's not a crime, it's a sin.

The

It's real obvious.

The

Don't build in the

Our target is to have 50,000 people

MS. STOKES:

So

Thank you.
Hi.

My name is Sydell

11

Stokes.

12

want to comment that I have a new neighbor who is

13

from Washington state and I was telling her about

14

tonight's event here in hopes that she would come

15

and she couldn't come, but she is telling me that

16

in Washington state where she worked with the

17

Forestry Service that they hold rivers in very high

18

esteem and that in Washington state they have laws

19

that would never allow such as is happening or is

20

requesting to be happening here tonight.

21

you.

22

I'm from Valencia, California and I just

MR. FLORIMONTE:

Hi.

Thank

My name is Louis

23

Florimonte, representing myself and the river

24

behind my house.

25

First, a couple of things you guys
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1

said when you were asked earlier about who would

2

follow up.

3

Corps representatives and the State Water Resources

4

Control Board people after the County was given

5

permission to poison and scrape the river behind

6

our house.

7

manpower or time to go and check up on everything

8

that was done.

9

what kind of follow-up there will be.

We asked the same question to the Army

We were told there was not enough

So I have serious questions about
Almost

10

everything I was going to say has been said, so I

11

will be a little brief here.

12

When we moved here eighteen years

13

ago there was a riparian area behind our house.

In

14

1997, having filled out all the proper permits, the

15

County came in and took about six feet of earth out

16

of it and since then they have gotten approved

17

certificates to continue doing that.

18

not only are they doing it this year -- we asked

19

the Army Corps of Engineers why they were able to

20

do it and we asked the Water Resources Control

21

Board why they were able to do it.

22

"Because they filled out the right forms."

23

ask them what chemicals they were using, they sent

24

us Monsanto's description of the chemicals they

25

were using to kill the plant life because they

In so doing

The answer was,
When we
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1

didn't want to slow down the growth.

2

When we got an analysis from an

3

independent agency in Arizona they said those

4

chemicals break down into carcinogens in

5

nitrogen-rich soil.

6

golf courses and development and fertilize them,

7

you will have nitrogen-rich soils.

8

chemicals breaking into carcinogens in the river

9

and I know from watching what happened to me behind

If you are going to put in

You will have

10

my house that as soon as flooding becomes an issue

11

for the people in the area -- and it will be

12

when we were asked why the County was allowed to do

13

this behind our house, the Army Corps

14

representative and Water Resources Control Board

15

said, "They went behind our backs.

16

around us to the public and frightened them with

17

stories of EI Nino and flooding and got the

18

necessary permits and nobody has checked up on them

19

as yet to see if they are complying."

20

They went

They have now convinced people in

21

the neighborhood that taking out willows and grass

22

is necessary.

23

amount of wildlife we have, in effect, a muddy

24

storm drain behind our house and as soon as you get

25

houses in this area and people start hearing scare

So where we once saw an incredible
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1

stories about flooding and El Nino they will be

2

coming in with the same pesticides and they will be

3

scraping it clean because they are sure in hell

4

aren't going to move the houses.

5

going to happen.

6

MS. FLORIMONTE:

7

and I represent myself.

8

member of SCOPE.

9

It just isn't

I'm Alexandra Florimonte
I also happen to be a

Anyone who is going to make millions

10

of dollars in any kind of project should not have

11

anything about the project made easy for them and

12

it is the duty of all the public agencies involved

13

to make sure that from those who stand to make a

14

dollar they are receiving the most stringent of any

15

kind of measures possible, including the option of

16

no impact.

17

That didn't come out right.
The second thing I want to say is

18

that our Santa Clara River is first and foremost a

19

watershed and as such, there is some proposed

20

Senate legislation that I'm going to read a little

21

bit from which says that "land and water uses in

22

coastal zones and coastal watersheds may

23

significantly affect the quality of coastal waters

24

and habitat and efforts to control coastal water

25

pollution from activities in these areas must be
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1

improved," and there is a need to enhance

2

cooperation and coordination among states and local

3

communities to encourage local community-based

4

environmental protective solutions that address the

5

impacts and the pressures on the coastal resources

6

and on public facilities and public service caused

7

by continued coastal population growth, etc.

8
9

It's clear that any kind of concrete
channelization affects negatively the coastal

10

habitat.

11

just spoke about what is happening in our

12

neighborhood and it didn't happen all at once.

13

happened over a period of time as the valley became

14

more and more populated and now we have this dead,

15

barren, horrible mud hole behind our house and this

16

is what is going to happen in the future and any

17

person who has lived in this valley already knows

18

that people who stand to make money end up having

19

the power here and it is our obligation as public

20

citizens and yours as a public agency to make sure

21

that that does not happen here.

22

any more degradation of our coastal waters from

23

this river and its tributaries.

24
25

We have already seen that.

My husband

It

We can't afford

The third comment that I wanted to
make is that we have already broken up all the
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1

corridors in our valley.

2

the water.

3

pollutants into the water and taken out vegetation

4

that would filter them, the toxins out, and we no

5

longer preserve and value the habitat that our

6

children could be enjoying right now and instead,

7

as my husband says, we fill people's minds with

8

scare stories and the County is simply an arm of

9

the developers that have money.

10

We have already degraded

We have already put in so many

MS. WINTER:

Thank you.

I'm Melanie Winter,

11

Executive Director of Friends of the Los Angeles

12

River.

13

comments here.

14

because when I'm not writing it down, I tend to get

15

a little emotional.

16

not on the 10th, but on the 17th?

17

officially been extended?

We are going to be sUbmitting written
They will be much more articulate

Are these written comments due

18

MR. HENDERSON:

19

MS. WINTER:

19th?

That's

Yes.

We are obviously going to

20

recommend complete avoidance here.

21

resource that is far too valuable to mess with.

22

There is nothing you can do to, quote/unquote,

23

mitigate for these impacts here beyond complete

24

avoidance.

25

This is a

A lot of these green features that
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1

are being proposed here are really merely cosmetic

2

and greenwashing, so to speak.

3

and doomed to fail and cause much more problems

4

than even dreamed possible.

5

They are designed

You have to take a look at Los

6

Angeles, really, really take a look at what we did

7

in Los Angeles.

8

do the right thing.

9

Bartholomew in 1930 which recommended that we stop

We had an opportunity in 1930 to
There was a plan submitted by

10

and prohibit development in the floodplain.

11

chose not to do that.

12

develop in the hills because the hills are designed

13

to burn.

14

natural systems function.

15

floods.

16

control floods.

17

that you could protect -- You can protect flood by

18

controlling development and I think that is what

19

needs to happen here.

20

We

It also suggested we don't

We need to recognize and appreciate the
You cannot control

Flood control is a joke.

You cannot

You can control development so

Just to reiterate and to acknowledge

21

what Mr. Florimonte said about the oversight.

In a

22

meeting with Secretary Westfall of the Corps

23

December 16th we spoke about the maintenance that

24

has been going on since the EI Nino scare in '97

25

with the Corps' emergency permit that the County
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1

has been carrying out with virtually no oversight.

2

The devastation, the unneeded devastation herein

3

has been horrific and the photographs are stacked

4

this high and this wide in binders at the County.

5

We have been allowed to see them.

6

done was completely unjustified.

7

Much of what was

When we spoke about this -- and my

8

concern about the next round is what happened this

9

year.

They honestly did say, "We do not have

10

sufficient staff to provide sufficient oversight

11

and we encourage you all to get out there and tell

12

us what's going on and take pictures and you guys

13

can be our eyes and ears."

14

Well, that's not acceptable.

You,

15

the Corps, if you are going to issue a permit, you

16

are responsible for what happens there; not us.

17

This is truly willful madness and anything other

18

than complete avoidance is suicide for this river,

19

for this County and for this watershed and for

20

these people.

21

MR. SCHULTZ:

Thank you for the chance to

22

appear here.

23

of the local Santa Clarita group Sierra Club.

24

lot of good points have been made here, so I will

25

just make a couple.

My name is Henry Schultz.

I'm Chair
A
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One is you have a couple of bridges

1
2

going in here and right now according to the EIR

3

plan they jut into the main flow of the river.

4

Those should be set back.

5

want to put a bridge in is because you want to save

6

money.

7

should be put out a ways and that way you don't

8

have to worry about so much concrete to protect the

9

flow.

Obviously the reason you

The shorter the bridge, less the cost.

It

You have constriction of flow from these

10

bridges and so certainly one of the things that we

11

hope to do if you are going to have the bridges,

12

they should be set back.

13

Also the river boundaries, there is

14

all kinds of discussion about 100 year, 200 year,

15

50 year.

16

especially on the south side of the river, go back

17

and they are going to do a lot of fill, maybe

18

twelve, fifteen feet of fill where they are going

19

to have stuff right up to the river and then they

20

are going to put a boundary on it.

21

should be developed.

22

little cliffs.

23

should be the natural flow of the river.

24
25

Basically a lot of the projects,

None of that

That all runs up to the

That should all be part of what

The same is true along the north
bank which runs along 126.

Because of the way the
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1

river runs there and because of the riparian

2

habitat and beautiful trees, it should probably

3

keep the area between 126 and the river free of

4

development.

5

development, things like that.

6

only the recharge of the water, but also just the

7

beauty of the area is going to be impacted.

8

tremendously pretty area and it's very beautiful.

9

Right now there are commercial
It will ruin not

It's a

I should probably add something that

10

has always irritated me and people have brought up

11

is the County's clearing of the river and I agree

12

100 percent with the folks that are here.

13

terrible.

14

scraping the river.

15

protect you from the flood.

16

standard text on the flow of rivers knows that's

17

not true here.

18

brush is not going to be an impact.

19

going to have people dying of floods.

20

we clearing this beautiful natural riparian area?

21

So I encourage you as you get permits from the

22

County, deny any permits.

23

scraping anything in our river or any other

24

tributary.

25

It's

There is absolutely no reason for
They claim it's going to
Anybody who reads the

It isn't true where we are.

The

You are not
So why are

They shouldn't be

Also on this project for Potrero
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1

Canyon, we went up there and looked at that area

2

and you have this little creek.

3

because the area has been grazed down.

4

habitat in there, but what they are going to do is

5

they are going to take the stream and put it up in

6

a little culvert.

7

thing and that's what is proposed for most of these

8

side tributaries.

9

that.

It's not much
There is no

It's going to be a concrete

They should get better than

They need a chance to regenerate their

10

normal riparian area.

Right now they are just

11

grazed down.

12

to be mostly housing.

13

the river, that's the main thing.

14

encroachment of the river area.

15

zone, whatever you do there.

16

silly fifty year, hundred year floodplains.

17

are insufficient for that part of the river.

18

the best part of the river, the best habitat and

19

the best plans.

20

part of the river.

When the grazing goes away it's going
If you can keep away from
Stay out of the
Give a buffer

Don't just go by the
Those
It's

So whatever you do, protect that
Thank you.

21

MR. BUSE:

I'm John Buse for the

22

Environmental Defense Center.

23

bit of involvement with the EIR for the Specific

24

Plan.

25

some useful insight on how to proceed with your

We have had a little

We hope that that involvement can give you
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1

environmental review for your activities that you

2

propose to permit.

3

My comments are really directed just

4

informally to the Corps tonight.

I didn't get a

5

notice of preparation from the Department of NEPA.

6

That's okay, but I just got this out of the jargon

7

of NEPA.

8

Department, as well, but my apologies for that

9

particular jargon.

I want the comments to apply to the

10

Mr. Henderson pointed out some of

11

the problems inherent with piecemealing, but we

12

think that the piecemealing has already occurred.

13

It's already occurred before today.

14

proposed permit activities which are really an

15

integral part of the Specific Plan; not a future

16

phase, but an integral part of the whole thing,

17

taking out and separated into a segment and subject

18

to later environmental review, something that you

19

are going to have to deal with.

20

fault.

21

consequences.

22

You have the

It's not your

You are going to have to deal with the
It's not a trivial matter.
I think another fact is that the

23

piecemealing makes it so much more difficult now to

24

look at the avoidance which you must consider, how

25

to avoid the impacts which should have been
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1

considered in light of the entire Specific Plan.

2

In a practical sense it's going to be tough.

3

are going to be pressures that make it difficult to

4

do so, but we urge you to do so and I think the

5

solution to get to that point is rigorous adherence

6

to the Corps' 404 guidelines in defining and

7

evaluating the alternatives to the proposed action

8

and what this means is not just an evaluation of

9

the avoidance alternative, but an absolute

There

10

prioritization in the EIS/EIR of alternatives to

11

avoid the encroachment and the impacts within the

12

river corridor and certainly to fully consider

13

those alternatives without the constraints that

14

might appear to be imposed by the already approved

15

Specific Plan.

16

That's the key.
We certainly think you need to

17

consider the indirect impacts on the river

18

modification and on the floodplain and the river

19

processes within the entire Corps' jurisdictional

20

area, not just the direct impacts of the fill.

21

There should be a thorough consideration of the

22

effects of channelizing most of the minor drainages

23

within the Specific Plan sites including full

24

evaluation and, as I said, a prioritization of

25

avoidance through the maintenance of these minor
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1

streams and drainages in a natural state without

2

channelization even if that dictates fundamental

3

changes in the design of the Specific Plan.

4

been approved.

5

set in stone, as far as your view is concerned, and

6

that has to be a principal guiding feature of your

7

review.

8
9

It's a drainage concept.

It's

It's not

There needs to be recognition of the
proposed action.

It is a necessary component of

10

the overall development and as the Corps previously

11

noted in its comments, the impacts associated with

12

the proposed action are (inaudible)by development.

13

In the Specific Plan EIR the Corps made comments.

14

The Corps commented that some of the features of

15

the Specific Plan were potentially inconsistent

16

with the Corps' 404 guidelines and, therefore, may

17

be inappropriate solutions to the project's induced

18

problem.

19

the problem you face and are posed with now because

20

of the effect of the piecemealing.

21

I think it was an accurate summation of

As far as the wildlife resources

22

that are going to be affected by these actions, I

23

think you need to take a close look at the surveys

24

that have already been done.

25

the surveys that provide the basis for the Specific

I really doubt that
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1

Plan EIR will be of any use whatsoever.

2

extremely limited in scope.

3

performing entirely new biological surveys for the

4

four endangered species that may occur within the

5

area affected by the direct and indirect effect of

6

the proposed action.

7

They are

We strongly recommend

In this light I think you will find

8

the comments to the Specific Plan EIR much more

9

enlightening than the Specific Plan EIR itself.

In

10

particular, I refer you to comments submitted by

11

the California Native Plant Society and others

12

regarding the inadequacy of surveys in that EIR for

13

that Specific Plan project and these comments

14

should at least serve as a guide for surveying.

15

The surveys themselves should be

16

under the direction of the agencies involved here,

17

not the Applicant, and it's essential that there be

18

public accessibility to the survey information and

19

not be constraints imposed by the Applicant on that

20

availability for the public and other agencies that

21

need to access it for their permitting purposes.

22

There was some mention of the

23

endangered species and threatened species that

24

occur within the area.

25

those again, but one thing that hasn't been

I don't mean to talk about
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1

mentioned is this river corridor includes

2

designated critical habitat for the least Bill's

3

vireo that needs to be considered as well.

4

includes proposed critical habitat for the

5

unarmored three-spine stickleback.

6

years you need to ask the Fish and Wildlife Service

7

and you need to consult with them; but

8

nevertheless, that issue should also be factored

9

into your consideration.

10

It also

With twenty

As far as consulting with the Fish

11

and Wildlife Service, we really think the NEPA

12

process and CEQA process need to be coordinated

13

with the Service's Section &consultation under the

14

Endangered Species Act as early in the process as

15

possible.

16

take of listed species under the proposed action is

17

significant; and frankly,

18

would be to look at some overall habitat

19

conservation plan.

20

alternative of having nothing, so sort of overall

21

fish and wildlife planning for this particular

22

proposed action and again that needs to be

23

coordinated with the Fish and Wildlife Service as

24

early as possible with the Fish and Wildlife

25

Service being potentially a joint agency for this

In fact, I think the potential for a

I think a prudent course

It seems to be better than the
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1

document.

2

A couple other really brief notes,

3

one detailed comment in particular.

4

are proposed within the site for riparian

5

restoration areas, one thing that we noted from the

6

Specific Plan EIR was that there didn't seem to be

7

a fair consideration of the effects of a water

8

injection and extraction alternative that was part

9

of the Specific Plan proposal on the suitability of

For areas that

10

the river corridor for restoration or even for

11

supporting existing riparian habitat.

12

you can have rapid fluctuations of the alluvial

13

aquifer level.

14

Specific Plan EIR and I hope you look in more

15

detail at that issue in your EIR.

16

Potentially

That truly got shortshift in the

Finally, I hope that this EIS/EIR

17

won't persist in the Specific Plan EIR.

18

Development within the floodplain would be good for

19

the floodplain by elevating the floodplain, that's

20

almost a (inaudible) concept.

21
22
23

That concludes the comments.

Thank

you.
MS. ANDERSON:

I'm Ileene Anderson and

24

I'm here representing the California Native Plant

25

Society and the significant impact to the riparian
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1

and the alluvial scrub vegetation is of grave

2

concern to us.

3

rip-rap or concreted channels because of the

4

displacement of native vegetation and its

5

associated ecological processes.

6

We certainly do not support any

What we would like to see is a full

7

analysis of the feasibility of providing onsite

8

mitigation, including water availability to support

9

the increased riparian vegetation.

I'm assuming

10

it's going to be a greater than one-to-one

11

replacement ratio.

12

We also would like to have the

13

analysis include a maintenance of these riparian

14

and alluvial scrub communities because those

15

really, in order to maintain health, need to be

16

inundated and scoured at frequent intervals and

17

particularly if the mitigation sites are elevated

18

above the channel flows.

19

interested to see how those will be maintained over

20

the long term.

21

We would be really

We would also like to see a creative

22

restoration plan that preserves the bio-diversity

23

of the natural environment.

24
25

I would be very interested to
understand how you are going to keep those soils in
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1

place during scouring events where you have the

2

barriers placed back away from the aqua channel

3

that is covered with soil.

4

I also want to remind you that any

5

effective arrundo (phonetic) embankment should

6

start at the top of the watersheds, not just be

7

localized; and lastly, we request that current

8

surveys pertaining to plant species be done within

9

the permit project area.

10

MR. WICKERSON:

Thank you.
My name is Cory

11

Wickerson.

I have lived in this area since I was

12

little.

13

L.A. area up to this area to get away from concrete

14

and just city and when they moved here, they were

15

trying to save that and growing up I got to

16

enjoy -- I remember an area just like this that I

17

could walk to from my house.

18

bike and ride there.

19

probably four days a week, during the summers seven

20

days a week.

21

There were areas just like hills and places for us

22

to run around and ride our bikes and whatever and

23

those are gone now.

24

to get in a car to drive.

25

126 just to see that and I used to be able to see

In 1985 my parents moved from the West

I could get on my

Me and all my friends did it

It's gone now.

It's all cement.

There are houses now.

I have

I have to drive down the
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1

it every day.

2

It's really depressing; and now, you know, I'm an

3

adult and I wish it was back the way it was.

4

It's sad.

It makes me want to cry.

I just ask that you think about that

5

when you decide, if you do decide, to give Newhall

6

Land and Farm a permit.

7

up in these beautiful environments that their kids

8

aren't going to get to enjoy.

9

Where are the kids?

There are kids that grew

There are kids now.

They won't get to enjoy that

10

and that's really sad.

11

MR. SCHMIDT:

So just keep that in mind.
I'm Kris Schmidt.

I'm from

12

the Southern California Steelhead Recovery

13

Coalition.

14

environmental organizations, including Sierra Club,

15

Cal Trout, Trout Unlimited Natural Resources,

16

Center for Biological Diversity, among others, and

17

we would like to state clearly that we recommend

18

complete avoidance of the river channel and its

19

tributaries.

20

critical habitat for the endangered southern

21

steelhead.

22

We are a group of about twenty-five

The Santa Clara River channel is

There are a couple of issues I would

23

like to talk about around that.

Steelhead need -

24

they migrate upstream after storm events.

25

need a slow gradual decrease of the waterflow and

So they
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1

they need to have eddies in which to rest as they

2

go upstream.

3

not going to have these eddies and the velocity of

4

the water will be too high for the fish to make it

5

upstream.

6

the lower natural velocity of the water.

7

have paved open space around the river, that's

8

going to increase the rate of runoff and decrease

9

the runoff period that these fish need to swim

If you channelize the river, you are

They need these eddies to rest in and
So if you

10

upstream.

11

difficult to swim upstream with the high velocity

12

of the water and there will be less time for them

13

to do that.

14

be developed so that this natural gradual decrease

15

of the flow is maintained and that the natural

16

velocity of the river is maintained after these

17

storm events.

18

It's going to make it that much more

So I believe that the project should

Similarly, bridges and channels

19

should be designed such that they do not increase

20

the water velocity and retain the features that

21

provide these eddies for fish.

22

bridges the bottom of that armored area should be

23

designed so that it mimics the river bottom where

24

the velocity of the river is slower so the fish

25

swim along the river bottom and where the velocity

Also underneath the
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1

is slower.

So that feature needs to be maintained.

2

The area underneath these bridges need to be wide

3

enough so the river isn't constricted so much that

4

the velocity is too high for these fish to swim

5

upstream.

6

designed into the system so that fish can swim up

7

and rest before they continue upstream.

Again, natural eddies need to be

8
9

I notice in your description of the
project it says -- one of the things here is it

10

says "routine maintenance of the above flood

11

control facilities by removal of sediment or

12

vegetation to preserve hydraulic design capacity

13

and protect property."

14

if you need to remove sediment and vegetation to

15

preserve the hydraulic design capacity of the

16

river, the hydraulic design capacity hasn't been

17

great enough and the plan should be written such

18

that this type of maintenance is expressly

19

forbidden and the river channel is designed wide

20

enough so that this type of maintenance isn't

21

required.

22

Well, it seems to me that

I think that's about it for my

23

comments.

I just want to encourage you to just

24

keep development out of the river channel and its

25

tributaries.
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1

MS. MC LEAN:

Good evening.

My name is

2

Marsha McLean and I have been involved in open

3

space issues for quite some time.

4

with many details, but way back in 1989 our Santa

5

Clarita Valley was threatened with the world's

6

largest landfill, Elsmere Canyon in Angeles

7

National Forest.

8

finally saved the large portion of the forest due

9

to the fact that 5,000 people showed up at this

I won't bore you

So we fought for seven years and

10

school and the Forest Service finally got behind us

11

and so did the government officials so that we

12

saved part which has an impact on this because that

13

saved the riparian wetland area which was the

14

source of the water coming down into this portion

15

of the Santa Clara River.

16

I would like to state that best

17

management plans are sometimes ignored by Mother

18

Nature and there is a couple of things in here that

19

alarmed me as I was reading it for the proposed

20

actions.

21

One of them was two wastewater lines

22

placed across the river at Potrero Canyon and

23

upstream at Long Canyon Road and potentially other

24

utility line crossings for water, oil and gas lines

25

crossing the river where the water is needed in
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1

order to rejuvenate and recharge underground water

2

supply for Ventura County.

3

that?

4

those during an earthquake or just from age?

How do you monitor

How do you prevent leakage and cracking of

5

If you do okay this project in that

6

way and in that manner, I would suggest you have a

7

full-time State agent paid for by the developer on

8

site to monitor to make sure that this doesn't

9

happen.

10

I won't go through -- I have many of

11

the same concerns that you have already heard, so I

12

won't repeat those; but I certainly do concur in

13

what you should do in order to protect this river

14

and it's okay to say no sometimes.

15

point when a developer should be allowed to develop

16

if it can develop without encroaching upon the last

17

natural wild river in southern California.

18

them, "Yes, you can develop," but use the

19

alternative to have complete avoidance of

20

encroachment on the river.

21

thing.

22
23
24
25

There comes a

So tell

You can do the right

Thank you.
MR. KORTUM:

My name is Frank Kortum.

I'm a member of the North Valley Coalition.
The Corps and the other agencies
represented here today have already submitted
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1

comments, concluding this project causes harm to

2

the Santa Clara River.

3

comments, but I hope you will not forget them.

4

example, February of 1997 the Corps stated that

5

development in the floodplain was inappropriate

6

because alternatives are available.

7

pointed out that Newhall had an ample opportunity

8

because of the long time anticipated -- this was

9

back in 1997 -- to create a plan that would avoid

10

impacts to the river, but Newhall never did that.

11

Instead comments reflected that Newhall developed

12

its plan without any input from the Corps at all.

13

Newhall Land ignored those
For

The Corps

The (inaudible) also submitted

14

comments and the Corps' responsibility for

15

enforcing the velocity gauges.

16

ranch to consider other alternatives that would

17

avoid the impacts to the river, but they found that

18

the project would cause degradation of the river

19

and, for example, it found that the massive grading

20

of the project of 95 million cubic yards of soil

21

movement and relocation would harm the river and it

22

found that over 55 percent of the developed area

23

with impervious soils and that this would likely

24

create changes in surface water hydraulic and

25

potential water impacts.

They urged Newhall

Newhall ignored those
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1

comments.

2

The NEPA found Newhall had failed to

3

serve cumulative impacts of anticipated

4

developments of all Newhall Land's adjacent

5

properties and holdings.

6

those comments.

Newhall Ranch ignored

The Federal Fish and Wildlife

7
8

Service described the project as largely

9

inconsistent.

It stated that the EIR was fraught

10

with so many uncertainties regarding water supplies

11

that the Service had no confidence in its

12

assessment of the effects of the project and the

13

Service concluded these uncertainties precluded an

14

accurate assessment of the discharge volumes

15

presented in the EIR in terms of water.

16

Ranch ignored those comments.

17

Newhall

Department of Fish and Game

18

submitted similar comments.

19

them as well.

Newhall Ranch ignored

20

Now, earlier there was a comment

21

that the Corps is protecting the environment in

22

other parts of the country and I would like to

23

submit some articles into the record that reflect

24

that, just a few examples of where the Corps has

25

taken action to protect the environment.

I was
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1

able to find no examples of where the Corps has

2

protected the environment in the Los Angeles area

3

and I would like to ask the Corps' representative

4

how you would account for that discrepancy.

5

MR. HENDERSON:

It's interesting to note

6

that a lot of the projects that you may be

7

referring to -- for instance, in south Florida

8

there is a major effort underway to restore the

9

Everglades' ecosystem.

There has been major

10

channelization of the waterflow which is

11

essentially a giant river.

12

moving, but a river, nonetheless, and they

13

recognize their errors of their ways and they are

14

attempting to do something similar like that.

15

There has been recent legislation to look at five

16

projects -- two of which are local, one is northern

17

California and two a couple other states -- to

18

address flood protection issues (Inaudible) rather

19

than looking at the protection methods of

20

channelization like they had done in the past to

21

use significant technology methods as well as

22

properties and getting businesses, getting homes

23

out of floodplains.

24
25

It's certainly slow

Those things are occurring.

They

are still in the planning stages essentially in
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1

that last proposal; but as far as the regulatory

2

movement goes, it's true we don't stop a lot of

3

projects, but we modify most of them and we do

4

lessen impacts.

5

MR. KORTUM:

6

parts of the country.

Well, you stop them in other
Why not stop them here?

7

MR. HENDERSON:

8

MR. KORTUM:

9

That has happened.

I have a question and he was

in the process of answering.

10

MR. HENDERSON:

Big Tujunga Wash.

11

didn't stop the project, but they got the

12

jurisdiction.
MR. KORTUM:

13

One example.

It

Also in

14

Sunshine Canyon along the entire canyon to be

15

destroyed, even though we called that to your

16

attention, nothing was done to stop that.

17

are many more examples where you allow development

18

to occur.

19

MR. HENDERSON:

20

MR. KORTUM:

So there

That's very true.

I think the Corps' action in

21

this district really bears scrutiny or won't stand

22

up to scrutiny when you compare it to what is done

23

in other parts of the country.

24
25

MR. HENDERSON:

It should be noted, State

laws of Massachusetts are much stronger than
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1

Federal laws.

They do not allow encroachment.

2

They just don't do it.

3

MR. KORTUM:

4

The Corps enforces Federal law.

5

Well, this is Federal law.

MR. HENDERSON:

Federal law is pretty

6

flexible here.

7

not have State laws that protect them to a much

8

greater extent than the Clean Water Act does, those

9

areas would have potential impacts.

10

It really is.

If Massachusetts did

That's just a

fact of life.

11

MR. KORTUM:

Well, I put you on notice we

12

will be watching what the Corps does here and I

13

will submit these articles into the record here.
MR. BOTTARFF:

14

Good evening.

I'm Ron

15

Bottarff, Chair of the Friends of the Santa Clara

16

River.

17

Bridge, is that no longer a part of Newhall Ranch?

18

In other words, is that going to be built

19

independently?

First question is, Commerce Center Drive

20
21

MR. GRAY:
Game.

It's independent of this proposed action.
MR. BOTTARFF:

22
23
24
25

It has a permit with Fish

So it's totally out of the

picture?
The scope of the EIS/EIR must
include the effect of urban encroachment near the
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1

riparian zone of the river which is increased -

2

could be increased over what it would be if no

3

permit were granted.

4

(Inaudible) of Stanford's Department of Biological

5

Studies have shown that placement of urban uses in

6

the area of riparian zones have major impacts on

7

the species.

8

have the whole paper here.

9

"Whereas previous studies have demonstrated

Recent studies by Steven

Here is a quote from his abstract.

I

I will give you a copy.

10

substantial effects on urbanization on birds and

11

habitat indirectly, this study indicates that

12

urbanization on lands adjacent to intact riparian

13

wetlands has substantial impacts."

14

This paper shows these effects are

15

present out to a distance of 1500 meters; meters,

16

not feet.

17

foot riparian buffer as being okay, that should put

18

that to bed permanently.

19

So this should put the idea of a hundred

Friends of the Santa Clara River's

20

main concern is cumulative impacts to the river due

21

to the combined impacts of the Newhall Ranch

22

project not become well understood for several

23

years.

24

Company permit could have unforeseen and unintended

25

consequences which only later become evident.

River modifications that allow the Valencia
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1

These will be cumulative with Newhall Ranch.

2

it says most of these effects are unknown at this

3

time, we continually believe a permit process

4

renewable at five-year intervals and subject to

5

public review is much preferred over long-term

6

permitting.

7

Since

We further continue to believe that

8

much needs to be done before the success of

9

mitigation measures for large projects can be

10

relied upon.

11

monitored over a longer time period to be certain

12

of the outcome which might not be evident for ten

13

or more years.

14

spite of its many shortcomings, identified impacts

15

to biota (inaudible)

16

are my complete written comments and a copy of the

17

paper.

18

Mitigation efforts need to be

Even the Newhall Ranch EIR, in

MS. Me DADE:

even after mitigation.

Hi.

Here

I have never done this

19

and i t will become evident in just a minute, but

20

I'm here representing only me and my family and I

21

don't really understand a lot of what is being said

22

only because I'm just new to the area and new to

23

this whole process, but I am confused in many

24

regards.

25

I just attended an overcrowding
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1

meeting about the schools and the whole population

2

of this area and I don't know how this whole

3

development is going to prevent anymore

4

overcrowding in that regard.

5

compared to the natural effect that this is just

6

going to reek havoc on the river.

7

That's minimal

Also, I don't get the arrogance that

8

"Okay.

9

a better one here."

We are going to move this wetland and make
I don't understand that whole

10

process; and the reputation of California -- I'm

11

from the East Coast and I was born and raised in

12

Atlanta and it was always labeled a bleeding heart

13

over there.

14

in California."

15

California protects their wildlife and protects

16

their natural resources and I don't see that

17

happening here.

18

it and I don't see where the government is

19

that reputation came from is now confusing to me.

20

I always thought, "Oh, yeah.

21

great," but you have educated me on the issue about

22

the Federal laws being weaker than the State laws

23

and that kind of thing which is out there for me.

24
25

They said, "Oh, you are going to live
It's based on the reputation that

I find all these people protecting
where

They are really

I do hope you take into
consideration everything that has been said and
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1

much more fluently than I, but I do hope that you

2

understand that your decision affects a lot more

3

generations than we represent here and I hope you

4

take that into consideration.
MR. NEWHALL:

5
6

Thank you for having me.

just have a couple of remarks.
First of all, do you have E-mail

7
8

addresses or websites that we can use to kind of

9

keep track of all this?

10
11
12

MR. HENDERSON:

Mine is on our public

notice.
MR. NEWHALL:

13

It's there?

Fine.

Next, to what extent -- this is a

14

Fish and Game state, I understand.

15

two agencies work together?

16

separately and confer occasionally or will it be

17

ongoing cooperation like sharing the same office

18

kind of thing?

19
20
21
22
23

I

MS. WEHTJE:

How will the

Are you going to work

Well, a lot of conversations

back and forth.
MR. NEWHALL:

So there is some degree of

ongoing cooperation and not too much repetition?
MS. WEHTJE:

Well, they are two different

24

processes and the Corps has different jurisdiction

25

than the Department.

One very important thing is
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1

that the Corps' process is a permitting process.

2

The 1600 agreement is an agreement.

3

permit.

4

MR. NEWHALL:

5

MS. WEHTJE:

It's not a

They can't hear you.
We coordinate to make sure

6

that we are not covering the same areas and that we

7

are not, like I said before, issuing conflicting

8

statements.

9

NEPA and CEQA are somewhat similar, but the 404

10

process is different from the 1600 process, one

11

being the Corps process is actually a permit.

12

process is not a permit.

13

it's different.

14

They are two different processes.

It's an agreement.

1600
So

We do do a lot of coordinating back

15

and forth because one thing is we want to try to

16

make our processes also a time line at the same

17

time.

18

19

MR. NEWHALL:

Fine.

Just a couple more

items, then.
Obviously people have talked about

20

21

worst-case scenarios, floods.

I have two for you

22

to consider.

23

unbelievable.

24

over southern California.

25

benchmark year to see actually what happened, the

One is 1969, January.

It was

It caused an awful lot of damage all
So if you need a
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1

records for that year would be very good as would

2

also 1978.

3

So just a good point to keep in mind.
The last thing I would like to say

4

is endangered species.

5

who cares about a funny-named fish or today if they

6

get wiped out, it's too bad for them, but it's not

7

going to bring the earth to a stop," and the answer

8

is, "No, it won't.

9

go on."

10

A cynic might say, "Well,

Here we are.

Our species will

On the other side of the coin I

11

think that's a destructive attitude because -- and

12

our governments are slowly realizing that because

13

the gentleman from the Corps said that the

14

Everglades, they are working very hard to improve

15

that and I think they are requiring new lands and

16

things like that.

17

attitude.

18

energy brought to the Santa Clara River and if we

19

ignore endangered species and allow perhaps one

20

permit -- I think it's called the K permit, if I'm

21

not mistaking -- that is going to metastasize into

22

two permits and then four and then pretty soon this

23

cancer of permits is going to overtake us and we

24

are going to lose the river.

25

that.

That is a very good refreshing

I would like to see that same kind of

I don't want to see

If that happens, ultimately that will start
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1

us down the dreary road down to the time which our

2

descendants will have no wildlife except for dogs,

3

cats, sparrows and flies and that's not a good

4

future to look forward to.

5

species every concern that you can.

6

MS. TRAUTMAN:

So give the endangered
Thank you.

My name is Diane Trautman.

7

I'm speaking as a private citizen.

I'm a resident

8

of Santa Clarita and a candidate for the City

9

Council.

You have heard so much expert testimony.

10

I have one separate issue concerning this project.

11

Apparently it hasn't been heard often enough

12

because the project moved ahead and it was approved

13

despite all this.

14

biota.

15

projects in this area and there are massive

16

projects in Santa Clarita right now.

17

through the columns where it says these are the

18

things that are going to happen and these are the

19

things we are going to do to mitigate, some of them

20

there is no mitigation, irreversible damage.

21

I'm concerned about loss of

I have been looking through EIR's for other

If you look

I'm not going to stand here and most

22

of the people in this community are not going to

23

stand here and let this continue.

24

Ventura County can get a lawsuit to stop this

25

project, but if they don't, I hope you have the

I hope that
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1

courage to choose the complete avoidance

2

alternative because let me tell you there is no

3

political will here.

4

not going to do anything about it.

5

removed the Santa Clara River from American

6

heritage river consideration.

7

in local control, local development control, not

8

local control of people who are going to have to

9

live with the effects of this down the line and as

The current politics here are
Our Congressman

He said he believed

10

the lady said a few minutes ago, we are talking

11

about generations and generations.

12

encroachment occurs, this valley is dead and

13

Ventura is heaven.

14

If that

What about agricultural in the State

15

of California?

16

can just wipe out whole areas?

17

water concerns here that are not being taken into

18

consideration and you talk about piecemeal, talk

19

about individual developments happening here and

20

here.

21

those on water use in this area let alone the biota

22

that is being destroyed.

23
24
25

What is happening to that where we
There are major

Again, look at the cumulative impacts all of

So I hope again that you will choose
complete avoidance.
MR. MULLALHY:

Good evening.

My name is
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1

Don Mullalhy and I'm one of the people representing

2

the Sierra Club of Santa Clarita chapter group and

3

I bring your attention to the fact that we have had

4

no rainy season this year.

5

one inch of rain.

6

an inch of rain.

7

this river which takes care of the community out

8

here, this whole valley, one of the principal water

9

supplies.

10

We have had less than

Perhaps there is not even a half
We are talking about water from

We are in the global warming phase

11

caused by man.

12

precipitation from year to year.

13

those years that is extremely dry.

14

protect what little water we do get and we do

15

obtain from the runoff in this basin.

16

allow it to be polluted or wasted in other ways and

17

part of the waste comes from confining the river

18

with rock and concrete so that the channel is too

19

narrow and the water rushes to the ocean and it

20

makes it not only unsuitable habitat for the

21

steelhead trout, but also unsuitable for

22

percolation into the ground.

23

for percolation.

24
25

We have wild fluctuations in
This is one of
We have got to

We cannot

You need a wide area

I might also suggest that a lot of
borders for the river, even though you can't see
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1

it, there is water on the ground.

2

earthquakes around here.

3

famous allover the world.

4

earthquake and we have development on the borders

5

of the river, the buildings would be lost.

6

We have

Our earthquakes are
If we have an

When I was a young fellow I came out

7

here to see the rivers and travel around and

8

finally went to UCLA and majored in zoology and I

9

would like to tell you a few memories of the Santa

10

Clara River how it used to be in the late 1930s,

11

1940s, 1950s, what I saw, at least.

12

you some idea of what it was at one time.

13

I will give

The red-legged frogs were frequent

14

along the Santa Clara River and in the ponds on the

15

periphery of the main river channel.

16

pools and ponds off to the side of the main

17

channel, kind of marshy situations.

18

these red-legged frogs were.

19

anything about them.

20

was in high school I would come out here and shoot

21

my .22 rifle and shot a muskrat just for the heck

22

of it, just typical young lads who liked to get out

23

and do a little hunting.

24

or rainbow trout which were at the mouth of the

25

Sesapeke Creek where it comes into the Santa Clara

There were

This is where

I didn't think

There were muskrats.

When I

There were large salmon
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1

River.

I remember those great big fish, and in the

2

woodlands along the riverside there were a lot of

3

hawks.

4

my hawks very well indeed.

5

frequently nested in groves of the fremont

6

cottonwood trees.

7

in some of the fremont cottonwoods and the

8

red-tailed hawks nested in the very tallest trees,

9

either sycamores or real old cottonwoods.

Eventually I went into falconry, so I know
Coopers hawks

Red shoulder hawks also nested

Sparrow

10

hawks, of course, made their nests in the dead and

11

hollow areas of the dead limbs of these trees.

12

of the birds are, of course, very special to us

13

today.

14

All

Tell you something about we compare

15

this river as it is now with good old Los Angeles

16

River down there, the concrete channel.

17

in junior high school and high school I used to

18

come up out of West Hollywood where I was raised,

19

come over the pass and go down with my friends to

20

the Los Angeles River near Barham Boulevard which

21

is just to the east of the Cahuenga Pass and there

22

was a very broad riverbed that was actually 125

23

feet in width, very gently sloping edges except the

24

river skirted a hill or a steep bank.

25

the deep pools usually where.

When I was

That's where

There were some
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1

fish.

2

people who even fished the river with their poles.

3

Ponds were common and we explored the banks of the

4

river.

5

turtles that were out there on the sand.

6

they went out there to probably lay their eggs

7

somewhere.

8
9

Fish life was present and there were some

We could sometimes pick up these pond
I suppose

Anyway, that's what the L.A. River
used to be and recreation wise, it was a wonderful

10

place.

We would come over as kids, come out of

11

Hollywood and spend a whole day on the river just

12

sunbathing, swimming, enjoying the beauty of nature

13

and the various ducks and other birds.

14

MR. GRAY:

Thank you for your comments.

15

MR. MULLALHY:

16

MR. GRAY:

17

MR. RUPPI:

That it?

Yes.
My name is George Ruppi.

I'm

18

here representing myself.

I'm a member of the

19

Sierra Club, though.

20

Pretty much what I was going to say has been said.

21

I would like to make a comment that

I'm not representing them.

22

I saw a park -- I forgot where it was, Cypress,

23

someplace like that.

24

but they had put concrete, about a foot and a half

25

wide and these little streams.

It was a rather nice park,

I don't know what
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1

the rationale was for it, but I remember these

2

concrete conduits with these streams through this

3

nice-looking park and I thought how terrible it was

4

to see this concrete foot and a half wide strips

5

where the water is supposed to run down.

6

unnatural can you get.

7

How

Also, I just ask one question.

8

Where is a lot of money coming from to pay for all

9

this channelization and the bridges and everything

10

else?

Is that public money?

11

private money?

12

rough estimate of how much money is going to come

13

from the public?

15

This is a private development

proposal.

16
17

Can you give me an idea, maybe some

MR. GRAY:

14

MR. RUPPI:
private?

So all of it will be paid by

I'm just curious.

18

MR. GRAY:

19

but it is a private endeavor.

20

Is that going to be

MR. RUPPI:

I can't give you a percentage,

Because I have seen so many

21

situations where public money is spent for certain

22

things and it benefits one particular group or

23

person and I was wondering.

24

25

MR. GRAY:
of speakers.

Thank you.

We still have a large number

I would like you to try to be as
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1

concise as possible so we are not here way late

2

into the night.

3

MS. WAMPOLE:

My name is Barbara Wampole.

4

I live in Saugus and I'm a friend of the Santa

5

Clara River.
Thank you very much for giving us

6
7

this opportunity to speak and I would like to

8

excuse myself and thank everyone who showed up here

9

tonight.

I really appreciate everybody being here.

10

We are concerned with impacts to the

11

Santa Clara River and its tributaries and that they

12

would be adequately addressed and all alternatives,

13

including complete avoidance, be analyzed.

14

mitigations related to the impact should be

15

mitigated on the river within the project

16

(unintelligible)

17

Any

The fact that the bridge proposal

18

of this project would not necessarily otherwise be

19

needed makes us concerned that it be analyzed in

20

this permitting process.

21

Long-term maintenance of the

22

channels would be in the hands of L.A. County

23

Public Works given the clearing of the channels due

24

to El Nino (unintelligible) are completely

25

unnecessary.
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1

It is our understanding that the

2

Valencia River Plan references vegetation removal

3

(unintelligible).

4

capacities, we should be assured that there indeed

5

would be no clearing of (unintelligible).

6

Given the channel's high flood

The recent Applicant's work in the

7

vicinity of the work along Highway 126 leads us to

8

believe that special attention should be given to

9

holding this Applicant to the same standards that

10

other Applicants are held to.

11

Highway 126 required Cal trans to stay well outside

12

the river's floodplain, even required extra expense

13

for grading massive hillsides; public expense, of

14

course.

15

the same standards applied for avoidance to this

16

Applicant.

17

The widening of

We want to see analysis of this and see

There should be analysis of wildlife

18

corridors that will be needed due to changes in

19

habitat and due to bridges and changes to the

20

tributaries in the river.

21

We would like to have a Clean Water

22

Act kept in mind and used as a guide to be certain

23

that requirements to protect the beneficial uses,

24

maintain high quality waters and protect

25

outstanding natural resource waters.

We would like
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1

to see these adhered to.

2

We consider this to be an

3

outstanding natural resource.

4

Santa Clarita Valley is greatly jeopardized by an

5

attitude of proposed projects and the cumulative

6

impacts that would be sustained.

7

distrust the Valencia River Plan to serve its

8

purpose where it applies and do not see it adequate

9

to address the needs of this river.

10

We believe that the

We seriously

In observing work done adjacent to

11

McBean Parkway, during the installation of the

12

riparian habitat it included loud odd simulated

13

animal sounds to dissuade the least Bell's vireo

14

from nesting.

15

species does not, in our opinion, serve as a well

16

analyzed mean to mitigate for recovery of this

17

species.

The harassment of this environmental

18

Along with questionable legal

19

grading of the floodplain in the Santa Clara

20

(unintelligible) must be reanalyzed, if not all

21

together dismissed.

22

that complete avoidance of any channelization

23

consider as a way to mitigate and as well, the

24

cultural impacts of the area are rich given the DNA

25

of twenty ancestral burials found during Caltrans'

We would like to be certain
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1

widening of Highway 126 adjacent.

2

their potential and recognized ancestries

3

(unintelligible) and ought to be addressed and

4

monitored by them.

5

Thank you.

The impacts of

I would also like to

6

emphasis that the best and least expense is

7

avoidance.

8

protects life and property besides avoidance.

9

should have probably no need to say now we will

No encroachment in the floodplain best
I

10

probably request more than sixty days for a project

11

of this size for our comments.

12

Also, I would like to submit to you

13

the address and phone number and E-mail of the

14

Attorney General's office who would like to be on

15

the mailing list for this in the L.A. office.

16

have these for you.

17

opportunity to comment and thank you both agencies

18

for efforts to make the best of a bad situation for

19

the Santa Clara River.

20

MR. CARON:

We

Thank you very much for this

Thank you.
I'm Paul Caron, lead district

21

biologist with Cal trans and I'm going to try to

22

stay very focused on what Caltrans' mandate is

23

which is transportation, but basically our

24

experience in the Santa Clara River floodplain has

25

been that during the widening of the 126 and during
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1

the alternative analysis we had probably three

2

alternatives put into the floodplain and one that

3

took us out.

4

put us in the mountains and it cost a heck of a lot

5

of money.

6

into the floodplain, but we went outside the

7

floodplain at the direction of the agencies.

8

we can do it, I think that other Applicants should

9

be held to the same standards.

10

The one that took us out would have

The cost benefit was basically to go

So if

Another thing is that we had several

11

mitigation sites within the Newhall Ranch plan at

12

Castaic Creek, at San Martinez Grande and amongst

13

other things we would like to see the mitigation,

14

since they were guaranteed in perpetuity, to not be

15

affected by the various tributary action that the

16

Applicant is proposing, including putting riparian

17

habitat in a very narrow confined channel with no

18

bank to allow water to flow over the top, thus

19

increasing scour potential and wiping out our

20

mitigation site.

21

responsible as an application given out upstream

22

that conflicts with what we are trying to do

23

downstream.

24
25

We feel they should be

One final point would be that the
126 runs parallel to the Santa Clara River and in
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1

several spots, especially in Ventura County, we

2

have a consistent problem with rock slope

3

protection right at the edge of the river.

4

engineers have looked at the planning.

5

believe that the river is not going to increase

6

speed downstream and thus effect the 126 in the way

7

that it does.

8

account by the Applicant and shown to our engineers

9

to their satisfaction that State facilities will

10
11

Our

We can't

These things need to be taken into

not be impaired.
MR. LAURITZEN:

I'm John Lauritzen.

I'm

12

a resident of Chatsworth.

13

Sierra Club.

14

Coalition and the Santa Susana Mountains Park

15

Association, just to name a few.

16

candidate for the 38th Assembly District.

17

Assembly District would encompass all of this

18

projected development and is of the utmost concern

19

to myself and other individuals in the 38th

20

Assembly District.

21

runoff in this case of this river will affect not

22

only this project, but all of the river all the way

23

to the very mouth.

24

decision you make here at this juncture, that all

25

of that river be considered.

I'm a member of the

I'm a member of the North Valley

I'm also a
The 38th

The downstream fallout or

So it's very important that the
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As one part of the river is

1
2

developed, it affects every other part of the river

3

until we reach a point where the entire river has

4

to be mitigated in one form or another.

5

the best solution here is no solution and simply to

6

back off.

7

So again,

Let me tell you my own experience.

8

When I moved to California I moved to the banks of

9

the Santa Susana Creek, a nice little creek about

10

eight feet wide and six feet deep.

11

of the year, but it was a beautiful little stream

12

for a couple months in the year.

13

Control Commission said -- the Los Angeles County

14

Flood Control Commission in there all-knowing

15

wisdom decided to replace that little creek with a

16

twenty-foot wide by twenty-foot deep concrete

17

channel so that what was a beautiful little

18

streambed with oaks and sycamores and some form of

19

watershed where the water could filter into the

20

underground aquifer became this rushing river

21

subject to mosquitoes and moss and trash thrown

22

into it and most of all a very unsightly situation.

23

It was dry most

The County flood

What you have here, ladies and

24

gentlemen, is an opportunity to stand with people

25

throughout history who have stood for nature and
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1

for nature's causes.

You have a chance to stand

2

with Theodore Roosevelt as he created the National

3

Parks System.

4

(Inaudible) as he protected the Redwoods and much

5

of what has gone on to conserve California's

6

natural resources.

7

the community members here who are indicating that

8

what they want is not a concrete channel, but a

9

wild river that will remain wild throughout the

You have a chance to stand with John

You have a chance to stand with

10

lifetime of those of us here and of our children

11

and of our grandchildren.

12

As a prospective State Assembly

13

person I would do all that I can to make sure that

14

whatever enforcement funding and agencies to help

15

provide for this are made available.

16

and be counted.

17

sure that California has one remaining wild river

18

in southern California.

19

So stand up

Let's stop this river.

MR. SZIKLAY:

Let's make

My name is Lazlo Sziklay.

20

I'm representing myself.

21

Sierra Club and I'm from Oxnard and I'm a biologist

22

also.

23

I'm also a member of the

It's a long night tonight and I

24

think you people are pretty tired and I'm not going

25

to say much new except everyone has talked about
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1

the significant aspects.

2

done to keep the river from getting channelized.

3

Something needs to be

I just want to point out the

4

stickleback populations that communicate between

5

San Francisquito and the river along next to the

6

Highway 5 and all studies -- the biologists have

7

studies that essentially wipes that population out

8

if it comes to a flood because they cannot survive

9

a flood with a channelized river.

10

So that's one of the things and I

11

think this community will back you up.

12

you can go ahead and try to do what you can.

13

is enough support here and I just want to maybe

14

want you to consider possibly looking at Los

15

Angeles, San Gabriel and Santa Ana rivers which are

16

the rivers down from here that have been damaged

17

greatly and just count the number of issues that

18

there are from that area.

19

Thank you.

20

MR. JAMES:

Yes.

So I think
There

I would appreciate it.

Thank you.

My name is

21

David James and I'm Chairman of the Forest

22

Preservation Society of Southern California and I

23

would like to take this opportunity to join in the

24

comments of Lynne Planbeck, Clarence Freeman, Ms.

25

Kilpatrick, Melanie Winter and John Buse of EDC.
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1

We think those comments are well taken.

2

We oppose the project in favor upon

3

no action alternative and request that you good

4

people require strict conformance with the 404

5

guidelines.

6

Just one quick comment and we are

7

going to submit our technical objections in

8

writing, but from our perspective this is yet

9

another project which we find very near or

10

encroaching upon the national forest and the

11

impacts of this project are far-reaching.

12

extend into national forest system lands in both

13

the Angeles National Forest and also in the Los

14

Padres National Forest and it is unfortunate, but

15

very true, that these impacts will not be mitigated

16

by the Federal government.

17

joint NEPA CEQA project we take the opportunity to

18

encourage the Corps to be mindful of that and

19

address these issues in their assessments.

20

They

So since this is a

We would oppose also any effort by

21

the Corps which would result in increased stream

22

velocities.

23

are ever so important and particularly in the Santa

24

Clarita area and the Santa Clara River is an

25

important source of recharge.

Water issues in southern California

Increased river
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1

velocity will result in lower recharge rates and

2

that is something that the community can't

3

tolerate.

4

and we oppose the project.

5

We ask that you deny these applications

MR. GOLD:

Thank you very much.

I'm Sid Gold, a resident of

6

Granada Hills.

7

candidate for the 25th Congressional District.

8

also a physician and when I hear these issues of

9

the danger to wildlife, to the environment, to the

10

river itself, to downstream dangers, the highways,

11

the natural beauty, it makes me think of the first

12

rule of medicine.

13

do no harm.

14

seems quite clear to me the only choice here is to

15

take the direction of do the least danger, the

16

least harm.

17

I'm the candidate, Democrat
I'm

That first rule of medicine is

This is a dangerous undertaking.

It

It seems to me what price are we

18

imposing upon our community at the betterment of

19

some organization that wants to encroach and

20

endanger our environment?

21

physician that this is not only physically but

22

psychologically dangerous to the entire community

23

and I hope you as a body will consider this when

24

you come to a decision about this project and take

25

the safest route and that is no encroachment.

It seems to me as a
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1

Thank you very much.

2

MR. CHURCHILL:

Hi.

I'm representing the

3

Community Alliance with Family Farmers which is a

4

statewide organization headquartered in Davis.

5

represent farmers and those trying to sustain farms

6

and cultural impacts.

7

We

First we would say complete

8

avoidance.

9

I would like to see that in your evaluation of

That would be one thing we would say.

10

alternatives that you evaluate the alternative of

11

keeping agricultural lands and agricultural use.

12

There is a substantial quantity of cultivated land

13

in the area.

14

one of the largest population centers in the

15

country and we think that a case could be made that

16

agricultural is feasible there.

The site is within fifteen minutes of

17

CAFF also objects to the transfer of

18

water from another agricultural area in the state

19

to provide water for this project and as a guide

20

from Ventura County, we are concerned also about

21

the impacts of increased water velocity and volume

22

on downstream availability of water for the animals

23

and the plants.

24
25

Thank you.

MS. PEARSON:

I'm Karen Pearson.

I'm the

founder of the local Sierra Club and we talked a
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1

little while ago about the Newhall Land and Farming

2

always getting permits except we know they did the

3

channelization at Bouquet Creek and didn't get a

4

permit for that and they indeed were fined.

5

told by somebody that I respect very much that they

6

never paid that fine and I'm wondering how we find

7

out whether it indeed was paid and where those

8

records are.

9
10

MS. WEHTJE:

I was

Is it a State fine or

Federal fine?

11

MS. PEARSON:

12

MS. WEHTJE:

It was Fish and Game.
It's run through the County

13

court system.

Fish and Game fines are tried by

14

your counties or cities in which they occur.

15

the County didn't collect it --

16

MS. PEARSON:

So if

So it's up to the County of

17

Los Angeles to collect the fine from Newhall Land

18

and Farming.

19

interesting thing that I hope we find out because,

20

like I say, the rumor is out there and I have heard

21

it from somebody who was pretty reputable.

22

Okay.

Well, there you go.

That's an

The other thing that I'm concerned

23

about -- and I'm not going to go into too long

24

detail, but I also care about endangered species.

25

In fact, I notice that we just really honor man's
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1

creations like the Mona Lisa and we just work hard

2

to make sure those are preserved and to me

3

something like an unarmored three-spine stickleback

4

is much more amazing than the Mona Lisa.

5

concerned and the question I would ask for your

6

scoping is what impact, potential impact, would

7

seventy thousand people have on the endangered

8

species?

9

if people knew where they were burying those little

I'm

I know there is a concern on Soledad that

10

sticklebacks, that people would be crowding and

11

stomping on top of their little burrows and

12

wrecking them and killing them.

13

population itself a threat for the endangered

14

species that are involved here?

15

people, children marching along the rivers, etc.

16

etc., how do we factor that into your environmental

17

impact report?

18

you to add to your scoping report.

19

So isn't the

Seventy thousand

So that's something I would like

I, too, am concerned about the

20

velocity of the river.

I won't go on and on about

21

that except that I am concerned that when a

22

channelized creek hits the main creek that is not

23

channelized, that the flow will be going faster

24

than usual and when it hits the dirt area it tends

25

to have an impact which in other areas developers
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1

have said, "Oh, look at what that has done.

2

fast-flowing creek is wrecking the dirt part.

3

We'll have to cement the next part and the next

4

part and the next part," as the quick flowing water

5

wrecks the natural river.

6

The

So I would like you to take a look

7

at that.

8

to get everything cemented and when we analyzed

9

Bouquet Creek we found out Newhall Land and Farming

That's one of the games developers play

10

saving the land with their cement saved much more

11

money than they paid in their fines.

12

just a business decision for them, but it's not a

13

business decision for us.

14

river and when I hear about the word called bank

15

protection, I think the best form of bank

16

protection is to leave it in its natural state.

17
18

So it was

We need that natural

So I want to thank you and I won't
go on anymore.

19

MR. JONSEN:

Thank you.

My name is Bob

20

Jonsen.

I'm a resident of Santa Clarita.

I do

21

have some concerns about this project.

22

my wife and I moved here from San Fernando Valley

23

in 1985 and one of the reasons we moved here was to

24

avoid the overcrowded conditions that exist there

25

and now we are facing some of those conditions out

Primarily
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1
2

here.
You ask about alternatives.

I have

3

to agree with some of the people that spoke earlier

4

is that one alternative I hope you don't forget is

5

that you do have the ability just to say no to the

6

entire permit process.

7

Just to read a little bit out of the

8

law that exists that gives us this option is the

9

law reads that "no public agency shall approve or

10

carry out the project for which environmental

11

impact report has been certified that identifies

12

one or more significant effects on the environment

13

unless the public agency makes a specified finding.

14

Under existing law that specified finding may

15

include a finding that specific overriding

16

economic, legal, social, technological or other

17

benefits of the project outweigh the significant

18

effects of the environment."

19

Well, in your handout you listed

20

nine key environmental issues alone.

21

is something to be considered.

22

I think that

The impact you asked about earlier

23

to this project is significant.

24

anyone in here would disagree that the Newhall

25

Ranch project would have tremendous impacts on the

I don't think
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1

City of Santa Clarita and the Santa Clarita valley.

2

We are already so far behind in regards to schools,

3

parks and roads.

4

my opinion, cripple the Santa Clarita valley;

5

something to consider.

6

This project would absolutely, in

When you look at the plan that

7

developed this project, the County General Plan, I

8

have to question whether it was adequate to begin

9

with in the first place because if you look at the

10

projections that were given when that plan was

11

designed in 1987, it estimated that our valley

12

would have a population of approximately 270,000

13

people by the year 2010.

14

ten years alone we have increased dramatically to

15

the population of nearly 190,000 already.

16

the fastest growing city in 1998 with a growth rate

17

of 9.7.

18

population, we are going to well exceed the 270,000

19

that was projected without considering the Newhall

20

Ranch project.

Well, in just the last

We were

If we continue at that rate to increase in

21

When you look at that and in regards

22

to the Santa Clara River, threats have already been

23

addressed earlier to that river, but I would like

24

to leave you with remembering one thing and that

25

that is one of five significant ecological systems
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1

in the Santa Clarita valley, but an even more

2

important thing is to recheck criteria.

3

Clara River did not just meet one of the qualifying

4

criteria.

5

required by law.

6

by itself should be reason enough to leave it

7

alone.

It met five out of the eight that are

8
9

The Santa

That is very significant and that

In regard to the traffic issue that
was addressed earlier as another environmental

10

issue, I find it very interesting that Newhall Land

11

is willing to concrete rivers, yet not concrete the

12

freeways to accommodate the traffic.

13

matter of fact, the Transportation Planning

14

Department County of Public Works suggested that

15

Newhall Ranch, because of its significant impact

16

that it would have on Interstate 5, actually

17

contribute to the widening of that freeway.

18

Newhall Land's response was, "No, we would never

19

agree to that.

20

County and the County is not requiring that of

21

other developers."

In 1998, as a

There is no precedent for it in the

22

Well, I don't know of too many other

23

developers that are bringing in the projects of the

24

size and the magnitude that will change the whole

25

valley in one project.

I think it is something we
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1

need to consider reaching outside the box as far as

2

considerations.

3

should be requiring developers who bring in

4

projects of this size.

5

It is something that the County

It amazes me the arrogance of

6

Newhall Land, especially with what was said earlier

7

about their statement in the paper.

8

really addressed correctly.

9

that Newhall Farm and Land has never been turned

It was not

What they stated was

10

down for these types of permits.

11

arrogant statement.

12

what we say here tonight, it's not going to matter.

13

It's a very

It also implies that no matter

I hope you take all those things

14

into consideration because it really should be

15

looked at for the most important people in our

16

valley and that's our kids.

17

MR. OHLENKAMP:

Thank you very much.

I'm Kris Ohlenkamp and

18

I'm Conservation Chair for the San Fernando Valley

19

Audubon Society.

20

Needless to say, we are opposed to

21

the entire project, but particularly the impact

22

upon the river and we would like to see it all out

23

of the floodplain or at the very least 500 foot

24

buffer zone.

25

I also want to re-emphasize that the
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1

California office of the National Audubon Society

2

is also strongly opposed to this project and I just

3

today got a fax, a four-page list of reasons that

4

they are opposed to the project and that is being

5

sent to the Corps of Engineers.

6

I want to thank you for being here

7

and for asking for our input on what we think your

8

concerns should be.

9

I have got several.

Two primary concerns that I feel you

10

need to address in this process is the history and

11

reputation of the Applicant and not just through a

12

review of the fines that have been assessed in the

13

past or violations that have occurred in the past

14

and not just this Applicant but all the other

15

various entities of this Applicant, but you have

16

already stated that you have inadequate resources

17

to monitor most of these projects and the way that

18

you are monitoring them is mostly through review of

19

paperwork and you ask them if they are doing it and

20

they tell you they are doing it and that's as far

21

as you go.

Well, I don't think that is adequate.

22

In one day I spent two hours out on

23

San Francisquito Creek a couple of weeks ago and I

24

saw evidence myself, obvious evidence, that an

25

untrained person such as myself that they have been
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1

filling in wetlands, that they have impacted upon

2

the hundred-foot buffer zone that is there, that

3

they have filled in that hundred-foot buffer zone,

4

the obvious embankment.

5

walking up San Francisquito Creek, you could cite

6

them for numerous violations, I'm sure.

7

If you spent one day just

Another thing that I feel you need

8

to consider

I don't want to tell you what to

9

do -- is if you have a lack of resources to

10

adequately and properly monitor these programs,

11

then you need to deny the permit or the agreement

12

in the first place because that needs to be

13

considered and if you don't have those resources,

14

then you cannot give a permit.

15

as that.

It's just as simple

It's just simple.
Those are my primary areas that I

16
17

feel are of concern, but you also need to address

18

the time of year that these impacts are going on.

19

You need to avoid the breeding season for the

20

birds, the potential threatened birds that use that

21

area which is basically February through September.

22

You need to avoid any of the periods of expected

23

heavy rainfall which is basically November through

24

April.

25

do all this work; and if they will agree to that,

So that leaves you the month of October to
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1

then okay.

2

That's just the impact on the river.

3

If I have an opportunity, I will try to provide

4

written comments as well.

5

MS. MACKEY:

Thank you.

Good evening.

My name is

6

Ellen Mackey.

7

Ecological Society of America and a representative

8

of Friends of the L.A. River.

9

restrict my comments to about four this evening.

10

I'm a certified ecologist with the

I'm going to

The Notice of Intent states that

11

some of the impacts to riparian habitat are related

12

to the long-term maintenance within these channels

13

with the responsibility passed over to the L.A.

14

Flood Control.

15

channel maintenance as well as impacts related to

16

the elimination and boxing of the Santa Clara

17

tributaries were not disclosed in the Specific

18

Plain EIR.

19

Impacts associated with long-term

One:

For channel clearance it's as

20

if someone, Newhall or Flood Control, went in as an

21

afterthought and threw in long-term maintenance.

22

Due to the recent rather contentious process we

23

have going through with L.A. County Flood Control

24

and the issues that continue to arise with regard

25

to the insensitive maintenance program in the Santa
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1

Clara River, we think that the Army Corps and Fish

2

and Game should not include the maintenance of

3

flood control structures in their EIS and EIR

4

analysis especially as it relates to the activities

5

to be carried out by the Department of Public

6

Works.

7

flood corridor will allow the passage of Los

8

Angeles County Capital Flood without the permanent

9

removal of natural vegetation."

The Specific Plan EIR states that "the

The hydraulic

10

design for the Natural River Management Plan is

11

based on the concept that "the river is naturally

12

vegetated rather than cleared."

13

states that the channels "carry the design

14

discharge even if the stream becomes heavily

15

vegetated in the future."

16

clearly state that there will be no requirement for

17

"vegetation maintenance for flood control purposes,

18

achieving economy as well as significant habitat

19

benefit," and no need for heavy equipment in the

20

river channel itself.

21

for long-term maintenance for this EIS?

22

Two:

The plan further

Therefore, both plans

Why then is there a request

With regard to the

23

channelization of the tributaries, Newhall plays a

24

shell game with the disclosure process by stating

25

that specific impacts associated with each
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1

development project will be quantified in

2

subsequent EIRs.

3

unevenhanded.

4

disclosure for the Santa Clara main stem was

5

conducted and quantified.

6

tributaries is mapped in the Specific Plan EIR;

7

therefore, the wetland delineation and

8

quantification of impacts could easily be

9

accomplished.

This is unacceptable and

The delineation and impacts

Channelization of the

If not, why not?

Both the request

10

for inclusion of the boxing of the Santa Clara

11

tributaries as well as impacts associated with

12

long-term channel maintenance should be eliminated

13

from further analysis in the EIS since these issues

14

were not discussed in the Specific Plan EIR.

15

Three:

Wildlife corridors create

16

vital links between large areas of contiguous

17

habitat.

18

moves through these areas that contain essential

19

resources for the animals as they migrate.

20

category of these predictable areas of movement is

21

riparian zones that contain the food and water

22

animals need during their migrations.

23

destruction of five of the Santa Clara tributaries,

24

San Martinez Grande, Chiquito, Potrero, Long, and

25

Lion canyons through modification as soft bottom

Wildlife predictably concentrates and

One

The
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1

channels and the preservation of the Salt Creek

2

Corridor alone restricts animal movement and

3

destroys their value to wildlife.

4

known for their ability to read maps and signals to

5

find the safe movement pathway through this section

6

of the Santa Susannas.

7

development to the stream edge encourages

8

unfortunate encounters with wildlife accustomed to

9

using these riparian areas as highways.

Wildlife is not

In fact, bringing

Boxing and

10

channelizing the tributaries is unacceptable and we

11

request as part of the downsizing of this project

12

that Melanie alluded to earlier that development be

13

set back at least 500 feet from each side of the

14

tributaries and main stem.

15

the need for secure fencing adjacent to the

16

riparian habitat ensures continued safe use by

17

wildlife without the predictable consequences when

18

development moves into the path of wildlife.

19

Four:

This setback as well as

We understand -- and this is

20

for clarification -- we understand that the Big

21

Tujunga Wash mitigation bank located in Sunland at

22

the base of the San Gabriel Mountains may be used

23

as compensation for riparian impacts.

24

possible?

25

MR. GRAY:

Is that

We have never heard of that.
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1

MS. MACKEY:

If that's a possibility, I'm

2

going to go ahead and suggest now this could be

3

associated with long-term maintenance.

4

like an excellent idea; however, this site is

5

located within the L.A. River watershed.

6

Compensation mitigation to wetlands and riparian

7

vegetation usually occurs in the same watershed.

8

Restoration of an area in the L.A. River watershed

9

leaves the Santa Clara River watershed short on

This sounds

10

riparian habitat acreage.

11

is unacceptable for the Santa Clara River.

12

addition, there is as yet, as far as I know, no

13

mitigation bank set up at Big Tujunga Wash.

14

Additionally, upstream from this bank is the

15

proposed Red Tail Golf Course.

16

sediment and propagules from non-native species

17

will move downstream compromising this area as a

18

mitigation bank for this project.

19

This mitigation option
In

Pesticides,

Lastly I want to say that I want to

20

join my voice with the rest of the chorus of voices

21

encouraging avoidance of riparian impacts and force

22

Newhall Ranch into a Section lOa permit process

23

with Fish and Wildlife and out of the shorter

24

Section 7 process.

25

Our detailed comments will be
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1

submitted.

We thought on Friday, but apparently

2

there has been an extension?

3

MR. HENDERSON:

4

MS. MACKEY:

5

MR. HENDERSON:

6

To the 19th.

Is that published somewhere?
You can submit the

comments.

7

MS. MACKEY:

Thank you very much.

8

MS. BRADY:

My name is Terie Brady.

9

I

represent the Santa Susanna Mountains Parks

10

Association.

11

corridors through our mountains from Los Padres to

12

the Santa Monica Mountains.

13

tributaries in the Santa Clara River and we feel a

14

500-foot buffer is the minimum and we recommend a

15

1,000-foot buffer of protected habitat around the

16

river for the protection of the southwestern pond

17

turtles.

18

Our focus is to protect wildlife

We oppose paving the

Because this is the last unpaved

19

river in L.A. County, it's essential that it have

20

your protection.

21

or its tributaries.

22

is dead.

23

pavement across the San Fernando Valley.

24

river had a precious life resource for many

25

species.

We do not need to pave this river
The L.A. River in most places

It is sad to see a trickle of water on
This
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1

As the last unpaved river in L.A.

2

County, it has become more important.

3

becomes more and more rare as riparian areas in

4

L.A. County has, it becomes critical to protect it

5

as habitat protected endangered wildlife.

6

MS. MC ELHATTON:

As habitat

I'm Karin NcElhatton

7

and I represent myself and my company Studio Animal

8

Service and I am an animal trainer and animal

9

lover.

I want to say I have my business on the San

10

Martinez Grande Canyon Road which is one of the

11

areas that they want to concrete in.

12

We keep talking about endangered

13

species and I think everything is going to be

14

endangered before long.

15

about exploration by (Inaudible).

16

about blue whales and I think the blue whales are

17

just about extinct on earth right now and so in

18

that area in San Martinez Grande Canyon we have

19

thrashers and meadow larks, bluebirds, quail.

20

don't see any quail at Stevenson Ranch anymore.

21

go there.

22

there is no meadow larks living up there.

23

can't because they need the brush.

24
25

I have been reading a book
He keeps talking

I
I

There is no quail living up there and
They

There is also an area -- as you are
coming down 126 and you want to go south on 5 there
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1

used to be a little clearing there and there used

2

to be a little low-lying area that was a moist area

3

and that recently just in the last year buildings

4

were put there and they took that little low area

5

and they put a concrete ditch this wide and there

6

used to be hawks there all the time hunting.

7

used to be all kinds of birds in that little low

8

area and I would see them and I knew they were

9

nesting in there because they need that moisture.

10

Well, that is all gone now and along the freeways

11

you will see where the little ditches are put and

12

they are concreted in.

13

soon as that's done.

14

There

The bird life is gone as

That's what they want to do.

There

15

will be no wild animals.

16

and that's what lives on my road, bobcats, badgers,

17

cougars.

18

that in, it will be robbing the homes.

19

robbing the homes of these animals and I think that

20

this area is irreplaceable.

21

year and I think this is just as preciou$ as

22

Yosemite.

23

of it or is it?

24

save it.

25

There will be no bobcats

They live in that creek.

If they cement
We will be

I go to Yosemite every

Is it unique or not?

Is this the last

This is a unique area.

We need to

When we talk to Newhall Land and
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1

Farm I feel like we are talking to deaf ears.

2

we talk to the L.A. County Supervisors are we

3

talking to deaf ears?

4

hearing us.
MR. GRAY:

5
6

When

We are hoping that you are

Is there anyone else that

wants to make comments after this gentleman?

7

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

I live in Canyon

8

Country.

I could say that I do represent somebody.

9

I represent the spear carriers, the extras and the

10

cannon fire.

We do oppose complete avoidance of

11

this strategic area here.

12

EPA endorsed the MTBA.

13

trying to turn that mistake around.

14

are in the process of suspecting should also

15

suspect themselves.

16

the geographic atlas there is severe coastal

17

pollution and its very deep lines start at Point

18

Dume and goes to the south and that is exactly

19

where the Army Corps of Engineers two-thirds of a

20

century ago began cementing and concreting the

21

flood control and all those brave individuals back

22

in those days were of a different ilk and we can

23

see things differently now.

24

why some of the words have been couched to say

25

drainage versus flood control and the way they

We can't forget that the

It's been a long time
I think those

We do know that according to

I just kind of wonder
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1

perceive this as being a different way of doing

2

things, but it's still treating the flood control

3

process as a sewage.

4

have a fishery out there.

5

the Santa Barbara channel and I wish I lived in

6

Ventura or the Ventura County would annex us

7

because we have right now a fifth supervisor who is

8

not being challenged and I have lived here for

9

forty years.

That carries toxins and we do
This is going to affect

I moved here in 1960.

So I have seen

10'

like the news reports and stuff like that, the

11

little PR quips and things like that that come out

12

of the Newhall Land and Logging Company and the

13

problem here is we have like the representation

14

we have a council member for the City of Santa

15

Clarita who was a secretary for Michael Antonovich

16

and at one time the City of Santa Clarita

17

challenged what was called the power center, a big

18

shopping center over there in Stevenson Ranch

19

alongside 1-5 and Newhall Land and Logging Company

20

went down there and they cut down a lot of oak

21

trees before they had a permit on that one and they

22

have since then sold that center.

23

Chalet.

24

there.

25

selling the Towne Center and they are moving on.

It's the Sports

It's all these big power centers over
Then they are moving on.

They are even
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1

Why?

2

that they are not totally funded on or are they

3

moving out of state and do they even care what is

4

going on here?

5

Do they need the funding to build a project

Thank you.

MS. LUFF:

My name is Linda Luff and I'm

6

a resident of Santa Clarita Valley and I have been

7

for several years.
First of all, I would like to ask if

8
9
10
11

you have a copy of the 404 forms, permit
application.
MR. HENDERSON:

I can get one to you.

12

don't have them here, obviously.

13

available on the internet various websites.

14

talk to me afterwards and I will give you

15

additional information.

16

MS. LUFF:

17

I

They are also
Just

Thank you.

I'm just going to talk now as a

18

human being who is very much affected by the rate

19

of growth and density and development in the Santa

20

Clarita Valley.

21

Santa Clarita Valley used to be a

22

beautiful place to live in.

The area was clean.

23

There was very little traffic.

24

access to natural habitat.

25

now, even now without the seventy thousand homes

There was a lot of

Santa Clarita Valley is
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1

which are going to be multiplied by maybe at least

2

four people per home -- the traffic in the area,

3

the air pollution, the lack of schools, the lack of

4

roads, it's getting to be really a nightmare for

5

human beings and I would like to talk about perhaps

6

we as human beings may be endangered species in

7

terms of what is our relationship to life.

8

only concerned about money, business, having

9

shopping centers?

Are we

Is that what we want for

10

ourselves and for the children?

11

nature.

12

a river, we are not just destroying a river, but we

13

are destroying ourselves.

14

We need the

We are a part of nature and if we destroy

MR. GRAY:

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

That concludes the

15

meeting.

I do appreciate your patience and all the

16

comments that you have made.

17

we'll have this record to help guide the

18

preparation of the environmental document.

19

be taking written comments through the 19th.

20

can address it to either Bruce or to Morgan.

We recorded them, so

21

Thanks again for attending.

22

(The hearing proceedings were

23
24

We will
You

concluded at 10:20 p.m.)

***

25
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1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

2

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

SS:

3

4

I, Vicki Niko1a, CSR No.

3351~

a certified

5

shorthand reporter in and for the State of

6

California, County of Los Angeles, do hereby

7

certify:

8
9

That said hearing proceedings were taken down
in stenograph writing by me to the best of my

10

ability and thereafter transcribed into typewriting

11

under my direction.

12

I further certify that I am neither counsel

13

for nor related to any party to said action, nor in

14

anywise interested in the outcome thereof.

15

Dated this

day of

, 2000.

16

17

CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER
THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

2

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

SS:

3
4

I, Vicki Nikola, CSR No. 3351, a certified

5

shorthand reporter, hereby certify that the

6

attached transcript is a correct copy of the

7

original transcript of the hearing proceedings

8

taken before me on the 9th day of February, 2000,

9

as thereon stated.

10
11
12
13

I declare under penalty of perjury that the
foregoing is true and correct.
Executed at Los Angeles, California, this
day of February, 2000.

14
15

16
17

CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER
THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
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.Office Of

AGRIcuLTURAL COMl\1lSSIONER
P.O. Box 889, Santi Paula, CA 93061
815 East Santa Barbara Street
Telephone: (805) 933-3165
(805) 647-5931
FAX: (805) 525~8922

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Joseph Eisenhut
Ventura County Planning Division

FROM:

Julie Bullapa
Senior Planner

DATE:

January 28,2000

SUBJECT:

Notices of Preparation of Draft EIR for Newhall Ranch River
Management Plan; Draft EIS for Newhall Ranch 404 Permit Actions
(RMA Reference Nos. 002 and 009)

I have reviewed the Notices ofPreparatiQn for the Draft Em. and EIS, and have discussed
the proposals with Scott Ellison ofyour office. Based on our discussion, it appears that
the proposals would not directly impact agricultural resources. If the Draft EIR. or EIS
proposes mitigation measures to address potential impacts--to biological and water
resources that result in secondary effects to agricultural resources, then the documents
should address these impacts.
Thank you for the opportunity to review these documents.

PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY
WATER RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
WATER RESOURCES DIVIS10N
Date:

January 25, 2000

To:

Joseph Eisenhut 2464
RMNPlanning Division

From:

lowell Preston.
Manager

Subject:

NOP,.. NEWHALL ranch Specific PLAN..RIYER MANAGEMENT PLAN.

The sCop~. and .content of the. propO~d plan' does not include addressing ,the
to water quantity. ~peclfiq3Uy. the potential imp~cts of ~~
quantity of discharge 1rom ~Jw Wat~r ReClamj:ltion Plant appear to be associated with
the 1603 Agreement and the 2081 Permit. In as much as the quantity of dIscharge to the
river 'impacts many of the k~y iSSues, as well as, the ability of the river to support in
stream uses, inclusion of water quantity impacts appears to be an appropriate issue for
. .
the EIS/EIR.
eovjronmen~1 impact~

Should you have additional questions, please contact me at 805-648-9204.
RLP:
cc;'

...__._-..•..._

-.

- _..

~-_._._

Rich Guske, Development & lrispEX;tion'Servlces Division

- -,._ -..

"

~

-..~

,,~

._..,_

~-

'.-.~

..

~,

- ..

VENTURA COUNTY
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT
Memorandum

TO:

Joseph Eisenhut, Planning

FROM:

Molly Pearson

SUBJECT:

Notice of Preparation ofa Draft Environmental Impact Report for Newhall Ranch
Specific Plan - River Management Plan; California Department ofFish and
Game, Region 5 (Reference No. 00-002)

DATE: February 2, 2000

~

Air Pollution Control District staff has reviewed the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of a Draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the subject project. The proposed project involves the
issuance of a long-term "1603 Streambed Alteration Agreement" and a "2081 Endangered
Species Incidental Take Permit" from the California Department ofFish and Game. These.
permits would be issued for the construction of the following activities associated with the
Newhall Ranch Specific Plan:
• Bank protection - Bank protection is planned for less than half ofthe riverbanks in the
Specific Plan area. Most of the bank protection will consist of buried soil cement or buried'
rip-rap with native vegetation planted in the overlying soil. Grouted rip-rap and gunite will
be placed near bridge abutments.
• Bridges - Two new bridges across the Santa Clara River will be constructed: Potrero Valley
and Long Canyon Road.
• Side drainages - Side drainages to the river, including San Martinez Grande, Chiquito Creek,
Portrero, and Long and Middle Canyons will be modified for drainage and flood control
purposes.
,
• Utility lines - Two wastewater lines will be placed across the river'- one near Potrero Canyon
and the other upstream of Long Canyon Road. Other utility line crossings for water, oil, and
gas lines may also be required..
• Storm drain outlets - There will be numerous stonn drain outlets; however, it is anticipated
that most outlets will empty into water quality control facilities prior to discharging to the
.
.nver.
• Recreational facilities - Various trails and observation platforms for recreational, educational,
and wildlife viewing purposes.
• Other facilities - Bridges or drainage facilities associated with the Magic Mountain Parkway
and Valencia Boulevard extensions (part of the Newhall Ranch Specific Plan), and bank
protection associated with the Water Reclamation Plant to be located at the western end of
the project site.
.
• Maintenance - Routine maintenance of the above flood control facilities by removal of
sediment or vegetation to preserve hydraulic design capacity and protect property.

.
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J. Eisenhut
February2, 2000
Page 2
Ventura County's air quality. Therefore, the District recommends that the EIR include an
ana~ysis of the impacts that the project activities will have on air quality in Ventura County, with
specific attention to impacts on agricultural resources in the Santa Clara River Valley. The
analysis should present the estimated air pollutant emissions [reactive organic compound (ROC)
and oxides of nitrogen (NOx)] associated wi~ the use of motor vehicles, heavy-duty
construction equipment, and portable engines. In addition, the analysis should address fugitive
dust emissions associated with clearing, excavation,grading, and construction activities; as well
as travel on unpaved roads. The analysis should discuss how fugitive dust emissions would
impact agricultural resources in the Santa Clara River Valley. Mitigation measures should be
presented for any significant air quality impacts.
Because the project activities have the potential to generate significant amounts of fugitive dust
over an extended period oftime, the District recommends that a Fugitive Dust Mitigation Plan be
developed and implemented as part ofthe project. Attached is a "Model Fugitive Dust
Mitigation Plan" with recorrimended dust control measures.

If yon have any questions, please call me at 645-1439.

m:\planning\ceqa\OO-002 nap newhall ranch river management plan - calif, dept. fish & game

Model Fugitive Dust Mitigation Plan
1".

The area disturbed by clearing, grading, earth moving, or excavation operations shall
be minimized to prevent excessive amounts of dust.

2. Pre-grading/excavation activities shall include watering the area to be graded or
excavated before commencement of grading or excavation operations. Application of
water (preferably reclaimed, 'if available) should penetrate, to the depth of the
proposed cuts.
3.

Fugitive dust produced during grading, excavation, and construction activities shall
be controlled by the following activities:
a)

All trucks exporting fill from the site shall use tarpaulins to cover the load in
compliance with State Vehicle Code §23114. Material transported in trucks off
site shall comply with State Vehicle Code §23114, with special attention to
Sections 23114(b)(2)(F), (e)(2), and (e)(4) as amended. Material transported on
site shall be sufficiently watered or secured to prevent fugitive dust emissions.

b) All graded and excavated material, exposed soil areas, and active portions of the
construction site, including unpaved on-site roadways, shall be treated to prevent
fugitive dust. Treatment shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, periodic
watering, application of environmentally-safe soil stabilization 'materials, and/or
roll-compaction as appropriate. Watering shall be done as often as necessary
and reclaimed water shall be used whenever possible.
'
c) Graded and/or excavated inactive areas of the construction site shall be
monitored (indicate by whom) at least weekly for dust stabilization. SO,il
stabilization methods, such as water and roll compaction, and environmentally
safe dust control materials, shall be, periodically applied to portions of the
construction site that are inactive for over four days. If no further grading or
excavation operations are planned for the area, the area should be seeded and
watered until grass growth is evident, or periodically treated with
environmentally-safe dust suppressants, to prevent excessive fugitive dust.
4..

Signs shall be posted on-site limiting traffic to 15 miles per hour or less.

5.

During periods of high winds (i.e., wind speed sufficient'to cause fugitive dust to
impact adjacent properties), all clearing, grading, earth moving, and excavation
operations shall be cur:tailed to the 'degree necessary to prevent fugitive dust created'
by on-site activities,and operations from being a nuisance or hazard, either off-site OF
on-site. The site superintendent/supervisor shall use his/her discretion in conjunction
, with the APeD in determining when winds are excessive.
'

6.

Adjacent streets and roads shall be swept at least once per day, prefenibly at the end
ofthe day, ifvisible soil material is carried over to adjacent streets and roads.

'7.

Employees involved in grading operations should be advised to wear facemasks .
during dry periods to reduce dust inhalation.

COUNTY OF VENTURA
PUBLIC WORKS AGENCY
FLOOD CONTROL DEPARTh1ENT

Memorandum
February 2, 2000

TO:

Fred Boroumand

VIA:

Tom Travis

FROM:

Vicki

SUBJECT:

NPDES Review ofRMA 00-002, California Fish and Game

Musgrove~

cc:

The stOITIlwater quality section has reviewed the subject notice ofpreparation for a draft EIR and
has the following comments that should be included in the Flood Control comments.
In the notice ofpreparation, water quality is listed as a key environmental impact to be
addfessed in the draft joint ElSIEIR Ventura County Flood Control District recommends the
draft EISIEIR evaluate and address the water quality impacts oUhe entire project. Evaluation
and development ofSpecific Plan-wide mitigation measures is the only wqy to ensure that the
development will implement controls to "reduce the discharge ofpo/lutants to the maximum
extent practicable ... ., as required by law. Without a detailed Specific Plan-wide water quality
impact evaluation there is no assurance that the project will implement all "practicable"
measures or that such measures will reduce impacts from urban runotfcontaminants to a less
than significant level.

If you have any questions please call me at extension 5051 or Jayme Laber at extension 6737.

CC:

Joseph Eisenhut, RMA Planning

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 'AGENCY

,Planning Div,isio:

countyofvehtura

Keith A. Turne
Directc.

February 3,2000
TO: JOSEPH EISENHUT, PLANNING
FROM:

scon ELLlSO&NNJNG '

SUBJECT: REVIEW OF FISH AND GAME NOTICE OF PREPARATION OFEIRIEIS
ON NEWHALL RANCH ~IVER MANAGEMENT PLAN DAT~D JANUARY 3, 2000

J have reviewed the sUbject Notice of Preparation (NOP) and have the following
comments:
1.

Since this is a "project level" EIRIEIS, it needs to ensure that the project
description clearly shows the specific location and design of NPDES facilities,
what specific areas in the Santa Clara River and tributaries will require flood '
control facilities, and exactly what those facilities are. It is important that soft
bottom drainage swales, NPDES detentionbasins, debris basins, and flood
control facilities etc. be clearly identified at this stage rather than wait for
individual tract designs. Creating detailed Specific Plan-wide NPDES and flood
control plans at this stage potentially allows for the construction of large facilities
serving more than individual tracts. However, if the final NPDES and flood
control designs are delayed until each tract is SUbmitted, facilities serving multiple
projects may be infeasible given the size of.theindividual tracts, or because the
best location for a facility is already occupied by an earlier project. Proposing
and evaluating detailed flood control and NPDES programs now allows for
maximum flexibility in developing the type and placement of such faciliti,es, and
provides maximum flexibility in changing the designs if they are not adequate, or
if they create adverse environmental effects.

2.

A recalculation of site flood discharge volumes is needed which considers the
,
"existing environment" as the existing vegetated, non-burned state of the site,
rather than mod.eling a maximum "eXisting" disCharge scenario of bulk and bum.
This new scenario is necessary for purposes of calculating pre-project and post
project flood flows to downstream areas. The "worst case" bulk and burn
, scenario in the existing EIR is appropriate for evaluating the design of flood
control facilities to protect development in the floodplains. However, a scenario
assuming a typically vegetated site as the "existing environment" should be used
in calculating how urbanizing approximately 5 square miles on the ranch will
change the volume, timing, and peak discharge off the site compared the existing
discharge from current operations. If the inappropriate bulk and burn scenario is
used for "before" and "after" flood discharges, then an answer is obtained which
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shows that urbanizing five square miles reduces flood discharges compared to
the existing ranch operation. Th~s is not reasonable cnits face, and should not
be accepted in the EIRIEIS.
The earlier EIR only considered flood impacts to the Santa Clara River. The
EIRIEIS should require additional studies for the major tributaries on the project
site. These analyses need to avoid the bulk and bum scenario since the
tributaries only have.a fraction of the flood carrying capacity of the Santa Clara
River and any error in calculating the "before" ·and "after" flows and their
frequencies could do significant damage to biological communities.
3.

The earlier EIR also found no significant project specific.impacts occurring off the
project site. This conclusion ignored the Fish and Game (Exhibit 1 pages 23 and
24) and County of Ventura concerns (Exhibit 2 pages 156 to 162) about the
impacts to the Salt Creek corridor in Ventura County. The EIRIEIS should fully
evaluate indirect impacts to upland species due to the focusing of wildlife
movement into Ventura County, whether Salt Creek in Ventura County can
accommodate this increased use, and whether, given the lack of protection to
natural habitats provided by the Ventura County Zoning Ordinance (Exhibit 2
pages 158 to 161), additional protection and/or mitigation is required in our
jurisdiction.
.
.

4.

The NOP places primary emphasis on impacts due to construction in the Santa
Clara River and its tributaries. However, upland habitats, as well as uplarid rare
and endangered species, need to also be considered. It is generally not
appropriate to evaluate riparian habitats in isolation from impacts to upland
habitats. Since species of different communities interact with each other during
different phases of their lITe cycles, an impact to a riparian habitat can create·
impacts to upland habitats and visa versa. The EIRIEIS should not ignore
potential impacts outside the watelWays simply because these habitats are not
physically disrupted by development. Loss of water sources, migration routes,
food sources, and/or shelter can be significant impacts to species and habitats
which are not directly impacted by development.

5.

More detailed biological surveys should be undertaken, particularly along the
tributaries to the Santa Clara River. Commentors to the previous EIR noted
significant deficiencies in the existing biological studies (Exhibit 3, Letter of
11/23/96 pages 521 to 524, letter of 3/31/97 pages 548 to 551). These should
be corrected in the EIR/EIS. Particular emphasis is needed in three areas:
a.

Rare and endangered species: Given ine recent finds at the Ahmanson
Ranch, the large acreage of Newhall Ranch, and the deficiencies noted in

Calif Fish and Game NOP
February 3,2000
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Exhibit 3, focused, multiseasonal species inventory 'programs beyond
those prev.iously conducted are warranted. These should be conducted
under the direction of Fish and Game and/or the Corps of Engineers
rather than by consultants under contract to Newhall Land and Farming.
b.

Biological Studies in Ventura County: In evaluating the "existing biological
environmenf in Ventura County the previous EIR used only isolated,
limited studies which were done for other projects. No specific ground
level studies were conducted in Ventura County for this project. This
should be corrected in order to assist in implementing Comment 3
regarding an in-depth analysis of the Salt Creek watershed in Ventura
County. These studies should focus on rare and endangered species and
their habitats, since no such studies have been undertaken for this project.

c.

Adequate setbacks: In commenting t;>n the earlier ErR, Fish and Game
,requested certain setbacks which were not accepted by the EIR authors
(Exhibit 1 page 22). The EIRIEIS needs to carefully evaluate what
'setbacks are required to protect waterways for indirect impacts of
development. This analysis should apply to the Santa Clara River and its
tributaries, as well as adequate setbacks from upland habitats.
'In considering these setbacks, the E1RlEIS should take a broad definition
of "development". The term "development" should be defined as any land
use or activity that can significantly disrupt natural biological communities.
While urbanization is clearly "development", less obvious disruptions can
occur from the presence of humans and pets, and certain agricultural land
uses and agricultural practices such as row crops and cattle grazing.
These uses should be kept in mind when considering if land in Ventura
County should receive addition protection, or if removal of agriculture or
cattle grazing would feasibly provide significant mitigation for project
specific or cumulative impacts.

6.

To encourage providing equal baseline studies, impact assessments, and ,
mitigation measures for resources in both LA and Ventura ,Counties, the EIRJEIS
maps should be revised from those used in the earlier EIR in at least two ways:
a.

The project should be placed in the center of the maps rather than on the
left side of the maps. Placing the project on the left largely cuts off
Ventura County from being represented on the map. , Figure 1 of the NOP
places the project on the left side of the page, so that Ventura is only
really represented in the insert map, but not on the large scale map itself.
This is particularly appropriate for the EIRIEIS, since the document is
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focusing on natural resources, most of which are located on the site and to
the west rather than to the east.
b.

7.

.Maps of the project showing natural features, biological communities, etc.
should indude these features for large areas outside the project
boundaries in order to provide the larger context of the project. This is
particularly true for natural resources which cross the project limits,
property lines, and jurisdictional boundaries. This does not occur in NOP
Figure 2 which limits the map topography and drainages to·the project site
itself and for the area only approximately 1,000 feet outside the project.
This occurs even though the map itself shows are.as several miles outside
the project boundaries (but not into Ventura County since the map places
the project on the left side of the page). .

Alternative mitigation measures should be developed. The earlier EIR stopped
all the mitigation measures at the project boundary. Only measures on the
project site itself were considered feasible, while all potential measures outside
the project site were found to be infeasible. This occurred even though the
habitats subject to the impacts and mitigation measures cross property and
jurisdictional boundaries.
The EIRIEIS should evaluate implementing biological mitigation measures based
on following natural boundaries rather than man-made boundaries such as
project limits, property lines and jurisdictional boundaries. Rather than being
limited to such man-made boundaries, mitigation measures should follow the
resources and be applied to entire blocks of habitat, or limited only by natural
boundaries such as watersheds. Exhibit 4 page 2701 is an example of the type
of mitigation measure that should be evaluated in the EIRIEIS. Mitigation
measures should be applied wherever they are feasible and where they make
sense from a biological perspective - they should not be artificially limited
because of some line on a map. This concept should be extended to Salt Creek
in Ventura County, as well as to other areas such as along the Santa Clara River
and to portions of the Salt Creek watershed which are in Los Angeles County. but
outside the project site.

9.

Mitigation measures should only be rejected as infeasible based on substantial
evidence that they are in fact infeasible. The earlier EIR found mitigation
measures applied to habitats on one side of the County line as feasible, but
found that the same mitigation measures applied to the same habitats were
infeasible when those habitats crossed into Ventura County. The EIR never
explained why mitigation was always feasible for the LA portions of habitats but
never feasible for the Ventura portions of the same habitats.
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Particular attention should be given to potentially feasible mitigation measures for
cumulative impacts. The earlier EIR simply concluded that no such measures
exist, bUt provided no substantiation of that conclusion. The EIRIEIS should
explore if the same types of mitigation measures which are feasible for project
. specific impacts (Le. protection and enhancement of habitat not directly lost to
development) would also be feasible· for cumulative impacts. The same types of
mitigation measures should be feasible for both impact categories. If that is the
case, then the EIRIEIS should consider where in the region the Cumulative
impacts should be mitigated. Trying to' mitigate both project specific and
cumulative impacts on the project site itself may not result in added mitigation
compared to just mitigating project specific impacts. Something as simple as
removal of cattle grazing from large acreages off the project site could feasibly
result in providing significant and feasible mitigation for cumulative impacts.

10.

The NOP discusses project conformity with the South Coast Air Quality
Management Plan. This plan stops at the Ventura County line: However, some
of the resources being evaluated in the EIRIEIS cross into Ventura County_
These resources, which are outside the South Coast Air Quality Management
District, should be evaluated using standards u'sed by the Ventura County Air
Pollution Control District and its Air Quality Management Plan. Any impacts
would be occurring in Ventura County, and as such, should be subject to our
standards.

Please contact me at extension 2495 if you have any questions.
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December 5, 1996

Mr. Lee Stark
Los Angeles County Regional Planning
320 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, Califomia 90012

Dear Mr. Stark:

Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
Newhall Ranch Specific Plan and Water Reclamation Plant
SCH# 95011015, Los Angeles County
The Department of Fish and Game (Department) has reviewed the above
referenced DEIR. The project as proposed would impact approximately 5,237 acres of
existing habitats including two Significant Ecological Areas (SEA) as designated by the,
County of Los Angeles (County). In addition to impacts in the SEAs, the proposed
project would also impact wildlife movement areas within the region as well as
endangered species and the habitats on which they depend. The Newhall Ranch
Specific Plan (Plan) calls for development of 24,680 dwelling units, 598 acres of mixed
use development, 91 acres of commercial uses, 256 acres of business park, 37 acres
of visitor-serving uses, 1,089 acres of open space (including 274 acres of community
park and 818 acres in other open areas), 4,763' acres in special management areas
(permanent open areas), 12 neighborhood parks, public trail systems, a golf course, 2
fire stations, 1 library, the reservation of 5 elementary school sites, 1 junior high school,
and 1 high school; a 2-acre electrical substation, a 7.7- million gallon.s per day water
reClamation plant within a new sanitation district, and other associated community "
facilities such as roads and bridges. Due to inadequacies in the DEIR, and the lack of
credible mitigation measures to offset significant project impacts, the Department
secommends against certification of this DEIR.
SECTION 4.0 - CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The DEIR is flawed in its evaluation o(cumulative impacts: The DEIR fails to
provide any information about past present or reasonably foreseeable projects as
required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The project proponents"
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are currently pursuing a general perm.it frC?m the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps)
for flood control improvement upstream of the project area and are participating in a
master planning effort for the Santa Clara River. Also, the project proponents have
planned additional developments immediately adjacent to this proposed project site.
The impacts of the flood control project and associated development are, not discussed
nor are the impacts on local fish and wildlife resources. Since the project proponents
own the lands surrounding the project site, a detailed cumulative impact analysis
,
should be completed. Also, the failure to discuss any impacts which would occur within
adjacent properties, controlled by the project sponsor in Ventura County, makes the
DEIR flawed. The document also needs to address mitigation for the cumulative
impacts associated with a development of this magnitude.

1

SECTlbN 4.2 • FLOOD
Section 4.2 of the DEIR discusses the flood control concerns and what is
referred to as the Santa Clara River Corridor Concept. This concept would allow
natural vegetation to remain within the River. However, the proposed fill of the
floodplain adjacent to the river corridor will cause a significant adverse effect on this
habitat. The fill is necessary to accomplish development within the floodplain but will
cause increased velocities within the River through the narrowing of its channeL
Although the Department supports preservation of this corridor, the impacts associated
with the floodplain fill and bank stabilization measures must be fully discussed and
mitigated.
The Department recommends the project be redesigned to include, at a
minimum, a SOo-foot buffer from the outermost edge of the riparian habitat In addition,
detailed hydrology information must be provided for Department review. The hydrology
infonnation must demonstrate that the river corridor and its associated buffer are of
sufficient size to preclude loss of vegetation during flood flows. The ultimate channel
design must be of sufficient size to convey at least a 100-year flood event without
causing significant reductions in the riparian habitat. As stated in the DEtR, the
permanent river vegetation shall not be SUbject to removal and the only vegetation
removal to be allowed is for routine maintenance activities except as otherwise
sP!?cified. The only maintenance activities acceptable to the Department would be that
necessary to maintain bridges or bank stabilization features.
The DEIR discusses requiring debris basins where debris volumes are expected
-to exceed 250 cubic-yards. However, the DEIR fails to discuss where the debris, which
is removed from the basins, would be disposed and also the frequ~ncy for which debris
removal would be necessary. The DEIR also fails to discuss how the reduction in
debris flows would affect the River within the project boundaries and downstream in
Ventura County. Reduction in debris flow could have a significant effect. on listed
species because valuable escape cover could be prevented from entering the River
during flood periods.

2
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The DEIR states that the proposed project will increase flood volumes through
increased runoff from impervious surfaces. This increase in flood volumes will result in
velocity changes that could cause a -take" of the State- and Federally-listed
endangered unarmored threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus
williamsoni). Also, these increases will cause riparian habitats to be lost which will
result in a loss of nesting opportunities for endangered bird species. The proposed
project' must be redesigned to provide an adequate f100dway which will not cause an
increase in velocities to such an extent that would result in a take of State and
Federally listed species. The inclusion of a 50G-foot buffer from the edge of the
riparian habitat to where the rock slope protection begins would likely accomplish this
objective and likely avoid the need for obtaining an endangered species permit and/or
memorandum of understanding (MOU). Additionally, this SOD-foot buffer would help
mitigate impacts to Southwestern pond turtles (C/emmys marmorata paJlida). The
pond turtle is likely to be listed prior to initiation of this project and could necessitate
further modification if adequate buffers are not included. Buffer for the pond turtle is
necessary as they are known to nest over a 1/4 of a mile from the water edge. The
Department will agree that inclusion of a SOG-foot buffer will be adequate and will not
recommend that a full 1/4 mile buffer be protected if it is included in the final EIR.

5

SECTION 4.6 - BIOTA
As stated previously in our comments, the DEIR fails to adequately identify the
impacts to biological resources within the project boundaries. The Department is
concerned with impacts to all plant communities but will focus our comments on a few
of the most sensitive species. The loss of 35% (1,820 acres) of coastal sage scrub is
considered significant by the Department and the potential for the utilization of this
habitat by'listed species was not discussed. The Department is also concemed with
the loss of 64 acres of valley/coast/savannah oak woodland. This habitat provides
extremely valuable foraging and nesting sites for most raptors. Also, these areas are
heavily used by deer, mountain lions and a variety of other small mammals. Another
habitat of concern is the mainland cherry forest The removal of 61 % of the existing
habitat is extremely significant and justifies modification of the project design to ensure
the long-term viability of all the existing cherry forest. In general, impacts to riparian·
and wetland habitats are significant and must be avoided to the greatest extent
possible. The proposed road crossings and flood control improvements will cause a
degradation of the existing habitats and will necessitate the compliance with both the
State and Federal endangered species acts. The DEIR must include specific mitigation
- measures which will offset or reduce these impacts to a level of insignificance. This
can be accomplished through avoidance, creation of new areas, pr enhancement of
existing resources. Mitigation areas must be capable of supporting an increase of at
least 25% in wildlife use. Therefore, mitigation areas must be, at a minimum, four times
the size of any impacted habitat.
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The DEIR fails to adequately identify direct and indirect impacts to the
endangered unarmored threespine stickleback. Direct impacts will occur as road
construction and flood control imprQvements are implemented. Indirect impacts would
occur as a result of narrowing the River channel and causing an increase in velocities
and removal of vegetative cover dUring flood events. Also, the proposed continued
grazing of the River will cause additional degradation of the habitat resulting in a "take"
of this endangered species. If the proposed flood control facilities are modified,
including the buffer zones recommended by the Department, the potential for "take" of
.this listed species can be greatly reduced. Other listed or sensitive species which are
likely to be listed prior to implementation or completion of this project could also be
mitigated by these modifications to the project design. This includes the arroyo
_
southwestern toad, southwestern pond turtle, Santa Ana SUcker, and two-striped garter
snake.
.

1

The DEIR fails to adequately identify impacts to listed species such as least
Bell's vireo (Vireo belIii pusillus), State- and Federally-listed endangered;
southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax trai/Iii extimus), State-listed endangered;
and western yellOW-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus occidenta/is), State-listed
endangered. Also, the mitigation measures are not specffied, as they rely ~:m future
plans and pennits to develop detailed mitigation measures for impacts. The DEIR does
not contain focused survey data for other listed species such as California gnatcatcher
and western yellOW-billed cuckoo.

8

Impacts to mountain lions, which are a fully protected species, and their habitat
are only given a cursory discussion in the DElR. The Department is aware of
numerous sightings on and adjacent to this property. It is, therefore, reasonable to
expect thatthe proposed project will significantly increase mountain lion sightings and
human-mountain lion encounters. In addition, the introduction of domestic pets into this
existing wild habitat will cause pets to be killed by mountain lions and force the
Department to destroy the offending lion. The DEIR must include mitigation measures
which require notification to all subsequent property owners of the fact that they are
within mountain lion habitat. An educational program which informs the property
owners of how to prevent encounters with wildlife on their property should be
developed. Also, it is recommended that the estate lots located within the boundaries
. of the open space area be eliminated. These estate Jots are currently proposed within
sensitive areas identified in the DEIR.

9

The project, as currently designed, does not ensure an adequate wildlife
movement corridor betvteen the Santa Clara River and other large natural open space
areas. The designation of Salt Creek as the main wildlife corridor is inadequate
because the corridor is fragmented by proposed development. Also, the proposed Salt
Creek corridor extends outside the project boundary, with no assurances that it will
remain undisturbed and exist in the future. At least one primary corridor which is a
thousand feet wide must be identified and incorporated into the DEJR. This corridor

10
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must be the connection between the River and the natural open space areas.
Secondary corridors are to be designed with widths of 500 to 700 feet across and
tertiary corridors shall be 250 - SOD feet in width. Secondary and tertiary corridors must
connect to the primary corridor, and either the River or other 'open space areas.
The Department is concerned that grazing would still be allowed to continue in
remaining habitats, with the implementation of this project. Grazing activities can result
in further adverse impacts to these remaining habitats. The Department is especially
concerned with adverse impacts to the sensitive habitat within the river corridor. The
DEIR must require that grazing will be eliminated within the river corridor. Furthennore,
the DEIR
does not provide guidelines for grazing aGtivities. The document.must require.
.
that guidelines for grazing activities, which diminish adverse impacts, be established..

10

11

SECTION 4:8 - TRAFFIC
In Section 4.8 of the DEIR, impacts associated with traffic and acCess to the
property is discussed. A detailed analysis of site specific impacts associated with the
construction of the bridges over the Santa Clara River is not provided. These bridges
will impact significant riparian habitats and will cause a "take" of State and Federally
listed endangered species listed above. The impacts to listed species require a
mandatory finding of significance pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, § 15065. The
mitigation measures identified in this section are not adequate as they rely on the
issuance of future permits and fail to discuss any impacts which would result from
implementation of the proposed project. The courts have ruled that agencies cannot
rely on mitigation measures of unknown efficacy to conclude that impacts have been
reduced to a level of insignificance (Kinos County Fann Bureau et al. v_ Citv.of Hartford
(5th Dist. 1990) Cal. App. 3d. 692, 727-728 [270 Cal. Rptr. 650]).

12 .

SECTION 4.9- NOISE
in Section 4.9 of the DEIR, impacts associated with noise are discussed,
however, there is no discussion of noise related impacts on wildlife within the project
site. Studies have shown that noises above 60db adversely affect wildlife behaviors
sL,lch as breeding, nesting and foraging. Based on the limited information of the DEIR,
it appears that noise levels within the Santa Clara River may be sufficiently high as to
disrupt the breeding activities of State and Federally listed species ~uch as least Bell's
vireo, southern willow flycatcher, and western yellow-billed cuckoos. The DEIR fails to
- discuss any mitigation measures that would offset these impacts, and fails to comply
with the court decisions cited above. In addition, the impacts to listed species require a
mandatory finding of significance pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, -§ 15065.
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SECTION 4.11- WATER RESOURCES

Section 4.11 discusses water resources and states that the total water demand
for the Plan will be 19,345 acre-feet'per year, of which 10,094 acre-feet must be
potable and 9,251 acre-feet would be required for non-potablellandscape irrigation
uses. The project proponents. are relying on flood flows of up to 5,400 acre-feet per
year for a portion of their potable water supply. At this time, the Department is unaware
of any water rights appropriations which have been given to the project sponsors,
Castaic Lake Water Agency, or the Valencia Water Company for the use of these flood
flows. The current property owner may have a riparian right for this water but this does
not guarantee that water would be available for development. In addition, the reliance
on the proposed 19 extraction wells for the potable water supply for this project is
questionable. Since these wells will be extracting from the subsurface flows of the
Santa Clara River, a water rights appropriation will be required. The Department is
also concerned with the lack of information in the DEIR regarding changes which would
occur in the River as a result of these extractions. It is 'possible and likely that these
extractions would reduce the groundvlater basin and flows within the River. Reduction
in groundwater basin levels and river flows would have a significant effect·on the
unarmored threespine stickleback and can result in a "take= of this State- and
Federally-listed endangered species. As stated above, the DEIR has failed to identify
this significant impact or any mitigation measures to offset these impacts as required by
CEQA. The cumulative impacts identified in this section do not discuss the current
groundwater extraction upstream of the project site. CEQArequires that all past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future impacts be discussed and mitigated.

1

SECTION 4.18 - FIRE SERVICES AND HAZARDS
Section 4.18 of the DEIR discusses the fire services for and hazards relative to
this project. The DEIR refers to a wildfire modification plan that is not found within the
document. In order to determine the extent of impacts on wildlife and its habitat due to
fuel modification zones, a draft of a wildfire fuel modification plan must be included in
the DEIR for review and comment. The submittal of a future plan at the time of the
construction of the subdivisions is not acceptable. Fire is an important part of natural
ecpsystems. The Department is concerned that due to the proposed urbanization of
this area, fire suppression would most likely be encouraged. However, there is no
discussion of the effects of a fire suppression strategy on the natural{open space
areas. Furthermore, the DEIR does not include a discussion of controlled bums as a
- means lessen fire hazards nor its potential benefit to the natural open space areas.

1·

to

SECTION 4.20 - PARKS, RECREATION AND TRAILS
In the discussion of parks, recreation, and trails, the DEIR fails to discuss the
impact of parks that are adjacent to sensitive wildlife resources such as the proposed
community park along the river corridor. There is no description of the level of use
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which is anticipated within these sites. or any di~cussion of the layout·of the
recreational opportunities within the site. The layout of the park has the potential to
have significant adverse effects on adjacent sensitive habitats. As proposed, the
Mesas Community Park will be located within the banks of the Santa Clara River and
would have a significant impact on the adjacent riparian habitat These impacts shall
require an agreement with the Department pursuant to Fish and Game Code § 1603.
In addition, construction of this park may require compliance with State and Federal
endangered species acts, as this proposal will likely result in the "take" of one or more
listed species.

17

The 15-acre community lake is a concern to the Department as it may cause the
introduction of exotic species into the Santa Clara River. If these species do enter the
River by discharges from the lake or through transplants by residents, it will likely
. result in the elimination of listed species.
The DEIR fails to discuss the impacts associated with the designation of the
3,949.9 acres of land in the High"Country Special Management Area (HC) as regional
parkland. The DEIR also does not discuss the impacts of facilities that would be
constructed to accommodate recreational uses nor the level of use expected.
The unavoidable significant impacts discussion within this section states that
there would be no unavoidable significant impacts to local parks and recreation
facilities by incorporating the HC and River Corridor Special Man;agement Area (RC)
for recreational use. The Department disagrees that no significant impacts to other
regional parks would occur. The increase in visitor use of Castaic Lake (Lake) would
be significant because of the demand associated with residents of the proposed
development. This use by local residents could preclude the use of the Lake by out-of
area visitors. In addition, the Department is concerned that uncontrolled recreational
use within the HC and RC would significantly affect wildlife and th~ir habitat.
The use of trails as "transition areas" between development and natural areas
has also been proposed under this project. There, however, is no discussion of trail
design nor the establishment of buffer zones between the trails and the natural areas
that contain sensitive resources. There is also the potential for human-wildlife
interactions along trails that are adjacent to natural areas. Since wildlife, such as
mountain lions, by nature follow welf-established trails, the use of these trails by
.pedestrian~, equestrians, and bicyclists will significantly increase the likelihood of
"human-lion interactions. The DEIR must address this issue and recommend specific
mitigation measures which will reduce the potential for these interpctions. The
introduction of domestic animals, such as cats and dogs, into these natural areas would
also significantly disrupt the behavior and use of these areas by local wildlife. The
DEIR identifies these areas as mitigation for other portions of the development and as
such, the establishment of trails and the impacts associated with their use would
significantly reduce the mitigation values of these sites.
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SECTION 5 - WATER RECLAMATl0t'J P.LANT
The Department has serious concerns about the 'impacts to biological resources '
and water quality if the proposed water reclamation plant is constructed. As proposed,
the plant is located immediately upstream and adjacent to high quality riparian habitat
which supports nesting least Bell's vireo. The vireo is a State- and 'Federally-listed
endangered species. Also, the proposed discharge of treated effluent into the Santa
Clara River may have a significant adverse effect on the endangered unarmored
threespine stickleback as well as the soon to be listed Santa Ana sucker. The imp"acts
to these species are not discussed in this section of the DEIR. Impacts will occur from
plant construction as well" as plant operations. Impacts to the vireo, southern willow
flycatcher and other listed and 'sensitive species will occur as a result of installation of
the proposed rock slope protection and by removal of high quality habitats located
adjacent to the River. In addition, lighting within the plant and noise associated with
the plant operation will make the adjacent areas not suitable as nesting habitat for
these listed bird species.
Impacts to the unarmored threespine stickleback and Santa Ana sucker will
occur in several ways. Increases in water volumes being discharged into the River wilt
cause an increase in velocity which will make many areas within the River not suitable
for these species. As velocities increase, the potential for finding suitable breeding
sites decreases and causes a reduction in the number of stickleback within the river. In
. addition, the potential for discharge of untreated effluent' or partially treated effluent has
not been discussed nor have the impacts been identified. Also, with increases in flow
within the River, the potential for establishment of a continuous water surface down to
Piru Creek is likely. This issue has not been addressed. Currently, the flows within the
Santa Clara. River become subsurface before reaching Piru Creek A continuous flow
of water to the confluence with Piru Creek could cause hybridization between the
unarmored stickleback in the Santa Clara River"and partially armored forms of
stickleback found in Pjru Creek. This hybridization would be a "take" of this species
and SUbject to applicable State and Federal endangered species laws.· The potential of
hybridization between Santa Ana suckers in the Santa Clara River and Owens sucker
found in Piru Creek exists if a continuous water surface is maintained by the discharges
fr0f!l this treatment planl
Potential impacts to southern steelhead is not mentioned or di$cussed. The
steelhead is likely to be listed as a Federally endangered species soon. The full extent
of potential impacts to this species must be discussed and mitigated. Since water
quality and flows influence steelhead migration, the extent to whiq, this project will
change water quality below Piru Creek must be addressed. If the flows are sufficient,
the stee1head may migrate up into the Santa Clara River in search of suitable habitat
on which to spawn. If none is available, the steelhead will not reproduce and will likely
abort its reproduction efforts for that year. This would result in the "take" of a potential
Federally listed species. in the event that steelhead are attracted upstream of Piru
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Creek by the increased water volume associated with the plant, the project proponent
would be responsible for ensuring that suitable habitat for reproduction is provided and
that adequate stream flows are maintained until such time as the smolts have migrated
back down to the ocean.

24

All impacts to listed species and biological resources must,be fully evaluated
and mitigated within the DEIR; reliance on the issuance of permits, MOUs. and/or
agreements from state and federal agencies is inappropriate. The County as lead
agency must require' that detailed mitigation measures and plans be prepared and
submitted for public review in the DEIR.

SECTION 8.0 - ALTERNATlVES
The Department does not concur with any of the alternatives discussed in the DEIR.
It is our position'that a projectwhich protects the River with an adequate buffer and
maintains wildlife movement corridors is possible.
Due to the inadequacies of the DEIR, the lack of substantial mitigation measures
and the significant environmental impacts which would occur, the Department
recommends that approval be denied. FLirthermore, the County of Los Angeles and the
project proponents should meet with the Department and other resource agencies to
modify the proposed project and develop appropriate mitigation measures. Once
completed, a revised DEIR should be submitted for public review and comment.
The Department requests the County of Los Angeles notify us immediately upon
the approval of this project. We request the County to provide us with a copy of any
CEQA administrative appeal processes or procedures which they have enacted.
Furthermore, we request a copy of the Notice of Determination be mailed to the above
address and be faxed to the Department within 24 hours of its issuance by the County
of Los Angeles. Please fax a Notice of Determination to Ms. Lilia l. MartInez at (310)
590-5192 and to Ms. Chanelle Davis at (909) 597-0067.
If you have any questions, please contact Ms. Chanelle'Davis, Wildlife Biologist,
at (909) 627-1613, Mr. Ray Ally; Associate Fisheries Biologist, at (310)590-5147, or
Ms.- Lilia l. Martinez, Environmental Specialist III, at (310)590-4830.

cc:
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See attached list
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cc:

Mr. Ray Ally
Mr. Juan Hernandez
Ms. Leslie McNair
Department of Fish and Game
Long Beach, California
Ms. Chanelle Davis
Department of Fish and Game
Chino, California
Ms. Mary Meyer
Department of Fish and Game
·Ojai,_ California
Mr. Michael Giusti
Department of Fish and Game
Chino, California
Mr, Greg Walls

Department of Fish and Game
Santa Barbara, California
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Carlsbad, California
Ventura, California
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Los Angeles, California

Ms. Rebecca Tuden
Environmental Protection Agency

75 Hawthorne Street (W-3)
San Francisco, California 9410~-3901
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SECTION 4.6
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

SUMMARY
Major comments to EIR Section 4.6 include:
1.

The EIR stops the biological resources analysis at the Ventura County line, although
biological resources, impacts, and mitigation measures extend into Ventura County..

2.

The EIR does not consider downstream impacts due to changes in water quantity or
quality.

3.

The Ern.. does not determine the effectiveness of the Salt Creek wildlife corridor given
existing land uses, or how that effectiveness couid change under future uses which are
allowed as a matter of right (Le., with no discretionary permits reqUired from the County
ofVenrura).

4.

The EIR. delays defining the limits of the Salt Creek wildlife corridor in Ventura County
until additional studies are undertaken by unspecified future projects.

5.

Proposed nfttigation measures are inadequate and should be expanded.

SPECIFIC ISSUES

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 1
The ErR inapuropriateIy stops the biological resources analysis at the County line, although the
biolocical resources, impacts and mitigation measures extend into Ventura County.
CO~NT

The primary objection to Section 4.6 is that the analysis and proposed mitigation measures fail to
adequately address the biological resource impacts which extend beyond the project boundary
into Ventura County. CEQA requires that the project impacts be fully di~losed and mitigated,
where feasible (see General Issue 2). As'discussed in General Issue 2, CEQA requires that the full
.environmentaJ impact of a project be considered. even if the impact or environmental resource
being affected crosses jurisdictional boundaries.

EXHIBIT 2
Section -l.6
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In Section 4.6, the EIR fails to adequately addres~ downstream (i.e., Ventura County) impacts
with respect to altered hydrology and degraded water quality impacts on plant and animal life, and
the discussion of sensitive species on the Newhall Ranch site occurs without reference to their
~egionaI context. Additionally, the prmcipal ,wildlife mitigation (dedication of a protected wildlife
corridor along Salt Creek) ends abruptly at the County boundary, despite the fact that Salt Creek
Canyon extends into Ventura County prior to connecting to the Santa Clara River wildlife habitat
area. Based upon review of aerial photographs of the area, discussions with staffofthe US Fish
and Wildlife Service and.direct observation: there are no apparent physical reasons for ending the
wildlife corridor at the Ventura County boundary. We request that the EIR be revised to more
fully address off-site project and cumulative biological impacts to aquatic, riparian and terrestrial
communities in Ventura County. The following comments will explain our concerns regarding
the above noted issues in greater detail.

35

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 2
The Ern. stresses the importance ofthe Salt Creek wildlife conidor, but incorrectly assumes that
the Vennrra County portion is currently suitable for such a purpose and fails to propose any way
to preserve the area even if it is suitable. The failure to assess the suitability at: and provide
protection for, this corridor in Ventura County potentially reduces or eliminates the effectiveness
of this mitigation measure.
CO.M:MENT
On page 4.6-48, the ElR states:
"Qn the landscape scale, the primary effect of the proposed development will be to
narrow the access for wildlife species between the Santa Susana Mountains and the
Santa Clara River_ Wtldlife movement through the property will be focused
toward the west side down Salt Creek."

36

The real effect, which the EIR fails to adequately acknowledge, is that an existing five-mile
wildlife connection between the Santa Susana Mountains and the Santa Clara River corridor will
be eliminated by the proposed development. As mitigation, the. EIR accepts ~e proposed
diversion of wildlife via Salt Creek Canyon into Ventura County. This Salt Creek Canyon
corridor is proposed as the primary mitigation measure and linkage connecting the important
Significant Ecological Areas (SEA) 20 and 23 or Special Management Areas (SMA) as the almost
identical areas are called in the EIR mitigation measures.
On page 4.6-48, the Ern. states:
"Access for wildlife between the River and the High Country SMA would continue
to be available along the proposed Salt Creek corridor."
Section 4.6
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Again on page 4.6-133, the EIR states:
"A critical component of the op~n area syst~m within the Newhall Ranch property
is the connection between the High C0tl!ltry and the River Corridor along Salt
Creek. The conidor will provide continuity between the habitats and the wildlife
populations within the property, as well as forming a permanent regional linkage
between the Santa Clara River and the Santa Susana Mountains."
The Em. finds that impacts to upland biological communities is significant and unavoidable (page
4.6-151), and that the Salt Creek Wildlife corridor which crosses" into Ventura County is a "critical
component" (page 4.6-133) ofthe program proposed to partially mitigate this impact. However.
the EIR incorrectly assumes that the Salt Creek area provides a continuous wildlife corridor
which connects the High Country SEA with the Santa Clara River Corridor SEA In fact, what
the project proposes is a corridor that diverts wildlife from the Newhall Ranch development area
onto private, unprotected lands in Ventura County without assessing whether the corridor in
Ventura County would be suitable for such purposes.
Salt Creek may successfully function as a wildlife corridor in Los Angeles County but it may not "
be successful in Ventura COUDty. In Los Angeles County the \ViIdlife corridor has a'number of
proteq:ions ~hich do not exist in Ventura County:
L

Although Salt Creek and surrounding areas have been subject to dry land grazing, its
habitat value is relatively high compared to Ventura County which is subject to greater
disruption through planting of irrigated row crops.

2.

Salt Creek will be protected through limitations in the Specific Plan from agricultural and
other potential land use conflicts.

3.

The corridor \ViII retain its SEA designation by the County ofLes Angeles. which is
specifically designed to protect natural ecological systems.

4.

The area "Will be subject to habitat enhancement and active management by the SEA/SMA
caretaker organization in order to increase and protect its habitat values.

The primary purpose of Salt Creek in Los Angeles County will be for wildlife mitigation and will
be actively managed and protected for that use. However, once the "wildlife corridor" enters
Ye;1tura County, its entire purpose and situation changes. The Ventura CoUnty portion of Salt
Creek is zoned "A-E" (Agricultural Exclusive) and "A-El!vfRP" (Agricultural Exclusive, Nfineral
Resources Protection Overlay Zone). Per Section 8104-1.2 ofthe County of Ventura Zoning
Ordinance, the purpose ofthe "A-E" zorung designation is as follows:
"The purpose of this zone is to preserve and protect commercial agricultural lands as a
limited irreplaceable resource, to preserve and maintain agriculture as a major industry in
Section 4.6
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Ventura County and to protect these areas from the encroachment ofnonrelated uses
which. by their nature, would have detrimental effects upon the agricuJturalindustry. "
Protection of non-agricultural animals, plants, wildlife corridors, habitats or activities is not part
of the purpose of this zone. Given its current zoning and land use designation. any conflict
between agricultural and wildlife uses within the Salt Creek area may give Ventura'County little
choice but to allow extensive agricultural activities even if it is detrimental to wildlife.
For example, within the "A-Elf zone the County of Ventura allows a wide range of agriculturally
related uses by right (i.e., no permit or other approval is required from Ventura County) which
could greatly compromise the value of Salt Creek as a wildlife corridor. These include such
things unlimited crops, orchards, and animal husbandry (which must be fenced, thereby creating a
barrier for movement ofnon-commercial animals), as well as limited greenhouses, wineries,
agricultural offices, fann worker housing. barns" water storage facilities, etc. While these uses are
designed to support the agricultural indus:try consistent with the purpose ofthe IfA-E" zone, these
uses could greatly detract from the wildlife mitigation value of this area.
While Newhall Land and Farming may indicate that they have no plans for any intensification of
land uses within the corridor, the EIR does not propose any assurances that the position of the
Company will not change in the, future. If this position does change, the property owner could
undertake a wide variety of activities which would not require any discretionary actions by the
County of Ventura but which could effectively shut down the use of Salt Creek as a wildlife
corridor in Ventura County.
-

3'6

However, it may not require future actions to limit the value ofthe Ventura County portion of
Salt Creek as a wildlife mitigation measure. Even the existing uses ofthe Salt Creek area in
Ventura County Play not make it adequate to function effectively as the primary mitigation
~easure forioss ofwildlife movement due to the proposed project. While the non-agricultural
areas of Salt Creek in Ventura County appear from aerial photos to be similar to the areas of Salt
Creek in Los Angeles County, when the creek enters Ventura County it narrows down into a
confined channel which is bounded for much of its length by irrigated agriculture on one or both
sides. This is completely unlike the Los Angeles portion of Salt Creek which is not subj~ed to
the influence of irrigated agriculture, or any other intensive land uses. The proposed joint use of
the Salt Creek area by irrigated agriculture, potential cattle grazing, and as a wildlife corridor may
be inappropriate for a number ofreasons:
.
1.

Inherent conflicts exist between intensive irrigated agriculture and native animals,
including the existence of large unprotected open spaces, dust, noise, lights, smells,
machinery, and the presence of humans which results in the reluctance ofat least some
non-commercial animals to live or pass through such areas;

2.

The control of "weeds" by farmers which in fact may be non-agricultural plants which
provide food and shelter to non-commercial animals;
Section 4.6
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3.
4.

.
.
Use of agricultural chemicals which can damage non-commercial plants and animals;
.
The possibility ofunrestrieted cattle grazing on non-irrigated areas within the Salt Creek
area. Such cattle can consume what plan~s may be available, disrupt the natural plant
communities, and can intimidate non-commercial animals trying to cross the site.

The current and potential future land uses of Salt Creek in Ventura County provides no assurance
that this area will in fact function as the major travel link between the two Los Angeles County
SEAs, as well as become the major mitigation measure designed to reduce the loss ofmovement
opportunities between these two biologically significantareas. Given existing land uses, the
County of Ventura recommends that additional studies be included in the EIR to demonstrate that·
Salt Creek would in fact act as an effective corridor all the way to the Santa Clara River.
Even if the Salt Creek corridor in Ventura County is a suitable corridor, the EIR fails to propose
any measures to ensure.that it will remain so. On Page 4.6-49 the ErR states:
"Any future project in Ventura County that would fragment this corridor would
significantly impact the connection ofthe High Country S:MA and Santa Susana
Mountains with the Santa Clara River and the Los Padres and Angeles National
Forests located to the north. Therefore any future action taken in this portion of
Ventura County should strongly consider this important ecological fea!t':re."

In other words, the EIR relies entirely upon Ventura County to protect the conidor in the future.
As indicated above, there are many things the landowner might do to destroy the effectiveness··of
the corridor that the County ofVentura could not prevent because no discretionary pennit is
required for such activities. Moreover, there is no guarantee that future governing bodies of the
County of entura will act to pro.teet this corridor 'even where discretionary permits are required.

v:

Upon review of this project and Ventura County ordinances, the Ventura County Planning
Division concludes the local zoning and other land use regulations alone are not adequate to
ensure that any potential wildlife corridor in Ventura County can be protected from conflicts
either from existing land uses or potential future uses. Additional protections should be
considered to enhance the usefulness ofthe SaIt Creek area in Ventura County as a wildlife
corridor. These additional protections include:
1..

Officially changing the current purpose of the area (i.e., to protect agriculture) to one of
protecting of natural biological communities and mitigating the impacts of the Newhall
Ranch Sp~c Plan.

2.

Conveying an open space easement for wildlife corridor purposes to an open space
management agency;

3.

Active management and enhancement of the area to support natural biological
communities.
Sc:-etion 4.6
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These or similar mitigation measures were fou:Qd feasible for the Los Angeles portion ofthe Salt
Creek area. Since the Venmra County portion ofthe corridor is oWned by the same property
owner. these measures should be feasible with respect to the Ventura County portion as well.
Since impacts to upland biological commumties are considered significant and unavoidable (page
4.6- I5 I), CEQA requires that every effort be made to adopt feasible mitigation measures.
Toward this end, the County of Ventura requests that the above measures be evaluated for
application in Ventura County. Ift,hey are not considered feasible, the Em. should provide
substantial evidence in the record supporting that conclusion.

36

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 3
The EIR inappropriatelv relies on future projects to define a mitigation measure required by this
project
COMMENT
On page 4.6-133. the EIR states:
"Future land use decisions will be required to define the corridor's .final
configuration in areas that occur outside the County ofLos Angeles."
The EIR inappropriately delays the detetmination of the geographic extent of the wildlife corridor
until unspecified future projects are undertaken by public and private entities in Ventura County.
CEQA does not pennit mitigation measures to be defined or implemented by other projects, or to
be put offto the indefinite .future. The geographic extent of the wildlife corridor must be defined,
and protected. as part of this EIR., or else the mitigation measure is inadequate.

37

Although the ErR. makes no attempt to define the boundaries or acceptable land uses for this
corridor in Ventura County. it assumes that the specifications of the corridor are clearly defined.
As noted above in Biological Resources Issue 2, page 4.6-49 recommends that any future
discretionary permits issued by the County of Ventura within the wildlife corridor should
"strongly consider this important ecological feature". Such a proposal can only be implemented if
the.County of Ventura and the future property owner know where the limits of the corridor are.
Without such information a project could be implemented either through a discretionary permit
approved by the County of Ventura, or through a use allowed by right (see Biological Resources
Issue 2) which would encroach into the corridor simply because: (1) the limits ofthe corridor are
"assumed" not to include the project location when in fact the project is inside the corridor, or; (2)
the knowledge ofthe corridor is simply forgotten over time as the staff at the County. of Ventura
and the property owner change, and no written notice ofthe corridor is included on any planning
documents or permanent records regarding the property.
Section ~.6
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The County ofVentura recommends that the Newhall Ranch EIR discuss the geographic extent of
the Salt Creek \iVl1dlife corridor in Ventura County, specifY the land use protections the corridor
will require to function effectively, and propose mitigation measures to implement said
protections (see also Biological Resources Issue 1,1).

37

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 4
The EIR inappropriately fails to consider downstream impacts due to altered hydrology.
CO~NT

Page 4.6-47 indicates that the project will'increase the low flow condition ofthe Santa Clara
River. The EIR compares the increase in water flow caused by the water reclamation plant and
increased urban runoff to the total average.volume in the Santa Clara River. The result oftbis
analysis is that the incr~ed flow is determined to be a small percentage increase ofthe river
volume, and thus the Em. dismisses the increased water flow as less than significant. The
reference to average annual river flows, as well as comparing the impact to a 50-Year Capital
Flood on the same page seems to imply that the EIR is using a flood control type methodology to
assess biological resource significance. This type of methodology would greatly underestimate
the level ofbiological resource. impacts. The precise methodology used is not given in the EIR.,
- since Section 4.6.4(a) (Significance Threshold Criteria) simply lists the questions to be answered,
but does address how those questions -are to' answered.
N either yardstick discussed on page 4.6-47 is relevant to the assessment ofbiologica1 resource

.impacts, because biological resources are generally more sensitive to low flow conditions than to
average flows (i;e. annual river flows) or maximum flows (Le., 50-Year Capital Floods). The
increase in water flow should be compared to an.average low flow condition, as well as conditions
during multi-year droughts. Even when such comparisons are performed, a percentage change by
itselfis not an appropriate standard of significance Vlithout substantiation (JCings County Farm
Bureau et al v. City ofHanford «1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692). Per Hanford, the EIR. needs to
use a significance criteria which is tailored to the specific impact under study, rather than simply
select an arbitrary percentage change as being significant or not significant. Even ifa given
percentage change is the appropriate threshold of significance. an Em. that simply states that
conclusion without providing supporting facts and analysis is inadequate (Santiago County Water
District v. County of Orange (198 I) 118 CaLApp.3d.818, 831)
Comparing the additional surface flow to average or maximum flows ignores the actual impact of
increasing year-round surface water flows. For example an increase in surface flow in the Santa
.Clara River may result in extended dry s~on flows, thus encouraging strictly hyd...ric species at
the expense ofspecies which rely on ephemeral flow conditions. W~ll established mature
vegetation resulting from artificially induced inflows during drought periods becomes very
resistant to being dislodged by higher flood flows, resulting in restricted capacity and meandering
flows with associated flooding and beach erosion. As a result, this additional vegetation may
Section 4.6
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require additional flood channel maintenance, resulting in ongoing disturbed conditions within the
Santa. Clara River channeL'
.
The County ofVentura recommends that 'the ErR be revised to use a significance criteria more
appropriate for assessing impacts to d<?wnStream biological resources and that this criteria be
based on low flow and drought conditions.
'

38

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 5
The EIR. is inconsistent regarding the water quantity impact of the project on the Santa Clara
River. This inconsistency makes it impossible to detennine the project impacts on downstream
biological communities.
'

As noted in Biological Resources Issue 2, page 4.6-47 concludes that the project will slightly
increase the volume of water during low flow conditions in the Santa Clara River. However,
Section 4.11 (Water Resources) seems to indicate that the project will increase groundwater
pumping under any water supply scenario considered in the EIR; such pumping in turn will result
in water volume decreases in both the Saugus and Alluvial Aquifers, and by extension the volume
of surface water in the Santa Clara Ri~er (see our comments regarding Section 4.11).
The most complete analysis ofthe impacts to quantities of surface water and the' Underlying
Alluvial Aquifer from the project are addressed in the discussion regarding the Aquifer Storage
and Recovery (ASR) alternative. Page 4.11-45 ofthat discussion states under lithe ASR
Alternative maximum pumping scenario, essentially all ofthe portion ofthe Alluvial Aquifer that
extends approximately 1.5 NfiIes upstream and 2 miles downstream of Castaic Junction may
experience drawdowns up to approximately 10 feet". While the ErR. concludes that the 10 foot
figure overestimates the impact (page 4.11-46), it does not provide a more accurate estimate for
this scenario or any other pumping scenario considered in the EJ;R.. The EIR uses this 10 feet
drawdown figure as the impact to the Alluvial Aquifer throughout Section 4.11.

In Section 4.6 the ErR concludes that surface water volumes (and by extension the underlying
Alluvial Aquifer) will increase as a result of the project, while Section 4.11 provides an estimate
that the water levefofthe Alluvial Aquifer could drop as much as 10 feet. Although water
quantity impacts at the location ofthe wastewater treatment plant due to increased groundwater
pumping would be less than 10 feet, ;my decrease would conflict with the conclusion drawn on
.page 4.6-47. Since the roots ofmost riparian and wetland plants only extend a few feet into the
ground, they are much more sensitive to changes in groundwater levels than are 50-Year Capital
Floods or water wells drilled into aquifers hundreds (i.e., the Alluvial Aquifer) or even thousands
offeet deep (i.e., the Saugus Aquifer). As such, an accurate determination of the likely changes
in water elevations in the Santa Clara River and the Alluvial Aquifer water elevations is critical in
assessing downstream biological impacts. As currently written the EIR does not provide either a
Section 4.6
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consistent'answer to that question., or an answer with enough detail to a:,s;~ss the projectirnpacts .
to biological communities.
The County of Ventura recommends that the EIR be amended to: (I) clearly detennine the net
change in water elevations in the Santa Clara River and the Alluvial Aquifer due to the project; (2)
use a methodology with enough accuracy to assess the impacts ofthese changes on doWnstream
communities given the limited depth ofthe root zones of most plants; and (3) implement
mitigation measures which fully mitigates those impacts. Without such changes, the current EIR
does not contain enough information to draw the conclusion on page 4.6-119 that the project has
no signi£cant impacts to downstream riparian areas.

39

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 6
The EIR inappropriately fails to document the effectiveness of measures to mitigate downstream
biological impacts due to potentially degraded water quality
CO:M1vfENT
Page 4.6-77 indicates that downstream biological communities couId be impacted due to water
quality degradation from a large number ofuman sources created by the project.·The ErR then
pFJpOSeS 63 mitigation measures to reduce biological impacts (pages 4.6-134 through 4.6-147),
and concludes that these measures are-adequate to reduce impacts to "riparian, wetland and
aquatic resources (located along the Santa Clara River Corridor) to below CEQA thresholds 'Of
significance" (page 4.6-119).
However, of the 63 mitigation measures,.only one measure, :Mitigation Measure 4.6-58, relates
~ireetly to mitigating water quality impacts. This impact states as foll~ws: .
"To limit impacts to water quality the Specific Plan shall confonn with all provisions ofthe
required NPDES permit and water quality pennits that would be required by the State of
California Regional Water Quality Control Board."
The NPDES penruts and pennits issued by the RWQCB can., and do, allow pollutant discharges
into surface and groundwater. The EIR. does not provide any documentation that this mitigation
'leasure, or any combination of proposed mitigation measures, will reduce water pollutants from
.ne project to such an extent that downstream biological communities will not- be significantly
effected. Without an understanding of the·residual pollution coming offthe project site after
implementation ofMitigation Measure 4.6-58 and other measures, a conclusion of no significance
cannot be drawn.
The County of Ventura recommends that the EIR be amended to:' (1) provide documentation of
the likely types and magnitudes of residual discharges from the project after implementation of the
mitigation measures, and; (2) perform an assessment of the significance of those residual
Section 4.6
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discharges on downstream .biological communities. Only then can a finding ofsignificance or no
significance be found (page 4.6-119).
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BIOLOGICAL RESOlJRCES ISSUE 7

The EIR does not have an adequate basis for concluding that changes in sediment loading and
scouring ""ill have no impact on do~stream fish populations.
CONIMENT
On page 4.6-47 the E1R states:
".~.because the

Specific Plan would not have significant sedimentation or scouring
impacts on the" Santa Clara River, implementation of the Specific Plan is not
expected to affect fish movement anywhere along the River."

41

This conclusion is not supported by adequate data in the EIR (see Flood Issues 2 and 3). As
noted in Flood Issues 2 and 3, it is likely that the project will in fact have an impact on
downstream sedimentation loads and scour. As currently written the project does not provide
enough information to draw the conclusion that it will not impact downstream fish populations.
The County ofVentura recommends that realistic sediment and scour studies be undertaken, the
the impact to downstream fish commuflities reassessed.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 8

The EIR fails"to address impacts ass~ciated with introduction of non-native ornamental plants.
COlvf.MENT
Construction ofa project of the magnitude proposed on"the Newhall Ranch site will result in the
addition of many species of ornamental landscape plants. Some species are very aggressive, and
may overwhelm native plants both on-site and off-site (including Ventura County). The
introduction ofaggressive non-native species would be most serious along the urban interface "
with the two proposed Special Management Areas. This impact should be addressed and
mitigated..See also Biological Resources Issue 11 regarding a proposed mitigation ,measure for
this impact.

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 9

EIR fails to analyze the regional context of sensitive species found on the NewhaU Rm1ch site.
Section 4.6
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COMME?'-li
The EIR discusses a number of sensitive species which may potentially be found on the project
site. However. the ErR. treats these impacts as stand-alone poputations. The EIR fails to consider
these sensitive species in their regional conteXt as members oflarger populations which extend
beyond the boundaries of the project and Los Angeles County. These sensitive species currently
move freely between the Newhall Ranch and adjacent habitats. The EIR. should disclose each
species orange and indicate how significant the habitat on the Newhall Ranch is in the regional
context. The EIR should indicate how the loss of habitat on the Newhall Ranch will affect
populations off-site (e.g., in Ventura County).
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 10
The proDosed mitigation measures are inadequate.
COIvIMENT

The EIR indicates the project win result in the loss of up to 648 oak trees and disrurbance of 129
acres of riparian community. The EIR_ requires compliance with the County's Oak Tree
Ordinance and replacement of riparian resources on an acre for acre basis. However, no assurance
is provided that the restoration/enhancement areas "Will be maintained oyer the long run, once the
developer has com'pleted his individual subdivision. Once the developer has completed his initial
planting, there does not appear to be any requirement to require remedial planting in the event of
poor survi~. We suggest that the ErR. and/or Specific Plan be revised to include a long-tenn
mitigation monitoring program which would include the development of success criteria,
remediation, as necessary, and periodic reporting.
The ErR. fails to acknowledge that it "Will be many decades, if ever, before the restored oak tree
and riparian woodland resources attain the habitat value ofthe resources which have been
destroyed.

In addition to loss of oak trees and riparian community, the EIR indicates that 1,921 acres of
Coastal Sage Scrub, Great Basin Scrub, Elderberry Scrub and Alluvial Scrub cotrununity, 202
acres of chaparral conununity, 1,480 acres ofnon-native grassland, and 64 acres of oak savanna
and oak woodland community, 11 acres of cherry forest and 7 acres of cottonwood oak woodland
win be destroyed. There are no mitigation measures identified for these resources. The EIR fails
to disclose that the loss ofthese resources is a residual impact which will not be mitigated.
Most importantly, from Ventura County's perspective, the mitigation measures in the ErR. fail to
address off-site biological resource issues in Ventura County. Thus we request that the Final EIR
Section ~.6
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be revised to include. at least in substance. the mitigation measures identified in Biolo2icaI
~
Resources Issue 11; below.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES ISSUE 11
Consideration should be mven to additional mitigation measures..

COMMENT
In addition to mitigation measures discussed previously, the County ofVentura recommends that
the EIR consider the following mitigation measures:

1.

The Newhall Ranch developer should be required to fund a comprehensive Urban Runoff·
Management Program to control and manage runoff during construction and after
buildout. At minimum this program should include the following:
a. An Erosion Control Plan should be prepared by a certified erosion and sediment
control professional and designed to reduce erosion and trap sediments to achieve pre
development levels. The Plan should include structural and source controls for the
construction phase.(including re-vegetation., sandbagging, de-silting basins, filter
fabrics, and soil stabilization treatments) and post development controls. The
pennanent structural controls (inCluding pennanent desilring basins and sedimentation
traps) should be constructed by the developer and maintained in perpetuity by a
responsible public entity. Parking lots should be constructed with lot perimeter
infiltration trenches and roads should utilize median strip trenches. Roof drains should
.be diverted to dry wells or grass swales.
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b. A Golf Course Management Plan should be required to be submitted by the golf
course operator. The Golf Course Management Plan should be designed to minimize
off-site contaminates. This plan should require application of fertilizer by use of slow
release fonns or in light, frequent applications ofsoluble forms, to limit excess
nutrients that could leach into groundwater or surface runoff. P~stiCides should be
applied to cure a positively identified pre-emergent "situation, no~ as a preventative
measure. The Golf Course Management Plan should require golf course tee boxes,
landing areas and greens to be designed to collect and slowly drain irrigation and
storm water runoff. The golf course operator should be required"to incorporate
testing of soil and turf conditions at regular intervals to allow fOf minimizing
application rates of fertilizer and pesticide applications and for determining excess
buildup of salt .
c. A Water Quality Monitoring Plan as specified on :Flood Issue 4.
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2.

InVasive exotic species identified by the Ca1if~rnia Native Plant Society should be
prohibited within th~ Newhall Ranch project area (see Exhibit I to these Comments). The
Newhall Ranch develop~r or his successor should be required to distribute the Jist of
invasive exotics to all individual o....ners and tenants. In addition., the CC&Rs should
prohibit the use of these invasive exotics.
.

3.

The Newhall Ranch developer should be required to fund the development of a WIldlife
Management Program. This program should be prepared by a qualified independent
wildlife biologist and should include the roUowing.elements:

a. The wildlife biologist should survey and recommend the geographical limits ofthe Salt'
Creek and Santa Clara River corridors. Additionally, the biologist should survey and
recommend the preservation of at least one additional north/south wildlife corridor
through the Newhall Ranch project to augment the applicant proposed Salt Creek and
Santa Clara River wildlife corridors. Each corridor should be sufficiently wide to
.
accommodate wildlife needs as recommended by the biologist. The corridors should
remain undeveloped except for footpaths and any necessary road crossings and
infrastructure which should be' designed to avoid creating any barriers to "Wildlife
movement. Any road which must cross a designated >Vildlife corridior shall be
46
designed "With oversized under--crossings to enhance wildlife movement.
. b. The wildlife biologist should prepare an enhancement plan for each corridor to ensure
that any existing barriers are removed, appropriate cover vegetation is provided, and
vr.ildlife guzzlers installed at 1,000 foot intervals.

c. The Newhall Ranch developer should be required to fund construction ofa "Wildlife
underpass or overpass across Highway 126 for each north/south wildlife corridor. The
location and design should be approved by the wildlife biologist, in addition to
Caltrans.
4.

.Each wildlife corridor should be dedicated to an ~ppropriate public agency to be
maintained in perpetuity for the benefit of wildlife. The Salt Creek Corridor dedication
area should extend to its confluence with the Santa Clara River in. Ventura County. The
Newhall Ranch developer should be required to provide sufficient surety to guarantee the
implementation of the wildlife corridor enhancement requiiements and to assure perpetual
maintenance of the wildlife corridors.
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County of Los Angeles
Department of Regional Planning
320 W4 Temple street
Los Angeles, Ca. 900~2
Att: Mr. Lee Stark
Dear Mr. Stark:
Attached are the comments of the Channel Islands Chapter of the
california Native Plant Society (CNPS) relative to the Draft EIR
on the Newhall Ranch Specific Plan and Water Reclamation Plant.
As you may be aware, CNPS is a state-wide organization comprised
of professional botanists and laymen brought together by a common
interest in the preservation of the flora and yegetation which
make California such a wonderful place in which to live. On a
local level, CNPS is organized into regional chapters which
represent specific localities. The Channel Islands Chapter
encompasses Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties.
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Before discussing specific sections of the EIR, I would like to
make some general statements regarding growth inducing impacts of
the proposed project.
Growth Inducing Impacts
The Newhall Ranch Specific Plan, upon buildout, would result in a
City the size of Camarillo being constructed in a non-urban,
primarily agricultural valley. The project straddles the Santa
Clara River which has been called southern California's last
major wild river and will significantly affect a number of rare
plant communities and sen~itive species.
The fact that approval of the proposal would require major
modifications to the Los Angeles County General Plan, the Santa
Clarita Valley'Area Plan, and the Los Angeles County Zoning
ordinance indicates that the project will generate a great deal
of growth which was unanticipated by any of the planning
~ocuments which guide development within the County.
The
expansion of State Highway ~26 to six lanes, the construction of
a 7.7 million gallon per day water reclamation plant and the
infrastructure necessary to support such a large mixed use
development will be heavily growth inducing. This represents a
significant adverse impact that cannot be reduced to a level of
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APPENDIX A. NON-NATlVE INVASlVE PlANTS IN TI-lE SANTA MONICA MOUNTAINS

SClENnAC NAME

COMMON NAME

Ac4aa. cycJapis

Ac:ada
.
SClney Golden Wattle
Blackwood Acaci<!
Tree of Beaven

Acacia Iongifolia
Acacia melanoxyion

AD:mthus a1tissim:a
Aptenia cr:mJifoiia
Arundo dcnax
Avena

Ia:tua

·A\I'6(l<1 batVat2

Brassica nigra
B=k:arapa
Bromus diandrus
BrorrntS molfis
Bromus rubens

Carduus pyenocephalus

RedAppie .
Giant Reed Of Arunclo Grass
WiJd Oats
SIenOOf03t

.6laek MustaJd
Field MusIaJd
Ripgut Grass

Stame Grass, Sott CMss
Foxtai Chess
Italian ThisUe

Garpobrottts edulis

HoltentotFg

Centatll'9a melitensis

Yellow Star-Thislle, Te<:oiole
Barnaby's Th~
Pigweed, Lamb's Quarters

Centauroa solstitiaJis
Chenopodium abum

Chenopodium rmn:aie
Chrys:3J7themum coranarium

Cirsium vvgara
Conium maC1JJatum
Cortaderia ataeatrl6nsis

Goosefoot
Annual chrysanthemum

Bull ThisUe
Poison Hemlock
Pampas Grass

cynara catduncufus

Artichoke Thistle or Cardoon

Gynodon daetyfon

Bermuda Grass
Aixweed

DeSCllrainia sophia
Erodium citcVt:Uium
Eupatorium (Ageratina) adenophorum
Eucalyptus globulus

FiIaree

Eupatory

Eucalyptus

Foenict.J1um Yllfgare
HirschfeJc(ra inc:ana
Horrfer.Jm ieporinum
LadUca serrioJa.
Lobularia maritima
Malva. pa.tViffor:a

Perennial Mustan:l
Foxtail Barley, Mouse Barley
Prickly lettuce
Sweet AlJysum

Mam.rbium VCJigare

Hv..ehound

Mesembryanttwmum oys:tatJinum
Myoporom Iaetvm
Nicctiana glavca

Common Ice Plant

Oryzopsis miflacoa

0xaIis fX1s-a1pf3e
Perll'lisetum cJandes:inum
Pennis6tum setaceum
Phafaris aqc.ratica
Picris 9Chioic!es

Rap/1anCJS S3tNus
Ricinus communis
Rumex conglomer:atus
Rurt1f1x crispus
Salscla aus1J7J[1S
SehinlJS moUe

Scilinus reresintllifoiius
SeneOo mikanioides
Si/yOum marianum

Sisymbrium iric
Sisymbrium offieinak
Sisymbrium orientale
Scncfu!:s oJeraceus
Scr;]hum haJ9fX1rlSe
sparliUm junceum
Taraxacum otficirtale
TnbulU$ terT9stris
Tropa91olum majus
Vinca major

Xanthium spinosus

CNPS

Fennel

Cheeseweed

Myoporum
Tree Tobacco
Smilo Grass
Bermuda Buttercup
K~uyuGrass

Fountain Grass

Harding Grass
Bristly Ox-tongue
Wild Radish
Castor Bean
Creel<. Dock
Curly Dock •

Russian Thislle
California Pepper Tree
Florida Pepper Ttee

German Ivy
Milk Thistle
London Rocket
~eMust:a1tl

Eastern Rocket
SowThi~

Johnson Grass
Spanish Br<)()m
DandeUon
PunctlJre Vine

N::lsturtium
Periwinkle
Cocklebur
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insignificance and will lead ultimately to the urbanization of
much of the Santa Clara Valley. In addition, the .type of "leap
frog" development proposed by the applicant represents bad
planning.

I

2

Effects on Ventura county
Throughout our review of the ErR, we were surprised by the lack
of analysis of the many significant impacts. that will occur in
Ventura county as a result of project approval. significant
density-dependent imp~cts to Ventura County reSUlting from
project construction will include Flood Control issues, biotic
impacts, increased traffic, degradation of scenic resources,
increased noise, increased air pollution (particularly ozone and
PHIO), degradation of water resources, wastewater disposal,
increased recreation impacts on Ventura county beaches, increased
need for police and fire services. All o.f these impacts will have
a direct effect on.Ventura County resources. In addition, growth
inducing impacts mentioned above will result in greatly increased
development pressure in Ventura County. Land prices will
skyrocket as they always do in proximity to urban development,
reSUlting in the eventual elimination of agriculture in the Santa
Clara Valley; an impact that would be devastating to Ventura
County. In short, all .of the significant impacts identified in
the EIR for Los Angeles county will affect Ventura County, yet
the EIR is totally inadequate in addressing significant impacts
to Ventura County. The only way to remedy this serious omission
is to require that the EIR be withdrawn, expanded to include
these impacts and recirculated for public review.

3

Effects on Endangered Rare Qr Sensitive Plant species CEIR pp
4.6-50 through 4.6-73).
Information on sensitive plants should include the overall range
of the taxon and the closest known popUlation to the subject
property. This would serve to curtail the pages of boiler plate
discussion found in this section of the EIR and make it easier
for the reviewer to understand the reason for inclUding the
plant.
Many of these species occur in very close proximity to
the stUdy area examples inclUde late-flowered mariposa lily
(Ca1.ochortus weedii var. vestus) which occurs in adjacent
.
portions of the Los Padres National Forest and Lyon's pentachaeta
(Pentachaeta lyonii) which occurs on the south side of the Santa
Susana Mountains.

4

Latin names should be included for each sensitive plant species.
C;;oIlllllon names are not standardized for plants and the use of them
without reference to the scientific name can be misleading.
Sensitive plant species which should be added to the list based
on proximity of known popUlations or suitable habitat include the
following:
2
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late flowered mariposa lily (Caloch0!tus weedii var. vest:us) CNPS
List lB.
ojai fritillary

(Friti~~aria ojaiensis)

CNPS List lB.

Southern california black walnut (Juglans ca1.iforllica var.
ca1.ifornica) CNPS List 4

Fish's milkwort (Po~yga.1.a cornata var. fishiae)

CNPS

4

List 4

salt spring checkerbloom (Sida1.cea neomexicana) CliPS List 2

Some of the information included within the individual sensitive
plant species descriptions is erroneous or misleading' and should
be corrected. Specific examples are cited below:
Braunton's milk vetch (Asi=raga1.us braunt:onii). For
clarification, it should be stated that Braunton's milk vetch is
a short-lived perennial which requires environmental disturbance,
often in the form of a wildfire or landslide, to cause it to
germinate and begin growth. Consequently, the; plant may be
present in seed form even when it cannot be detected on the soil
surface. However, the species is a substrate endemic and I
concur that the geology is not appropriate for it on site.
dune larkspur (Delphinium parryi ssp b~9Ch.maniae) It states in
the ErR that "these plants have been assigned a low probability
of occurrence on the Newhall Ranch site because the taxon is .
generally associated with maritime chaparral and dune habitat
that is not present on the site." It should be noted, however,
that the species has been collected in coastal sage scrub in the'
City of Thousand Oaks which is approximately 10 miles inland.
Consequently, it does not require "maritime chaparral and dune
habitat" and could potentially occur on site.
Blochman's dUdleya (Dudleya b~ochmaniae ssp. blocbmaniae) It
states in the EIR that "this plant has been assigned a low
probability of occurrence on the Newhall Ranch site because it
requires rock outcrops that are not common on the site, and
because it is generally asso~iated with coastal bluffs and
coastal chaparral." This species does not "require" rock
outcrops. Although it often occurs on rock outcrops, it is also
found on thin gently sloping soils. Again, the species occurs in
arid ecotonal grassland on the Seventh Day Adventist property in
the City of Thousand Oaks.
ocellat¢d Humboldt lily (Lilium bumboldt:ii ssp ocellatu11l) The
habitat. information for this species is taken directly from the
Jepson Manual. While the Jepson Manual is the accepted reference
for the plants of California, its habitat-information is too
3
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general for use in this context. In this part of California,
Ocellated Humboldt lily occurs in' riparian or oak woodland along
narrow streaIl1 drainages. Since such habitat does occur on the
Subject property, the presence of the plant on site cannot be
ruled out. It is not associated with openings in yellow pine
forests or o~ canyons as stated in the EIR .unless there is a
riparian component present.

5

Effects on Endangered Rare or Sensitive Wildlife Species (EIR pp
4.6-73· through 4.6-114)
As noted in the EIR, the proposed development will result in

significant impacts to twenty-nine s~nsitive wildlife species and
eight declining butterfly species. When combined with all of the
other significant impacts associated with this project, the
regional damage that the project will result in is clearly
unacceptable.
This section of the EIR includes many of the same problems noted
above, except that here the use of cookie-cutter boiler-plate
information results in some serious mistakes. For example in the
sections dealing with both the vermilion flycatcher and the
summer tanager it states that "Observations in~icate that this
species may be common on the Newhall Ranch site ••• ff This is the
same boiler-plate that occurs in all of the descriptions, yet the
biotic appendix indicates, as any birder knows, that these
species are extremely rare in the region. What other mistakes
and erroneous comments occur because of the use of npre~packagedD
information?

6

Again, throughout the EIR, sensitive species are listed as if
they are static occurrences on the Newhall Ranch, rather than
members of larger populations which extend beyond the boundaries
of the ranch and Los Angeles county. Species move between the
NeWhall Ranch and adjacent habitats. How will project impacts
affect popUlations in Ventura County and further down the Santa
Clara River drainage? How significant is the habitat on the
Newhall Ranch? For example, does it represent the only regional
nesting site for a rare species of bird, fish, etc.? Information
on adjacent populations must be included.
Several sensitive species were omitted in the.EIR but should be
added to the discussion. These are listed below, together with
the rationale for discussing them.
California gnatcatcher - The California gnatcatcher is a small
of coastal sage scrub which until last year was not
known to occur in Ventura county. Surprisingly, last year a
popUlation of this species was found in Moorpark in arid coastal
sage scrub, a habitat of which there are 5,183 acres on site.
The fact that the species is not mentioned in the EIR indicates
that it was not looked for by project biologists. It is very

~nhabitant

7

4
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difficult to identify in the !ield and could easily be overlooked
biologists not expecting to find it. Because there is
suitable habitat on site and the species has been found in
ventUra county,· it should be disqussed.
.
by

steelhead trout - This anadramous relative of the. rainbow trout
is found in Sespe creek and lower portions of the Santa Clara
.
Ri ver. The species is in serious decline and will soon be added
to the endill1gered species list. The effects that water quality
impacts will have on the remnant steelhead run in the Santa Clara
River need to be discussed, particularly since development is
planned within the Santa Clara River flood plain.

7>

Effects on Sensitive Habitats (EIR pp. 4.6-114 through 4.6-126)
The EIR notes that the project will have negative impacts to at
least seven sensitive habitats considered by the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) to be threatened. While such
techniques as restoration and revegetation are laudable and
worthwhile mitigation measures, they do not replace natural
habitat, which is, after all, what the CDFG is·concerned about.
Comments on sensitive habitats are as follows:

. 8

To the list of sensitive habitats, I would add Great Basin Scrub
which the EIR admits is "regionally important because it is at
the extreme edge of its distribution".
Southern Oak Woodland should also be added to the list. The EIR
states that project implementation will involve impacts to 553
coast live oaks of which 109 are heritage oaks. This is clearly
a sensitive habitat that needs to be discussed as such.
southern Oak Woodland and Valley Oak Woodland Savannah
The EIR states that the project will result in impacts to. 648 oak
trees (553 coast ~ive oak and 95 valley oak) or four percent of
the trees on site. This is an unacceptable impact that cannot be
mitigated. What is the percentage of impacted oaks when only
those covered by the Los Angeles county Oak Tree Ordinance are
used to derive the percentage?
Planting of replacement trees cannot mitigate destruction of
these large majestic trees, many of which are designated as
heritage trees. The planting of a 36" boxed specimen oak does
not begin to mitigate the removal of a 300 year old heritage oak.
In addition, oak tree replacement programs merely replace
individual trees. The community of plants and animals that make
up the habitat are destroyed. The project should be redesigned
to eliminate all impacts to·oak trees.

5
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Riparian Scrub. Riparian Woodland. Valley freshwater Marsh,
cottonwood/Oak Woodland vegetation, Alluvial Scrub Vegetation.
Mesic Meadow Vegetation
The EIR indicates that significant losses to all of these
wetland/riparian communities will resUlt from project
constructio.n. As noted in the EIR, these wetland plant
communities provide critical habitat for a host of endangered or
sensitive species. This represents a significant impact to the
endemic vegetation of the Santa Clara River system. which will
extend far beyond the boundaries of the project. Development
should be pUlled entirely out of the flood plain, which would
.result in the elimination of many of. these impacts·.

10

Thi"s concludes .our comments on the NeWhall Ranch Specific Plan
EIR4 As you can see, the CNPS has a number of serious concerns
about this proposed development and we feel that it is the wrong
project in the wrong area.
Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to comment on this
important development. We look forward to reviewing your
response to our comments.
Sincerely,

!Muat3~ ~

Richard A. Bur~
Rare Plant Chairperson
Channel Islands Chapter
221 Juneau Place
Oxnard, Ca •. 93030

A:NEWHALL.EIR
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california Native P[al1t Societ;'!]
1722 J Street, Suite 17, Sacramento 1 CA 95814
(916) 447-2677 .
f=AX (916) r1-17-2727
3(31197

. Lee Stark
County of Los Angeles
Dept. of Regioua! Planning
320 West Temple Street

Los Angeles, CA 90012
Ref.: Newhall Ranch Draft EIR: Drafr Specific Plan
Project # 94087
SCH #95011015

Dear Mr. Stark:
The California Native Plant Society (CNPS) is a statewide c('m~en:~tion
organization with over 10,000 members. C~PS is represented-in the area
affected by t}l(; proposed Newhall Ranch prujc(,;t by 3 local chapters. The
mission of the California Native Plant Society is to increase understanding
and appreciation of California's native plants and preserve them' in their

to

na.t:u.r2l
habitat
throu2h
..
..
. scientific activities, education,
 and conservation.

'We appreciate that rhe comment period has once again been 'extended. This
final exten!=:ion ha~ allowed CN'"PS to acquire additional documents. to
further review the documents, and to provide additional comments. On a
prujcct uf lhis ~i-L.e and importance we bel ieve rhat ~Yeryone be..Tlefits from
the opportunity to examine the proposal as thoroughly as possible. and to
provide substantial input to the decision makers.

. ,.

1

There have been 3 previous comment letters from CNPS. t\.vo fTom local
Chapters and one from the CNl'S state office in Sacramento. Taose letters
will be incoroOrated bv reference into this letter. a-nd a brief surnmurv
listing of thoSe .COlTl.me~ts will be included below. Following that, sev~ra1
additional CQmments not previously addressed will be oftered, including
comments addressing the Biota Report, ju.<;;t rf"...cenrly acquire-.d by CNPS.
The finJ11 portioIl of thi~ ktkr will d.i$CUSS -why Ul~ Ce:tlifu1J.ua Nau n:: Plaul
Society can only support the "NQ Proj¢cf' altematiYl; al prt;::;em and what
CNPS might consider to be an acceptable alternative (0 the project. if
failings in the Biota R~port were corrected.

1

DediatteJ La the pre~~r·ua.t10f1

of california na.rive f{ora.

~~
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213 299 3795
.....

Contents
Revi.:w of previous comment letters.... ~ ...•.~ ........................................•..3
Los Angeles/Santa lYlomca Mountains Chapter comments.........•......3 ~
Channel Islands Chapter comments•.•••......•.......................••........•.4
CNPS state office comments
, .~
5

Additional comments...............•.........•...•.....................•.....•..................6
SMA conservation easements contin!:!ent
6
.... on total buildOuL.
.
Mitigation should not c.1i:>turb .undisturbed habitat
6
Di~crepanci~ in the Veg~t~tion Community Analysis.......•.............7
Adequacy of plant survey techniques
8

Specific shortcomings in the Biota Report
Oak surveys are inadequate

9

9
fvlisrepresentation of resources....•.......................................9

Oak. Forests
California WalnuL

:;

9
9

;
Mixed Valley/Coast Live Oak Woodlands
9
. Mainland Cherry ·Forest.
10
Failure to provide survey maps.......•.••..................•...........10
Failure to perform focused rare plant surveys
.l 0
failure to describe criteria for Habitat Value Analysis......•..10
Biota Report conclusions
11

Conclusions and Alternatives
No Project Alternative
An Acceptable Alternative
Reduce size afld acreage: of deyclul?n~lll
Place no development within the 500 year floodplain _. __
. 1osses to senSItive
. . na
• b'ltats
L ·mnt
Communities where losses should be Iimited
CoulJnw'lilici where NO h)~:$c.:; shuuld be a11owe(L
Limit losses to sen~itive plant ~pecie.~
_ ;
Closing Comments
References Cited
""
_
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11
12
12
12
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12
13
13
13
15
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Review of previous comment letters
Los Angeles/Santa Monica Mounta.ins Chapter commen~

l.OU and gas operations:
• potential to continue after plan implementation not clear.
• potential to move into additional sensitive habitats not clear.
2. Potential for development leading to river channe]ization~ increased flow,
d()wm::t.rf'...~m, scouring of wetlands and adverse impacts to beach and ma:rsb
vegetation. '
3. Community lake impacts:
• no discussion of habitat displacement

• no discussion of potential use for drinking water~ irrigation.
• no discussion of effect of lake tlvaponUion and seepage on

surrounding vegetation and wildlife.
• fails to address the costs of water lost from lake due to evaporation.
4. Master Tro.ils Plan:
• no apparent connection to public trails system. (including regional
trail system to the souL-lot of site). ,
• no apparent region:al recreation element
-~
• will parking and trail use be allowed for public visitors?
• parking at: rrail head not adequatelY discussed.
5. Need for landscaping constraints:
• on trail system where adjacent to river or natural lands.
• on lots developed culjacenl Lo sensitive habitats.
• against using non-natives in Trail Plan or Resource ~{gmt.Plan.
6. Failure to include CalEPPC list of non-native invasive plants in SFecific
Plan (supplied by CNPS 'on several occasions).
7. Convergence of 2 or 3 major drainage outlets in one area rr~y cause
severe erosion of river banks and vegetation during storm runoff.
8. Potential for Chaquita Canyon leachate to be funneled into river from
underground drain north of river.
9. Potential for destruction of water tanks in seismic disturbance and
associated impacts not addressed.
10. Plan fails to require use of reclaimed water for residential l.andscape
irrigation.
t 1. Plan fails to require use of drought tolerant native plants for golf
course landscaping.
,
12. Plan fails to address use of native vegetation as far superior to irrigated
exotics on ffi2.jor slopes and open areas as a warer saving measure.
13,. Choice of wild!ife corridor path not suitable (better alternative
dismissed).
14. Grading plan shows destruction of areas which Specific Plan cl:?ims to
preserve.

3
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15. Revegetation Plan fails to adequately discuss iemoval of invasive ex.otic
plants, and does not give adeq~te priority to removal of highly ,invasive

species such as Arundo donax..
'
16. Ambrosia psifostae1rya should not be included in restoration plant list
for river corridor for puhlic health reasons~

17. Plan fails to adequately address negative impacts of grazing animals on
namral plant communities (spread of invasive exotics. destruction of native
plants. etc.)
.
18. Residential units planned immediately adjacent to wildlife corridor wUl
limit its effectiveness.
19. Use of specific native species in inappropriate locations within
Enhancement Areas of High Countzy SMA questioned.
20. Inadequat~ detail on choice <Jf mltigation ar~~ within open country:
• should specify "in-kind" mitigation, to be earned out only in areas
which are in need of restoration.
• ook t:re~ r~pla~:.':mentg should not be pIame.d in e.xisting he-.a1thy oak
woodlands.
• restorationirnitigation requirements need to be much more detailed
and specific to ensure that mitigation is effective and scientifically valid.
21. Impacts of transmission towers, wildlife rehabilitation station.
telephone rcp-;atcr towers permitted in High Country SMA excessive, nor
adequately addressed.
Channel Islands Chapter comments
l.Growth inducing impacts of project will lead to urbanization of Santa
CI2Ia Valley:
'
• expansion of State Route 126.
• construction ofwater reclar'"'uation plant.
• other infrastrUcture needed at buildout.
2. Impacts on Ventura County not adequately discussed.
3. Information on sensitive plant species is not adequate. Should include:
• overall range of the taxon.
• closest known population to the project site.
4 lAtin n;lm~ ~h()nlcl he n-,~e.d for.~l1 ,.pede~. lise of common names is
unprofessional and not scientifically defensible.
5. Sensitive plant species which could occur on site and should be disclL~sed:
• Ojai fritil1ary (FririlJari-a ojaiensisj
• So. Calif. black walnut (Juglans californica var. calijomica)
• Fish~s milkwort (Polygala cornuta var.jishiae)
• salt spring chcckcrbloorn (Sidalcea neomixicana)
6. Information on specific sensitive plant species is misleading or
errOneous:
.. Br:lllnton'g milk vetch (Astragalus brauntonii)
.. dune larkspur (Delphinium parryi ssp. blochmaniae)

4
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• Blocbrnan's dudleya (Dudleya. blochmaniae SSp. blochrnaniaej
• ocellated Hnmholrlt iily (lilium humboldtii SSp. ocelIaJum) .

7. Use of "boilerplate~~ information?n wildlife species results in some
serious mistakes which mav be indicative of overall inaccuracies; calIin2
into question the scientific validity of the entire biological section of th;

DEIR.

8. Additional wildlife species which could occur on site a1ld should be
discussed include the California gnatcateher and steelhead trout
9. Failure to adequ2rely address impacts to 2 sensitive habitats:
• Great Basin Scrub

• Southern Oak Woodland
lO.1mpacts to oaks on the site are unacceptable and unmitigable. froject .
should be redesigned to eliminate all impact~ to oak~.
}1. Impacts to wetland/riparian communities are excessive. Deyelopment
should bt: pulled entirely from the flood plain.

CNPS state office comments
1. Mesic meadow is not adequately described, and should be inciuded iu

Sensitive Habitars section. 100% loss is unacceptable.
.;
2. The plan fails to discuss the implications which future development LTl
Ventura County would have on the proposed Salt Creek wildlife corridor.
3. The condition of the underground aquifers is not adequately add~,>ed,
nOi is there adequate discussion of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery
Alternative.
4. Conflicting data is presented about the existing \vater supply available to
me proposed project.
.
5. Inadequate discussion of effects of increased clear runoff downstream.
6. Inadequate di~cm;:sivll uf beach :s<Wt! ~l<!Iyali(Jn cumulau ve effect.
7. No impact analvsis of debris basin cleaning.
8. Inadequate dis;ussion of effec..s of reduced sediment load downstream.

1

9. No discussion of potential indirect impacts associated with accidental
introduction and dispersal of invasive exotics into area surrounding project
site.

10. No discussion of indirect imp?-cts associated with introduction or
spreadine of pioneer (()pportl1nl~tic)~pt"..ci~_" by ~onstnlction ~ctivities.
11. No discussion of indirect impacts to neighboring Ventura County of
propo~cd wildlife l:orrio(,)[ "fuImclini' anim<:tis inlQ Ccumy, private
property, or the state highway.
12. No discussion of impacts associated with building estate homes in the

High Country SMA.
13. DEIR fails tQ address potential impacts associated with Aquifer Storage
and Recovery Alternative on native plant communities.
14. Loss of prime agricultural lands not adequately mitigated.
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15. Mitigation value is claimed for the Salt Creek. wildlife corridor without
any provisions for its completion or prote.ction across the county line.
16. Language for mitigation of riparian pabitats and oak woodlands is
unacceptably weakened by not requiring assurances for proper native planT

materials and sources.
17. Plant palettes are too "species poor' for high quality restoration.
18. Language for resturation lllalzriC1l to be usro in ~'supp!emelltal
plantings" is too weak~ and would allow non-locaHy-native genetic plant
materials to be used.

1

19. Non-natiyc plant species should not be included in the Fuel
Modification Plant List. especially highly flammable specieS.
,
20. Specific' Pl2Il fails to guard against the use of invasive exotic landscape
plantings.

eN ote: Responses need not be given to the above cOl11.Tfients:' but may be
limited to re~ponding to the original 3 letters st+bmitted. and to the
remainder of this letter).

Additional comments
8M..-\. conservation easements contingent on total buHdout
CNPS is uncomfortable with language (e~ g. Specific Plan pp. 2-100 and 2
108 : '~Long-Tenn Management Plans") which seems ro premise
responsible conserva~on acts on the allowance and completion of total
project huiJdout. This implies that if for any reason the entire project is not
completed. there will be no conservation easements for the High Country
S~1A or the River Corridor SMA...

2

Project approval should be conditional on a formal commitment to
conservation by Newhall Land o.nd Fmming Company, so !hilt the two
SEAs on the property are given conservation easements prior to start of
construction. Other mitigation and restoration activities shouid be linked to
specific phases of construction, so that these activities keep abreast of
daID2ge to the natural environment resulting from construction activiri~s.
Mitj~atiQn

shQuld not disturb undisturb.ed habitat

It is inappropriate to direct mitigation efforts to habitat areas which are
being consCfYro and which are not in need of any restoration and
enhancement. For example, mitigation for losses to ~a.\ resources (Specific
Plan pp. 2-112, sec. 3.b.) should NOT include planting new ocl:. trees in
existing undisturbed oak woodland in the High Country. Nor should any
mitigation be directed at "enhancing:' areas not in need of enhancement.
Mitigaticn should be '';in-kind'', and should be directed to target areas on
~ire which"are 1.) disturbed. 2.) have good restoration potential. and

6
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3.) will be actively managed, preserved;andfor monItOred. II' no
appropriate areas c."'_ust on-sik, then mir.igatlC'll1 ~b()ntd he directed off-:;ite.
3

(Note: CNPS does not support restoration as a means of justifying habitat
losses. Avoidance and minimization should be the tools of choice for
preserving habitat)

Discrepancies in the V~etation Commnniht ·Analvsis
There are several problems with how the vegetation communities are dealt
with in the DEIR. Referring to page 4.6-38~ the statement that
" ...vegetative communities with the highest Percentage of area impacted are
of relatively low habitat va1ue.•.~' is false. The following examples ot"
"Vegetation Community Types~, which lmve high h~hir..ar value (or aTe
sensitive in their own right) and a high ~'percentage of area impacted·',
show how inaccurate Ibis Sl31ement is:

Non-Native.Grassland (Davis 1995)
Mainland Cherry Forest (Davis 1995)
Arrow Weed Scmb (Reed 1988)

78% impacted
61%
.>

69%

:l<Alluvial Scrub (Davis 1995)

54%

Scnlebroom Scrub (Mugney 1992)
*Mesic Meadow (CDFO 19%)

85%

100%

'* It is utJ.C'.e:rt~in what referenC'.e 00$ be--en llsed in rulming vegetation
communities in t~e DEIR. Some nomenclature seems -to fit within the
Holland system of classillca1io~ but not all. Alluvial Scrub is assumed to
equate to Holland's Riversidian Alluvial Fan Sage Scrub. while Mesic
Meadow is synonymQus to Cismontane Alkali Marsb~ Both are ranked S1.1
by NDDB, which is the highest priority for conservation (CDFG 1996).
The problems associated with everyone using a different classification
system for plant COITh'1lunities could be overcome if consultants and
agencies would begin to utilize the recently published ~;A Manual of
California Vegetation~' (Sawyer, Keeler-Wolf 1995) for classification. of
California's plan\: communities. Tho failure to include the [Southern] Cclifornio. Wolnut Woodlund
community in thv vcgclaLiuli (;()!nrnunhy a.Ilal)'~i:> b a illajor (JYc~ight. Il I:s
acknowledged to be on the site and has been observed and photographed by
the author (on a Newhall guided field trip) on the property. This is
unacceptable and must be remedied. This community is listed by NDDB as
a S2.1 in ra.rity (CDFG 19%) and is also a threatened COII'..ffiunity
according to Davis' gap analysis (1995).

7
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Adequacy of plant survey teehniQ!le§ .
CNPS never received a copy of the Biota Report from the appropriate

agency, in spite of numerous requests tD the Los An&"eles County Dept. of
Regional Planning. We were, however, able to'acqwre a copy from a third'
partY recently and have done an ~ysis of it. We believe that there moe a

number of specific shortcomings which we will address below.·In general,
CNPS would like the Final EIR ro verify that the surveys were conducted
in accordance with the following guidelines (CNPS 1991).

1. Botanical surveys that are conducted to deteqnine the environmental
effects of a proposed development should be directed to all rare and
endangered plants and plant communities. Rare and endangered plants are
not necessarily limited to those species which have been '4listed" by state
and federal agencies but should include any species that, ba<;ed on all
available data.. can be shown to be rare and/or endangered.

Rare plant communities are those communities that are of highly limited
distribution. Th.ese communities mayor may not contain rare or
endangered s.peci~. The most C1Jrrent ve:rsion of the Ca1ifomia Natural
Diversity Data Base's Outline of Terrestrial Communities in California
may be used as a guide to the names of communities.
2. Field surveys should be conducted in a manner that will lccate any rare
or endangered species that may be present. This includes:

• conducting surveys at the appropriate time of year.

.

• adequate identifi~tion of every species noted in the field to determine
whether it is rare or endangered.
• collecting voucher specimens and depositing them at pli~lic herbaria for
future reference whenever that will not jaopn:rdi7e the annti.nued c..tis:rcI"..cc.

of a sensitive species.
• taking plIut.ugmph::> LQ t!ocumenl plant identification and habirar whenever
possible, especially when voucher sampl-es are not practical.

• conducting field surveys using systematic field techniques in all habitats
of the sire to ensure a reasonably thorough coverage of potential impact
areas.
3. The following information s.hould also be made available to the public;

• a detailed deSCription of the survey methodologies utilized.
• dates of all surveys conducted.
• results of surveys, including detailed maps of all sun'ey paths.
• a list o~, all species identified.
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• copies of all California Native Species.Field Survey Fonns or Natural
Community Field Survey Forms (samples ~ttached).
.
• references cited~ persons contact~, herbaria. visited, and disposition of all

voucher specimens.
Spedfic shortcomings in the Bi{)bi Report
Oak surveYs are inadequate- Although dle~ were 2 uak. surveys conducted
on the property (Appendix I), they do not adequately address the vast oak
resources on the property. The results indicate that the surveys may have
overlapped.. included trees not on the property, and relied on distan.t visual
images and estimates instead of a direct count of trees. Trees apparently
were not tagged., a.~ is customary in oak surveys, and only a few were
measured. Indeed, the report states the survey crews were una.ble even to
reach GROVES of trees, much less aU of the individual trees for counting,
measuring. etc. ~1uch of the count relied on aerial photos as a result.

6

Misrepresentation of resources- There is discussion in the Oak. Survey of
the possibility .of ~oillm>ing various oLher vegetation types wil:h oaks~ as
well as the difficulty of performing counts when stand<\ .are too dense to
discern individual trees in the aerial photos. This calls into question the
accuracy of the oak surveys.
J

',.

7

~

Oak Forests. Stands this dense beg the question of why there are no
Oak Forests identified in the DEIR. Henrickson has stated that coast live
oaks form dense (lOO%?] canopies in some locations on the PTOperty~ and
although he did nO{ specifically address the issue, it is OUT opinion that
some of these must qualify as Oak Forest. Oak Fore~t is a very Hmi t~.d

8

resource in LA County according to CDFs '"Forest and Rangeland
Rcs\)un;~ fu~~::>~In~nL ProgrdIIl~'~

and these forests should be identified and

recognized as such in the DEIR.
California Walnut. The oak surveys also mention that ;"Thc'region
with Valley Oaks also contained scattered California walnut (Juglans
californica)...", and further statec;i mat these locations w ere ~'n.oted on the
fie.ld maps". There is no evidence of this in the Biota Report that we could
find. This is an omission of some importance, since both Valley Oak '
Woodland and California Walnui Woodland are considered sensitive
habitats (Davis 1995). The maps depicting California walnut should be
made available to the public and there should be specific discussion of this
as a sensitive habitat type. (Valley Oak. Wcxxiland and Califoroia Walnut
Woodland are both ran.iced $2.1 by ffiFG's Natural Heritage Division.)
T

Mi.,cd VaHev/Coast Live Oa..1c Vv oodlands. Oak woodlands which

contain both valley oaks and coast live oaks were labeled as Coast Uve Oak

9

I

10

9
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Woodlands unless the valley oaks are the only or most dominant oak in the
stand. This is misl~mg and should be corrected so that these mixed
woodlands are accuratefy portrayed as ~uch, especially since Valley Oak:
Woodland is considered more sensitive than Coast LIve Oak Woodland
barh in Davl~; Gap Ana.Jy~is (1t195) and hy Cl')FG's Natnral Heritage·

Division (ranked S2.1

YS.

S4 respectively).

M~1J.J~ft~~JU'J:or~t In addition., Mainland Cherry Forest should
be identified separately in the habitat vegetation maps, rather than being
identified only as part of Coast Live Oak Woodlan<!s, since Mainland
Cherry Forest is also a. very important and rare 'vegetation type. As above,
listing this vegetation type witl:1 one of lesser rarity tends to diminish the
importance of th<; more sensitiye hahitat.in the impact analysis. (Mainland
Cherry Forest is ranked S1.1 and Coast Live Oak Woodland S4 by CDFG's
Natural Heritage Division.)

.

Failure to orovide survey maU$- As stated ore\'iouslv~ field survevs should
~ don~ in a systematic way to ensure adequate coverage of the area being
surveyed. The Biota Report should contain field maps which indicate
survey routes taken. The most intensive surveys, performed by Recoil in
1995, do not include sueh maps. The only map which they included is the
Photo Key Map (Appendix B). Looking at this map would lead one to
believe that they did not survey (or at least took no photographs) in
Portrero Canyon and significant areas in the northe:lSt portion of the
property.

11

Failure to perform focused rarenlant surveV$- Ra.<:eo no information in
Appendix N of the. Biota Report., it 2Ppe~ th~ Rec.on did not do my
focused rare plant sUfYeys. Most of th~ scm;ltiv~ :>~cie::; un Lhdr list are not
easily Gpotted unle5D survey roch.n.iquos ore spccifieally dc.3igncd t<:'> fOCU03 011
the species in question (e. g. they are not easily spotted from ridge tops).
There is no evidence to suggest that appropriate focused rore plant survey
methodologies were utilized. There also was no apparent effort to focus on
analyzing or surveying rare plant .habitats. Surveys of a ge.neral naUlre,
~uch a~ might he d~rihed hy "Genernl 'ROf?lny/WiIdlife" and ~General
BotanyIWildlife/Butterfly" are not considered adequate to rule out the
exh;tem;e ur :>~m;iLive plant species on the site. Thorough surveys which are
focused on each specific rare plant species and its associated habitat
requirements must be performed before the "existing biological conditions"
criterion for this EIR can bc met.

12

~

~

Failure to describe criteria for Habitat Value Analvsls- The Biot-:r. Report
consistently describes v~riOUs. pomops of spe.cific h~bit<lts as. being of
"lowest" habitat value, etc. based on a four level habitat value system. This

10
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would appear to be a description of the:relative health or condition of a
giyen portion of the habitat. There does not appear to be any objective

basis for the assignment of these v~ues, however. If habitats such us
Coastal Sage Scrub are to be severely impacted on the basis of their
~aIue"~ or lack thereof, the ¢riteria for these decisions must be clearly
spelled out, preferably in the EIR itself. If such objective criteria do exist,
please inform us

wh~rt=

they can be found, and include lhem in the EIR.

We were also troubled by one type of comment which could easily be
misinterpt'eted. On page 130 of the Biota Repo~ for example, in the
Project Impacts section, under Mainland Cherry' Forest it says that ·~ •.•the

13

large majority of vegetation to be lost was assigned to the lowest habitat
value rank, with smaIl amounts being assigned to [the 1:\:v0 next lowest
ranks This type of statement is common, and seems to imply that the
losses to habitat were already decided, and then needed to be Justttled" by
the field analysis.

r.

Biota Report coadusions- It is pU::;:;iblc that (,..\)n~lrdinls were placed on the
consultants who did the biological surveys by the project proponent, for
financial or other reasons. We believe that a project of this immense size
and scope should support detailed and thorough biological field surveys,
and should be required to produce a top qualit1 Biota Report which is

thorough, complete, and based on better than average field studies.
There are conc~rns about the qualiry of the biological surveys as '....eIl as
their extent. One example of failure to utilize accepted scientific
methoeoiogy can be seen in the small mammal trapping surveys. where the

14

standard protocol of :'3 consecutive nights" of trapping in a single trap
location was violated by 1l'lovillg rue tr.:l.~ t:W;h nigh.L Lo cuver more
ground. This defeats the purpose of the protocol by disregarding the
standard scientific methodology.
This failure to follow accepted scientific methods and practices may be
pervasive throughout the biological studies, and is cauSe for concern.
Ceir~i.TJ.Jy, it is not acceptable to request a General Plan amendment which
would redefine the boun<:hL-ies of SEA, #23 based on this level of field
survey work.

Conclusions and Alternatives
No Project Alternative
At the present time. because of what is perceived by CNPS to be serious
inadequacies in the Biota Repo~ and indeed in the very scientific
foundation of the DEIR, we strongly support the ';No Project" alternative.
It is the lead agency's responsibility to ensure that the DEIR is based on

11
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scientific data which can withstand the rigQrS of peer review. This clearly
c:mnot..

An A<;,ceI!table Alternative
.
As strted previouslyp We believe that this project is too big~ in the wrong
place, at the wrong time. We do not believe that a project of this size is
needed or can be justified in the Santa Garita area at present. CNPS would
like to offer guidelines for what we consider to be an acceptable alternative
to the proposed project We offer the fonowing suggestions as the basis for
. designing an cuvironmcntally scnsitive project vyhich would fit within the
.project ar~ allow the applicants a financial return on their investment,
and reduce the impacts to the natural features of the area significantly.

Reduce size and acreage of development-et'·H'S would reCornmend that
development be restricted to the number of dwelling units allowed by the
current zoning, (2070 dwelling unit<:>, and 47,372 ::;q. ft. of
commercial/industrial space) with the caveat that the development acreage
be n;Uuccd amI r~1.ric~ lQ le~s sensitive, alreadY disturbed areas as
outlined below. We believe that it would be far preferable to have higher
density housing with greatly reduced acreage.
15

Place no development within the 500 year floodplaip-Many of the problems
associated with the present proposal are the result of infringing on the
river and/or comming it. Many sensitive species and habitats would benefit
by the river being allowed to rerr.i3.in a dynamic entity. Al10wing a wider
corridor for a largely unrestrained riyer and its associated fluvial and
hydrological processes makes sense.
l1mlt losses to sensitive

halJitats-Tlt~ prujt:t.:t

::lite t.:unLain.s· very important

land from a biological perspective and losses to rare and sensitive habitat
types should be limited. CEQA seeks to OoL••• preserve for future generations
exumples of 0.11 plant nnd animal commnnitics"(pRC sec. 2100 1[c]). CNrS
would recommend that disturbance to certain sensitive communities be
limited to no more than 10%, and that those losses be mitigated at a ratio of
'2: 1 i.n kind, either on or off site. Other habitat types are sufficienrly rare
that no losses to them are acceptable.

Communities where losses should he limited to no more than 10%:

Coastal Sage Scrub
Mixed Chaparral
Great Basin Scrub

Non-Native Grassland
Southern \V111ow Scrub

Southern Willow RiDarian
\Voodland
...
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Southern Cottonwood-Willow Riparian Forest
Arrow Weed Scrub

Valley Freshwater Marsh and Ponds
Cottonwood/oak Woodland '

Communities where NO losses should be allowed:
Coast Uve Oak Woodland
Valley Oak Woodland
Valley Oak Savanna
Mainland Cherry Forest

15

Alluvial Scrub'
Sca1ebroom Scrub
Mesic Me3dow

"'California Walnut Woodland

* not discussed in DEIR

I 16

All of the above habitat types in both categ()rie.~ should he actively rmnaged
and protected from encroachment by invasive exotic plant and animal
specie::; ~ wt:ll as from ~xcessive human traffic, inappropriare uses. erc.
According to the infonnation provided in Table 4.6-6 (bEIR pg. 4.6-38)
this would still o.11ow for development which would impact or disturb over
2900 acres in the habitats discussed (2051 acres in habitats which are less
sensitive and g72 ucres in Habitats where no more than 10% disturbance
would be allowed. Development in t.~is altermitive would be restricted to 1)
areas of less sensitive habita4 2) areas which are already disturbed and 3)
areas away from the river's floodplain. We believe that this is a sensible
alternativ; which should be discussed.
.

Limit losses to sensitive plaut sl.l¢cic:s-Lu~~:) tu s~miilivt: planl species or
their habitat as a result of this ~iect should be avoided. Sensitive plant
species includes all State· and Federally listed species, species proposed for
listing, Fedeml Candidate species~ Federal ;4Spccics of Con-ccrn": and
species on CNPS lists 1 and 2 (Skinner, Pavlik 1994). Losses to other

17

species, including CNl'S lists 3 and 4 species (Skinner, Pavlik 1994).
species which an~ extralimital (i: e. at or near the edge of thair range),
representative of disjunct populations, or representative of sensitive
habitats (e. g. Mainland Ch.erry Forest, Southern California Walnut
Woodland) should be minimized to whatever extent possible. and mitigated
when avoidance and minimization are impossible.

Closing Comments
As stated in L.iis and previous letters and public comments: CNPS is
opposed to this project as it is proposed. We feel that it adds to urban
sprawl and destroys ~oo much valuable and rapidly diminishing natu.ra1

13
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land. rurther study has also revealed subsrmtive errors and omissions in
r.he hin10gical sllldiC':s and in the Biota Report. At this time we support the

No Project Alternative, and based on the need for additional biological
clara., it is the ONLY alternative which can be supported. If the biologlc21

data can be amplifietL and the Biota Report amended as suggested. we
might" support a much smaller and more environmentally sensitive project,
as describ¢d above•

.We do not believe that any of the proposed Project Alternatives can be
justified under CEQA.. Regardless. it is irnperotive that the issues raised
above and in our previous letters be adequately'addressed in order for the
EIR to satisfy the legal standard. it is possible that new information added
to tn2.ke the R i()n~ R flPOTt ('.nmple.te will be substantial enough to Wa.mu1t
the recirculation of the EIR for additional commentary and cons~ltation
prior to its final certification, pursuWlt to PRe 21092.1. We would
appreciate the opportUnity to review and make additional comment if the
EIR is recirculated, and look forward to seeing all of our concerns
addressed in a revised final Em.. We also TCQucst
to be infOrIllcU anti
"
supplied with the necessary documents for a full rcview·~if the EIR is
r~ciTculated. including any revisions to the Biota Report.

/7()

Si cerel Y

!
~~
u c. Scow. Land Management Analyst

CC;

Supervisor Micha.el Antonivich
Ron Bottorff. Friends of the Santa Clara River
CNPS Sacramento office .
Ci\"PS S2I1 Gabriel MOllntains Chapter
C~-ps Los Angeles/Santa Monica Mountains Ch3ptcr
C~-rs Channel Islands Chapter

Attachments: I) Calif. Native Plant Species Field Smoyey Form (NDDB)
2.) California Natural Community Field Survey Form (NDDB)
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1998

Members, Board of Supervisors
clo Ms. Joanne Sturges, Executive Officer
OClk of the Board of Supe'J'Visors
Room 383, Kenneth Hahn
HaIl ofAdministration
500 West Temple Street
Los Angeles, California 90012
R.e:

Newhall Ranch Project. Hearing Date July 28, 1998

Dear Members, Board ofSupervisors:
The Ventura County Boud of Supc:rvisors requests that you condition the Newhall
Ranch Project as set forth below. These issues are identifiable at this time and nay be
5Upplem~ IS our an!lysis ofproject impacts 011 Vcmma County con1i:nues. The
Venturi Com1ty Board ofSupenison considers these conditions very significant to
Venturi. Com1ty and intends to pamse aIllitiption necessary to require tbat these impacts
on Vemma County are properly addreued and mitigated..

1

-Each ofthe proposed conditions is smnmarized below. A detailed statement of
each condition is attaeh~ IS a separate exhibit
1. GroyndWlt~ResowceJ: The project applicant agrees to m8ke a public
disclosure which will become a condition of the proj«t that the project as
proposed will rely on imported State water for the project water supply and
will not use any groundwater IUCh that the amOtmt of groundwater flowing
into Ventma County will not be reduced in any amount at any time. Any
changed e<mditions during the 20 to 25-yeu build out resulting in a
probable usc of groundw-ater will require I subsequent EIR subject to
EXHIBIT 4

2

.

.
Me:mbcrJ, Board of Supervisors
July 14,1998
Pqe2
. Ventura County review, to quantify aDd evaluate the impacts.en Ventura
County'l water supply.
2. EI29d CoD1rol: An e:ngineaing mzdysis is to be done detennining the
frequency ofexceedance of the 2, 5. 10 and 2S-Year ItOm1$ as compared
with predevelopmem conditions. Ifsuch a study indicates • dgniiiemt
impact on ventura County, such 1$ bank erosion and re1a:ted ~ ·d1en
appropriate facilities are to be built in the project area to mitigate the
impacts.

3. I.D;mx: The project sh.all be tonditioned to provide for payment in the
approximate amount of$8SO,OOO as trlffic mitigation fees to the County of
Ventura.

Air PoUytigu:

Pum1e all mitigation mea.smes proposed by d1e Ventura
County Air Pollution Control District as set forth in 1be attached exhibit.

4.

2

s. Biology: Adopt a spct:iiic mitigation plan for the Salt Creek Watershed
in Ventura Coanty.
.
6. HonSnS: In order to mfuce air and traffic ~ caused by the
project, mitipte the pcrtentiaI groW1h inducing impaas on neighboring
tXSDmunities, and pl'O"ide opportunities foe future workers within the
NcWhatl Ranch community to live in 1bc commmrlty, 1hc NewbaJl Lmd and
Fanning Company and nsJtlCCeSsors sha1l be~ to adopt an
affordable housing plm m.ediDg the housing needs for 111 income kvels
generated by the Newhall Ranch Project.

7. Agricyltpral BufIq: The project shall be conditioned to maintJin an
agricuItu:ri1 buffer of a miuimum of 1,000 feet between the development
md the agrleulture use .in Ventura County.
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Membea. Board of Supc:rvisors
July 14, 1998
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Thank you for your consideration and cooperation.
.Sin"cefIC

0S SAN K. LACEY
-f\. AL1

K. ~

. Supervisor, District 1, Ve.otura County Board of
Supervisors

Y

S'
Supervbor, District 4, Vcntura County Board of
•

'"~.....,tihv

Ie

7-~

OHNK.FLYNN

Supervisor, District S, Ventura. CoUnty Board of
Supe:vis¢rs

DLS:$ld

Eoclosures
~~
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...... NEWHALL RANCH BIOLOGICAL Ml1lGATION MEASURE

Yc:nnn County Planning Divisio:.c1 611/98

.

1. Prior to approval of ~ Nevman Ranch S~~ Plan. the Newhall Land and Farming
Company IhaI1 agree in writing to an Upland Migration Mitigation PLan which eorisists of
the f9Uowing:
.
'
A.

Remove from the Salt Creek Watenhed located in Ventura. County the
fol1o~

B.

1.

Inigated agriculture.

2.

Cattle grazing and any o1her activities deemed by the US
Department ofFISh and Wlldlife (USDFVI) as detrimental to
wildlife 'or non·agricultmal biOlogical eanm\mjties. This
may require fencing all or portions oi1he boundary ofthe
watershed as detmnined necessary by the USDFW. Exempt
:from this requirement arc existing oil field activities and
electrical transmission iBeilities.

1

The ~uirements outlined in p~ -]A. s.baU remain in effect

until such time as the County of Vcntura approvals I di.saetionary .
action whicll inc10des all or 'put ofthe Salt Creek watershed in
Ventara County. Upon issuance ofwd disc::etionary approval,. the
conditions of that approval shall.mperse(ie the ~ of
Paragraphs "IA" in dlo$C areas in 'Whicl11he approval applies. Azus
otrtside the area subject to 1he dhcretionary approval shall cootinue
to be subject the limitations outlined in Paragraph "lA. above.

C.

A qualified consultant or other orpnimon \monitOring
organizatiOllh WIl ~ appointed. by the COuntr of Ventura.. This
monitoring orgmrization man make reeommen.dations to the County
of Ventun. on the issues outlined in Parappb liZ" below. Said
monitoring organ.izsnon may be replaced IS de=ed ~ by
the County of Ventma. The COunty of Ventura shall lave the final
decisions regarding the following ~ subject to the limit:ations
outlined below.

-
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2. Prior to issuance of 1he fim 0CGUpInCy pmnitfor this project 1he followina &ha1I
.occur:

A.

Management of the Salt Creek watershed Within Veunn. Coanty
aluUl be tumed over to tbe same open Ip&Ce cxp1i%ation which will
manage the High Coontty portion ofthe Newball1tlnch project.
The Salt Cleek ~ shill be modi1i~ maintained, and
operated for the sole purpo$e or ~oping high qu&1ity, n0n
agricultural ecological cammanities mc:!i that non-agricu1tural
an~lls will be attracted to the area. and Qich em readily use 1be
Salt Creek watershed to move betMen the Santa am. :RMr md the
High Commy. This ~ shall not include cattle grazing
lmleS$ recommended by 1hc USDFW.

B.

Moneys to pay for the taW desa10ed in paragraph w2C' below dt.a11
be paid by the developer to 1he open space organ;~tion. The
amount of funds transremd from the developer to the open space
OlPninstion aha.ll not exceed a total oft
(1998 dollars)
to implement paragraph -2C.- .
.
1

Except ~ noted below. II1l costs ISiOclated with this mitigation

measure shall be included within the above limitation. Costs not
included within this limitation inc1Dde land and associated costs, and
coos directly or ~ ~ by the ~ (i.e., developer
staff costs, material ~ developer hired conso1mnts. etc.)
"

C.,

The management of the Salt Creek 'WItenhed shaI1 iDclude moneys
paid by the developer 10 1he open IpIU org'11iution adequate to
meet 1he io11owiq purposes:

1.

lXvdop and implement a h.abitat enbancanem plan to. ,
increase the biological canying capacity of 1hc watershed.
'Ihis shall iDclude removal or ~ foreign (i.e.,
DOtmative) plants and animals IS appr~ planting of
plants as appropriate for food and shelter tor rnimaJi
cpect.ed to occur in the area, modification ofland forms, and
establishment of water IOUIteS, or other features (e:g., salt
. licb etc.) as may be ~ appIoptiate by the monitoring
organization.
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Iicb etc.) as may be deemed apptopdate bytbe moaitmng
organization.
'

2.

Establishment ofa tru.st fund adequate to mainWn the
watmhed and the habitat enhancement pIan for its fntalded
pUrpose into~. These funds shall also ge adequMe to
monitor the cffedivcness oCthe watershed in achieving its

purpose.
D.

1

Development and monitoring of the habitat enhancement plan shall
be under the direction and approval ofth:e County ofVentura.,
Agency or orpnintiOQ Jta.ff, or eonsultants hire4 by said agmcies,
may be paid tbtoup the accotII1U estab1ish~ in Paragraph "2C" and
&hall be :subject to the S
limitation outlined in paragraph
"2B" Above.

measure

Agreement and unplementation ofthis mitigstion
shall be eonsickred by the
County ofVe:rtura to be an adequate response to the concerns ofthe County of Ventura
regarding impacts to existing biological communities in and around the Newbal.llwrcb.
project.
~I6.~
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Planning

.. -

county of ventura

Division

Keith A. Turner
Director

February 3,2000
;:

M. Wehtje
California Fish and Game 5
FAX #: 491-3571 (press start key after message)
Subject: -

Newhall Ranch River Management Plan

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the subject document.
Attached are the comments that we have received resulting from intra-county review of
the subject document.
Your proposed responses to these comments should be sent directly to the
commentator, with a copy to Joseph Eisenhut, Ventura County Planning Division,
L#1740, 800 S. Victoria Avenue, Ventura, CA 93009.
If you have any questions regarding any of the comments, please contact the
appropriate respondent. Overall questions may be directed to Joseph Eisenhut at
(805) 654-2464.
Sincerely,

\K'!=l!itb-'Turner
County Planning -Director
f:ma \wpc\winwordl1a2o..400

Attachment
County RMA Reference Number 00-002

800 South Victoria Avenue, L #1740, Ventura, CA 93009
Prinred on Recycled Paper

(805) 654-2481

FAX (805) 654-2509

